Greetings to the Class of 2015:

On behalf of the Board of Trustees and the almost 13 million residents of our great state whose interests we represent, I congratulate you, graduates of the Class of 2015.

I hope you are as proud and happy to be here today, on the Chicago campus, as I am—proud to be an alumnus of our most noble and exemplary institution.

Your Illinois education has provided you with a strong foundation upon which to realize your goals. No matter what you do and where you go, that education will help you achieve your dreams.

Not only does the University of Illinois provide unparalleled, high-quality education, it also is a powerful engine of innovation and excellence that benefits both our citizens and our economy. And, in these days of ever-increasing globalization, our university’s efforts benefit not just Illinois, but people and institutions around the world.

Today I am pleased to welcome you to one of the largest alumni associations in the world: alumni who lead by example with ingenuity, compassion, and hard work, strong Illinois values.

Whether you stay in our wonderful state or go elsewhere, you’ll always carry a piece of the University of Illinois in your heart. I urge you, in all you do, to promote, protect, and preserve our grand legacy of learning and labor.

May you share the pride I have in our university and may you spread our tradition of Illinois excellence wherever your journey might take you.

Edward L. McMillan
Chairman of the Board of Trustees
Congratulations to the Class of 2015:

I’m delighted to add my congratulations and join this celebration for all of you, the Class of 2015.

Today’s commencement will always hold special memories for me. It’s my last before I step away into retirement after a long, proud connection with the University of Illinois that began as a doctoral student in 1973.

As the next chapter in your journey begins, I wish for all of you the lifetime of happiness that my education here has given me. It has opened doors of opportunity that I could never have imagined and taken my career to heights beyond my dreams.

Now, those same opportunities are yours as you head out on a path paved over generations by visionary leaders, pioneering faculty, and distinguished alumni who have made the University of Illinois synonymous with excellence.

Their achievements have earned the university a place among the world’s best—a legacy that will only grow through your success and the commitment of a new generation of leaders who will continue our rise.

I can’t tell you what an honor it has been to serve you and this great university. And 20, 30, or 40 years from now, when you’re asked where you earned your degree, I hope you feel the same sense of pride that I do when I say “University of Illinois.”

Congratulations again, Class of 2015, and please take time to thank the proud family and friends who have supported you along the way. Enjoy your day, and come back often. Like the lessons you learned here, your bond with the University of Illinois lasts a lifetime.

Robert A. Easter
President
Dear 2015 Graduates:

Congratulations!

On this day you celebrate an enormous achievement. Your family, friends, partners, fellow students, and professors all join me in honoring your hard work and the sacrifices you’ve made to attain your degree. We are proud of you, as you must be of yourselves.

Your journey as students has reached an apex. You have been serious, eager, and challenged in your learning and exploring. You have discovered more about yourselves and the world beyond UIC. Many of you are the first in your family to attend college, and many have worked one or more jobs to pay for your education. Today, we celebrate together the results of your efforts.

You are now UIC alumni. You are the next generation of UIC ambassadors. As you build your future, with your education as your foundation, you will remain an important part of our community. We hope you will have a lifelong connection to UIC, whether you return to attend cultural and athletic events, mentor students following in your footsteps, or continue your own education. You are an essential part of our growing community who proudly call UIC their alma mater.

Today we are here to recognize your achievements. I offer you my best wishes on all your future endeavors, and I urge you to return to UIC often.

Sincerely,

Michael D. Amiridis
Chancellor
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UIC Silver Circle Excellence in Teaching Awards

UIC Silver Circle Excellence in Teaching Awards are presented annually to those faculty voted most outstanding by the members of the senior class.

The Silver Circle Award winners for 2015 are:

College of Applied Health Sciences
  Michael Jones                     Department of Kinesiology and Nutrition

College of Architecture, Design, and the Arts
  Sharon Oiga                      School of Design (Graphic Design)

College of Business Administration
  Renata Tarasievich               Department of Managerial Studies

College of Education
  Jennifer Olson                   Department of Curriculum and Instruction

College of Engineering
  Joseph Hummel                    Department of Computer Science

College of Liberal Arts and Sciences—Humanities
  Mark Canuel                      Department of English
  Charles John Ireland             Department of French and Francophone Studies

College of Liberal Arts and Sciences—Natural/Physical Sciences
  Robert Paul Malchow              Department of Biological Sciences
  Wilson Andrew Tillotson          Department of Physics

College of Liberal Arts and Sciences—Social/Behavioral Sciences
  Karina Reyes                     Department of Psychology
  Katherine Zinsser                Department of Psychology

College of Nursing
  Maripat King                     Department of Behavioral Health Science

College of Urban Planning and Public Affairs
  Brenda Parker                    Department of Urban Planning and Policy

School of Public Health
  Linda Rae Murray                 Department of Health Policy and Administration
ACADEMIC DRESS

Academic dress, consisting of cap, gown, and hood, originated about the twelfth century and was worn primarily for warmth. Subsequently, material of the gown and the lining and the shape of the hood represented the economic and social as well as the academic status of the wearer.

In the United States, the great majority of the academic costumes now worn are in accordance with the general provisions of the Intercollegiate Code of 1895, which was revised in 1932 and again in 1960. Under this code the bachelor’s gown has pointed sleeves, the master’s gown has oblong sleeves with an arc at the bottom, and the doctor’s gown has bell-shaped sleeves. All gowns were originally black, although the adoption of colored gowns by individual institutions in the United States is becoming more prevalent.

The bachelor’s and master’s gowns are untrimmed. The doctor’s gown is faced down the front with velvet and has three bars of velvet across the sleeves. The facing and bars may be black or may be the color of the subject to which the degree pertains. Material of the gown and hood for the bachelor’s and master’s degree is usually of cotton poplin, and for the doctor’s degree, of rayon or silk ribbed material. The bachelor’s gown is worn closed; the master’s and doctor’s gowns may be worn open or closed. Women may wear white collars with the bachelor’s gown when no hood is worn.

The hoods, which differ in length for the three degrees, are lined with the official colors of the university or college conferring the degree, usually with one color forming a chevron pattern over the other. The bachelor’s hood is three feet in length; the master’s hood is three and a half feet, and the doctor’s hood is four feet long. At the University of Illinois at Chicago the lining of the hoods is flame and indigo. For PhD students, the trim of the hood is indigo. For other doctoral students and for master’s students, the velvet trim at the edge of the hood denotes the field of study. UIC graduating seniors do not wear hoods.

The mortarboard cap is standard in the United States. Usually all tassels are black, but where the graduating seniors do not wear a hood, as at the University of Illinois, the color of the cap tassel indicates the type of degree earned. Students receiving a bachelor of arts degree wear white tassels; those receiving a bachelor of science degree wear gold. Doctor’s caps may have tassels of gold thread. At the University of Illinois, candidates for degrees wear tassels on the right front quadrant of their caps before degrees are conferred and change them to the left front quadrant after degrees are conferred by the president. Caps are considered a part of the costume.

Gold, silver, and bronze cords worn by some graduating seniors signify the three levels of University Honors. Gold cords signify summa cum laude, silver cords signify magna cum laude, and bronze cords signify cum laude. Gold stoles identify graduates who are members of the Honors College. Red cords distinguish students who have been recognized for service and/or leadership. Some students also wear cords or stoles signifying their membership in campus organizations or activities. The Jewel of Office and Gold collar, which is worn by the president, was presented to the university by the University of Illinois Alumni Association. It is emblematic of the Office of the President and is worn at all formal academic ceremonies. On the collar are engraved the names of the presidents of the university and their years of service. Trustees of the university are identified by their blue gowns with blue velvet panels outlined in orange cord.

For all academic purposes, the colors associated with the different subjects are as follows:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Subject</th>
<th>Color</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Agriculture</td>
<td>Maize</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Applied Health Sciences</td>
<td>Green and Gold</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Architecture and the Arts</td>
<td>Brown</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Business</td>
<td>Royal Blue</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Administration</td>
<td>Lilac</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dentistry</td>
<td>Copper</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Economics</td>
<td>Light Blue</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Education</td>
<td>Orange</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Engineering</td>
<td>Russet</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Forestry</td>
<td>Gold</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Health Professions</td>
<td>Crimson</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Education</td>
<td>Purple</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Journalism</td>
<td>White</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Law</td>
<td>Lemon</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Liberal Arts and Sciences</td>
<td>Green</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Library Science</td>
<td>Pink</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medicine</td>
<td>Apricot</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Music</td>
<td>Silver Gray</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nursing</td>
<td>Olive</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oratory (Speech)</td>
<td>Dark Blue</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pharmacy</td>
<td>Peacock Blue</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Philosophy</td>
<td>Salmon</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Public Administration</td>
<td>Citron</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Public Health</td>
<td>Scarlet</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Social Work</td>
<td>Wedgewood Blue</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Theology</td>
<td>Gray</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(UIC does not offer all of these degrees; however, faculty and platform party members may hold degrees in these areas.)
This program contains official lists of names of graduates who received degrees in summer 2014 and fall 2014 and unofficial lists of names of candidates for spring 2015 graduation. The names of spring 2015 graduates are as accurate as possible. However, due to printing deadlines, the names of some degree recipients may not appear, while names of degree candidates may appear even though they have not completed their degrees. The University of Illinois at Chicago’s official registry for conferral of degrees is the Office of Admissions and Records.

The following symbols are used in this program:

* College Honors
† Cum Laude
‡ Magna cum Laude
§ Summa cum Laude
∥ Graduate College Fellows
# Honors College (undergraduate students who are members of the Honors College)
** Bell Honor Award (College of Engineering)
†† Beta Gamma Sigma (College of Business Administration)
‡‡ Certificate in Evidence-based Mental Health Practice with Children and Adolescents (Jane Addams College of Social Work)
§§ MSW/MPH Joint Degree (Jane Addams College of Social Work)
O Online Programs (College of Nursing)
P Central Illinois Peoria (College of Nursing)
Q Quad Cities (College of Nursing)
R Rockford (College of Nursing)
U Central Illinois Urbana (College of Nursing)
I Rho Chi (College of Pharmacy)
2 Phi Lambda Sigma (College of Pharmacy)
UNIVERSITY HONORS POLICY

The three levels of university honors listed below will appear on UIC transcripts for undergraduate students and students within the College of Pharmacy participating in spring 2015 Commencement ceremonies honoring students who earned degrees summer 2014, fall 2014, or spring 2015.

Summa cum laude ("Highest praise"): 3.90 and above grade point average

Magna cum laude ("High praise"): 3.75 to 3.89

Cum laude ("Praise"): 3.50 to 3.74

University honors will be awarded solely on grade point average earned at UIC. The determination of university honors for spring 2015 candidates for graduation will be based on grades reported through the end of the term prior to graduation. UIC will make permanent adjustments to the list of students receiving university honors based on final grades.
Doctoral (all Doctor of Arts, Doctor of Education, Doctor of Nursing Practice, Doctor of Occupational Therapy, and Doctor of Philosophy) and master’s (all Master of Architecture, Master of Arts, Master of Arts in Teaching, Master of Design, Master of Education, Master of Fine Arts, Master of Health Professions Education, Master of Healthcare Administration, Master of Public Administration, Master of Science, Master of Science in Teaching, and Master of Urban Planning and Policy) degrees conferred by the Graduate College are listed under the respective disciplinary college.

College of Applied Health Sciences

Biomedical Visualization

Master of Science

Degrees Conferred December 2014
Dorothy Futumby
Lana McKinnon
Amanda S. Root-Thompson

Candidates for Degree May 2015
Virginia E. Fulford
Kenzie Green
Katherine M. Henning
Meredith L. Hoffman
I-Huan Grace Hou
Raysheu Ku
Catherine A. Lamy
Myungsun Lee
Caitlin R. Lohr
Nga Ly
Meredith L. Osborn
Elliot Alejandro Padilla
Christopher D. Raney
Robert C. Shonk
Faith Simunyu
Chelsea Rushton Talley
Jill Valerie Tessler
Kathleen M. Tetzlaff
Xochitl Patricia Vinaia
McKenzie Lyn Wampler
Melissa Zachritz

Health Informatics

Master of Science

Degrees Conferred August 2014
Omair Ali Shareef Ahmed
Hassan Al Naimi
Katherine Schultheis Ferretti
Margie Rose Godlin
Matthew Dennis Groth
Linda Renea Myres
Teresa Gail Nelson
Regina A. Ortiz
Marian Canter Proctor
Sharon Ruedel
Carla H. Ruffins
Timothy Forrest Simpson
Raja Talati
Anja Francine Timmerman
Vanessa Marie Washington

Degrees Conferred December 2014
Wanda Bedford
Sarah Renee Boling
Karen Marie Burke
Robert Michael Colosimo
Todd Andrew Cusimano
Robert W. Dietache
Lorna Kay Eades
Lynette Denise Espinosa
Jeri Carol Garland
Scott David Garrett
Daniel R. Gauvreau
Jerrian Marie Grant

IBHE Postmaster’s Certificate in Health Informatics

Certificates Awarded December 2014
Charmaine Barnett
Karen Lee Dunvant
Shari L. Hammer
Angela Lee
Marvin Long
Thomas McGuire
Jayaashree Neelharu
Alexis Parker
Joseph H. Rosin
Kenneth Solomon
Muhammad E. Tabani
Lisa Inez Trammell

Health Information Management

Bachelor of Science

Candidates for Degree May 2015
Mujdad Mojisola Adebayo
Khadija Bhavsar
Lauren A. Bjurt
Robert Bodurua
Daniel Brodinski
Kathryn Choi
Kyle T. Christiansen
Amanda Davis
Naoufal El Hajjami
Jason Robert Gaides
Joseph Angelo Grimaldi
Elena Gulyeva
Shayma Makhul Haji
Isamar Hernandez
Dip R. Joshi
Emily N. Kafkes
Maha Khalid
Kimberly Michelle Lane
Annie Li
Kristian Cherise Mangal
Elvira Martinez
Jessica M. Mason
Evan Eddie May
Ronak P. Parekh
Deena R. Patel
Nadeem S. Patel
Amber Qureshi
Jane Pauline Gabriel Remigio
Lisa Marie Saldivar
Amanda Marie Schafer
Jonas Sereiks
Nitha Tamrakar
Anjali Thavaney

Hai Li Wang
Jamie Wolf
Zeeshan Zohaib

Candidates for Certificate May 2015
Charles K. Barron
Christopher Richard Dennis
Sean Mitchell Mirk
Nicole A. Patino
Anand Draper Sethi

Disability and Human Development

Master of Science

Degrees Conferred August 2014
Lindsay N. Baran
Brian Richard Heyburn
Sheri Barham Lenzo
Stephanie A. Steiner
Richard Wharton
Lyn Wilder-Dean

Degree Conferred December 2014
Maria D. Lourdes Rubi Arellano

Candidate for Degree May 2015
Jessica Amber Tourtellotte

Disability Studies

Doctor of Philosophy

Degrees Conferred August 2014
Jihye Jeon

Predictors of Depression Among People with Disabilities in South Korea: A Test of Social Model

Candidates for Degree May 2015
Amie Lulinski Norris
Community Capacity to Provide Mental/Behavioral Health Services to People with Developmental Disabilities
Ryan Christian Parrey
Encountering Disability: Orientation, Disorientation, and Ethics

Candidates for Degree May 2015
Natasha Antonietta Spassiani
Sustaining Community Health
Initiatives for People Aging with Intellectual/Developmental Disabilities
Terri Thrower
Re-Imagining Disability: Performance Art and the Artists’ Perspectives

Assistive Technology Certificate Program

Certificates Awarded December 2014
Karie L. Klobucher
Meghan Libbie
Nanci E. Martinez
Ellen Ann McNamara
Carolyn R. Meves
Sarah J. Whitaker

Certificates Awarded August 2014
Amir Badruddoza
Katherine Schumpe
Margie Rose Godlin
Matthew Dennis Groth
Linda Renea Myres
Teresa Gail Nelson
Regina A. Ortiz
Marian Canter Proctor
Sharon Ruedel
Carla H. Ruffins
Timothy Forrest Simpson
Raja Talati
Anja Francine Timmerman
Vanessa Marie Washington

Degrees Conferred December 2014
Wanda Bedford
Sarah Renee Boling
Karen Marie Burke
Robert Michael Colosimo
Todd Andrew Cusimano
Robert W. Dietache
Lorna Kay Eades
Lynette Denise Espinosa
Jeri Carol Garland
Scott David Garrett
Daniel R. Gauvreau
Jerrian Marie Grant

Health Informatics

Master of Science

Degrees Conferred August 2014
Amir Badruddoza
Katherine Schumpe
Margie Rose Godlin
Matthew Dennis Groth
Linda Renea Myres
Teresa Gail Nelson
Regina A. Ortiz
Marian Canter Proctor
Sharon Ruedel
Carla H. Ruffins
Timothy Forrest Simpson
Raja Talati
Anja Francine Timmerman
Vanessa Marie Washington

Degrees Conferred December 2014
Wanda Bedford
Sarah Renee Boling
Karen Marie Burke
Robert Michael Colosimo
Todd Andrew Cusimano
Robert W. Dietache
Lorna Kay Eades
Lynette Denise Espinosa
Jeri Carol Garland
Scott David Garrett
Daniel R. Gauvreau
Jerrian Marie Grant

Health Informatics

Master of Science

Degrees Conferred August 2014
Amir Badruddoza
Katherine Schumpe
Margie Rose Godlin
Matthew Dennis Groth
Linda Renea Myres
Teresa Gail Nelson
Regina A. Ortiz
Marian Canter Proctor
Sharon Ruedel
Carla H. Ruffins
Timothy Forrest Simpson
Raja Talati
Anja Francine Timmerman
Vanessa Marie Washington

Degrees Conferred December 2014
Wanda Bedford
Sarah Renee Boling
Karen Marie Burke
Robert Michael Colosimo
Todd Andrew Cusimano
Robert W. Dietache
Lorna Kay Eades
Lynette Denise Espinosa
Jeri Carol Garland
Scott David Garrett
Daniel R. Gauvreau
Jerrian Marie Grant

IBHE Postmaster’s Certificate in Health Informatics

Certificates Awarded December 2014
Charmaine Barnett
Karen Lee Dunvant
Shari L. Hammer
Angela Lee
Marvin Long
Thomas McGuire
Jayaashree Neelharu
Alexis Parker
Joseph H. Rosin
Kenneth Solomon
Muhammad E. Tabani
Lisa Inez Trammell

Health Information Management

Bachelor of Science

Candidates for Degree May 2015
Mujdad Mojisola Adebayo
Khadija Bhavsar
Lauren A. Bjurt
Robert Bodurua
Daniel Brodinski
Kathryn Choi
Kyle T. Christiansen
Amanda Davis
Naoufal El Hajjami
Jason Robert Gaides
Joseph Angelo Grimaldi
Elena Gulyeva
Shayma Makhul Haji
Isamar Hernandez
Dip R. Joshi
Emily N. Kafkes
Maha Khalid
Kimberly Michelle Lane
Annie Li
Kristian Cherise Mangal
Elvira Martinez
Jessica M. Mason
Evan Eddie May
Ronak P. Parekh
Deena R. Patel
Nadeem S. Patel
Amber Qureshi
Jane Pauline Gabriel Remigio
Lisa Marie Saldivar
Amanda Marie Schafer
Jonas Sereiks
Nitha Tamrakar
Anjali Thavaney

Hai Li Wang
Jamie Wolf
Zeeshan Zohaib

Candidates for Certificate May 2015
Charles K. Barron
Christopher Richard Dennis
Sean Mitchell Mirk
Nicole A. Patino
Anand Draper Sethi

Disability and Human Development

Master of Science

Degrees Conferred August 2014
Lindsay N. Baran
Brian Richard Heyburn
Sheri Barham Lenzo
Stephanie A. Steiner
Richard Wharton
Lyn Wilder-Dean

Degree Conferred December 2014
Maria D. Lourdes Rubi Arellano

Candidate for Degree May 2015
Jessica Amber Tourtellotte

Disability Studies

Doctor of Philosophy

Degrees Conferred August 2014
Jihye Jeon

Predictors of Depression Among People with Disabilities in South Korea: A Test of Social Model
Commencement

May 2015

Amanda Turek
Vilija Varanaviciute
Ivana Vukasovic
Haohong Yan
Trina Victoria Friaas Yebra

IBHE Postbaccalaureate Certificate in Health Information Management

Certificates Awarded August 2014
Kathryn Anne Engler
Arsilia Mazharuddin
Willie Robinson
Rachel Lee Walz
Yi Zhang

Certificates Awarded December 2014
Stephanie Lynn Carraway
Cecilia Chin
Beth A. Formica
Glenda Irene Gurnsey
Richard A. Hart
Andrea Jenniece Hazeley
Monika J. Ligas
Alexis Ann Marshall-Stephens
Nancy Ellen Nichols
Whitney Lynn Postell
Tammy Gray Wimberly
Orba Ross Wortham

Candidates for Certificate May 2015
Justine Basa Asiolo-Daeo
Jennifer Jesen Briscoe
Elizabeth Ann Coppage
Sifikhile F. Revels
Tracey Stern
Rebecca Ruth Telesky
Roopa Ross Thumb

Human Nutrition

Doctor of Philosophy

Degree Conferred December 2014
Puja Agarwal
Effect of Obesity-associated Iron Dysregulation on Breast Cancer Risk in Postmenopausal Women

Kinesiology

Master of Science

Degree Conferred December 2014
Robyn Leigh Kretschy Becker

Candidates for Degree May 2015
Vered Arbel
Eliza M. Davis
Brandon M. Groth
Keith D. Kowalski
Nhu Quynh Ly
Melissa Magallanes
Kiersten Meta McCartney

Bachelor of Science

Degrees Conferred August 2014
Anthony Beyer
Kristi N. Carling
Giana Marie Casciola
Ricky Cruz
Radhika Desai
Joshua D. Fox
Kenneth J. Fron
Justine Esther Garcia
Mitchell W. George
Christopher Brian Go
Michael Thaddaus Haderspeck
Erica Lynn Hansen
Natalie C. Hernandez
Oluwaseun Kafisanwo
Lindsey M. Labant
Christy Mary Manaois
Anthony Rodrigo Martinez
Elizabeth Ann Mooney
Pierre M. Moulton
Egle Rudyte
Susan A. Russin
Dhara J. Shah
Francis S. Sinfuego
Osmund Siu
Nicole Zagone

Degrees Conferred December 2014
Jestin Charles Alferdez
Alvin S. Augustine
Bishoy A. Bahour
Emmanuel Barron
Brittany L. Branstetter
Alexander William Brimlee
Kenneth J. Bulsco
Nicholas Bulthius
Kierra Janae Barrows
Kaylen Marjorie Byer
Charlotte Kristina Cole
Danielle Nicole Dodd
Ahmed Elsharief
Zachary D. Estes
Yanira A. Garcia
Jacob S. Gerlach
Christian C. Gryszkowka
Timothy Joseph Hannigan
Mark Edward Jao
Zainab Sarah Khomusi
Justin P. Knutby
Kiara Marie Lindskog
Evan N. Lines
Punit D. Modi
Patrick J. O’Connor
Patricia Ortiz
Lauren P. Rodgers
Tayler Rodgers
Robert Sanchez
Jeremy D. Shoup
Sarah Anne Singer
Michael Skutnik
Jessica Thiel
David Michael Thomas
Dawn Marie Trubow
Amir S. Vakil
Johnathon Ryan Valenti
Ashton E. Wagner

Candidates for Degree May 2015
Kristin N. Abruscato
Ahmad E. Alomari
Rayah R. Aloush
George I. Arizmendi
Rhonda William Atallah
James Christian Babana
Arbela Bithyoun
Jessica B. Bochenek
Aneta A. Boduch
Erin M. Bohne
Abby C. M. Breckling
Christopher C. Bryant
Wanda Marie Cardenas
Anna Pavalia Catalan
Joan Beatrice Ruiz Combe
Ariane Grace Bernales Comoro
Thomas Danaiaita
Dana Yousel Darwish
Jackson Dean Davenport
Justin E. Deguia
Rebecca A. Delahunty
Tyler Detmer
Angela M. Domenico
Michael S. Durrant
Tess Laurette Albright Ehrhardt
Taiser Elaaed
Kevin Rex Marty Galina
Valere A. Guertin
Rosemary Nelson Hanna
Austen Henke
Jacqueline V. Ho
Melissa Jo Hoffman
Connor R. Howard
Maxwell G. Infanti
Khabbat O. Iwaianat
Shaheen Jaddid
Michael James Jewell
Kate A. Joeson
Eleana Marie Jouras
Ryan William Kendziora
Tae Min Kim
Magda Kozikowska
Ricardo A. Lara
Douglas Javon Lewis
Kevin Li
Erika H. Liedtke
Rima Donle Lintakas
Michael Joseph Liztenberg
Bailey A. Lundman
Tanya Malhotra
Avraham Shmuel Marcucci
Justina E. Mathew
Katie Marie Merigold
Ivan Mitsko
Saket R. Nadimpathi
Amena Nausheen
Emily Palluck
Taha Parvez
Amir V. Patel
Chirag Pate
Dhaval D. Patel
Jesal D. Patel
Nargees Patel
Saurabh Patel
Eva M. Pua
Mary Rahmoun
Allyson L. Reeto
Kaitlyn R. Reinwald
Michal Rendzeniak
Evon Christopher Reynolds
Jack Patrick Rieke
Jeffrey V. Romero
Alija M. Rybianczyk
Roksana M. Sady
Stephanie A. Sagun
Gustavo Salas
Aleksandra R. Saulys
Cassandra Scheau
Adam Siwize
Crystal A. Smuk
Akhil J. Sridher
Stephanie G. Stratton
Gabriel S. Sutton
Michael Zbigniew Szybulinski
Rebecca N. Termunde
Shivam C. Thakkar
Gino Michael Tobar
Matias Chan Trinidad
Jerome Tomy Uthupan
Victoria C. Van Cura
Tanya Varkey
Tiffany L. White
Kamaria T. Woods
Dana Denise Zurawski

Kinesiology, Nutrition, and Rehabilitation

Doctor of Philosophy

Degree Conferred August 2014
Jan Kretschmar
Race Dependent Effects of Black Cohosh Fractions in Human Umbilical Vein Endothelial Cells

Candidates for Degree May 2015
Rebecca Marie Kappus
Racial and Ageing Effects of Acute Antioxidant Supplementation

Mackenzie Leigh Pater
Association Knee Osteoarthritis with Fall Risk: Implications for Interventions

Nutrition

Master of Science

Degree Conferred August 2014
Naval Al-Nouri

Degrees Conferred December 2014
Tar Sophia Allen
Amanda M. Aspan
Megan R. Collins
Leila Michelle Fausz
Christina Flaherty
Sara Lisa Catherine Gillman
Theresa Consentino Hudson
Zahra Kasza
Erica Leigh Landas
Caitlin A. Levey
Livia D. Ly
Jennifer Rachel Martin
Gina Laurie Philips
Karen R. Radek
Anna C. Tittlemeyer

Candidates for Degree May 2015
Jennifer Lynn Allington
Olesya S. Altman
Miyoung Kim
Nefertiti Ojijideka
Charanya Sundar

Bachelor of Science

Degree Conferred August 2014
Dina Lynn Emlund

Degrees Conferred December 2014
Alexis D’Ascanzo
Rachel B. Davis
Nicole M. Hartnett
Michelle Elizabeth Mulleni
Alea K. Olson
Physical Therapy

Doctor of Physical Therapy

Degrees Conferred August 2014
Avani Muinesh Desai
Ernesto Garcia
Erik Sokolowski
Ya-Ju Wang

Candidates for Degree May 2015
Joseph Raymond Ascher
Brian Thomas Baranyi
Jeffrey P. Beyrue
Brittany Brown
Franco Calabrese
Eileen Marie Cekay
Kathleen A. Chazewski
Matthew Currier
Brianna DeBiasi
Samantha Louise Dillon
Ashley N. Duley
Adam James Fagan
Richard Fernandez
Kelsey Flanders
Joseph David Fr jelich
Rima J. Gala
Patrick J. Galvin
Anthony S. Gravin
Alexandra Grimaud
Dustin J. Jesberger
Stephanie Jean Johnson
Ashley Jane Kanelos
Jennifer Kick
Tiffanie H. Kimura
Abigail A. Lutz
Jennifer Anne Malwitz Ponce
Ashley Kristine Marrapode
Rachel M. Mason
Taylor E. McCulloch
Sarah Anne Menhennett
Jordan D. Miller
Lauren Lydia Nevoral
Edita Norkeviciute
Megan Erin O'Connell
Urvika A. Patel
Kevin Matthew Pelczarski
Melissa Danielle Potts
Kelly A. Rupkey
Yamit T. Saadla
Kristy Ann Samra
Michael Renan Santa Maria
Julie Ann Scheff
Stefanie M. Smrokowski
Sally Anne Stelael
Laura B. Vazquez
Anna Jordan Wetzel
Rashawn D. White
Jessica Lauren Wierdak

Rehabilitation Sciences

Master of Science

Degrees Conferred August 2014
Ali Mohammed Alsoubihan
Franot Nitin Atre
Mary Rose Szczurek

Degree Conferred December 2014
Ashwarya Stiraman

Candidates for Degree May 2015
Prajna R. Acharya
Kosaku Aoyagi
Daya Devanathan
Hardeep S. Gill
Sailee Uttam Jagdhane
Charlie Chen Ma
Pooja Vasant Salot
Shruti Ramesh Shinde
Po-An Tsai
Ishwari Sanjay Upasani
Yiru Wang

College of Architecture, Design, and the Arts

Acting

Bachelor of Arts

Candidates for Degree May 2015
Geena Barry**
Rebecca Fernandez**

Architecture

Master of Architecture

Degree Conferred December 2014
Alvaro J. Venegas

Candidates for Degree May 2015
Patricia Diaz Agrella
Sebastian Viorel Ardelean
Timothy D. Baldwin
Siobhan A. Barrett
Matthew B. Buescher
Janina Lissette Sanchez Cardenas
Jesus Gabriel Corral
Gianna Demertzis
Michael Walter Grochola
Yi Han
Suoroo Z. Khan
Sayam Kim
Vanessa Karina Kokott
Yuge Liu
Stephen Orlando Moroz
Ayla R. Mull
Samra Pecanin
Dana V. Rybarski
Ingui Ryu
Azalia Sanchez
Peter Andrew Schlosser

Master of Science

Candidates for Degree May 2015
Delfina Castagnino
Paul Lane Mosley

Bachelor of Science

Degrees Conferred August 2014
Radu D. Alexa
Daniel Barrios
Victor R. Bocanegra
Elizabeth Farias
Belem Medina
Matthew Paul Price**
Justin Quachlaw
Luis Guillermo Vazquez

Degrees Conferred December 2014
Arturo Fernandez
Ivan Martinez

Candidates for Degree May 2015
Jonathan Aguilar
Jorge Dante Alarcon
Jennifer Arriozola
Nicholas William Basham
Juan J. Bautista
Juan H. Cardenas
Kelvin S. Carlos
Ivy L. Chan
Michael Thomas Denmark
Michael F. D’Souza
Teodor Sevdalinov Duhnev
Adam Francis Dworkin
Adam S. Foxman
Jason Alexis Garcia
Veronica Gomez***
Ivan B. Hinov
Thomas K. Home
Hannah Eilyn HorticK
Zhivko Dankov Kamens
Lauren P. Kiley
Steven F. Kruger
Tri X. Mai
Alexandra Jaclyn Maksymeci
Michael Ernest McDow
Andrzej Myrovskyy
Kyong Eun Park
Daria Pietkos***
Marek Pula
Katmerka Ramic
David Michael Ramis
Rafael A. Robles***
Christina Luna Rodriguez
Ariel D. Romero
Alejandro H. Saavedra
Brandon J. Scales
Jeremy T. Scott***
Chelsea Hope Steiner
Aqua Tahir
Tasho Tony Tasho
Anton Rumonov Tonchev**
Lukasz Tomasz Wojnicz***
Kaitlyn Elise Woodward
Kyle Christopher Wulf***
Gabriel Ybarra

Architectural Studies

Bachelor of Arts

Candidates for Degree May 2015
Wai Li
Chen-Han Tu

Art

Bachelor of Fine Arts

Degrees Conferred August 2014
Todd Daniel Hamamoto
Courtney Ryan McKenna
Obinna Andre Mojekwu
Terrence Christopher Pitts
Lucas Macaline Shaffer***
Anabel Louise Wheeler****

Degrees Conferred December 2014
Jonathan U. Gotangco
Bryce W. Jensen
Allison K. Jue
Bachelor of Arts
Degree Conferred August 2014
Melissa Elizabeth Romeo

Degrees Conferred December 2014
Sarah Theresa Denten
Jodie M. Maplethorpe

Candidates for Degree May 2015
Vasiliki A. Dracopoulos
Zakkiiyah Najeebah Dumas-Oneal
Julie A. Sidebotham
Maria Anna Snostak
Rebecca A. Vandusen

Design Criticism
Master of Arts
Candidates for Degree May 2015
Julia Nicole Di Castri
Marko Dumilja

Graphic Design
Master of Design
Candidates for Degree May 2015
Kristin N. Best
May Za Chien
Alice J. Lee
Yue Qin
Tyiesha Monique Warren

Degrees Conferred December 2014
Engy Aly
Jessica Carllyn Campbell
Ju Hyun Kang
Kate Marie Koyama
Fatima Karina Montiel Ceron
Scott David Vander Zee

Bachelor of Design
Degree Conferred December 2014
Jacklyn Arely Goyo

Candidates for Degree May 2015
Noor Abdelrahim
Catherine M. Armitage
Elisa G. Barroso
Natalio Berrios
Andrea Nicole Devault
Gabiilera Nicole Difioire
Claude Edward Dockery
Corinne Jennifer Dzieman
Jazmin Elizabeth Fern
Gibson-Ivester
Paige N. Gillig
Wyatt Andrew Goins
Kerri Ann Hernandez
Robert S. Kay
Barbara S. Kennedy
Hyun Ji Lee
Latrina Eleanor Lee
Reda Lukobeka
Jennifer Manning
Kostandin Marko
Lauren Ann Marson
Maritza Martinez
Evelyn Mateo
Alexa Anastasia Meyer
Emily Nava
Gerry Nguyen
Kimberly M. Oyama
Maria G. Padilla
Allison Rose Ramirez
Katarzyna Rataluswka
Zachary Joseph Rodriguez
Erich D. Romito
Sarah Marie Ryan
Paria Saeedi
Robert Zachary Schulz
Rashel Thomeh Shirbad
Alexandra Grace Shock
Emily Ann Strzynski
Tiffany N. Temple
Danny Alexi Tirado
Inga Vasiljeva
Matthew James Wells
Jennifer Joyce Zolet

Bachelor of Fine Arts
Degree Conferred August 2014
Stephen J. Denning

Candidate for Degree May 2015
Malgorzata Popowska

Degrees Conferred December 2014
Adeel Alam
John William Asta Jr.
Travis Barlow
Lindsay Elizabeth Brinkworth
Linda Bui
Lauren Ashley Campbell
Shine S. Chen
Daniel Cigler
Lawrence Christopher Cummins
Paige N. Gillig
Benjamin Jeremy Gross
Varun S. Kamat
Andrew M. Kang
Douglas Kass
Travis A. Koss
Jessica Kreis
Lauren M. Lee
Victor Shub Lee
Emily Rose Liten
Christopher Douglas Marlow
Chelsea Martin
Rudy Melgar
Michael Tomido Mercado
Caitlyn Rena Miklaz
Fakhrizky Miyakawa
Quinn Augustus Monforton
Dexter P. Moran
Desmond Naranjo
Bichphuong Thi Nguyen
Jonathan Paul Owens

Music
Bachelor of Arts

Degrees Conferred August 2014
Jacob N. Adams
Thomas Owen Kelleher

Degrees Conferred December 2014
Justin Boyd
Theodore James Sofios

Candidate for Degree May 2015
Jennifer Choi

Bachelor of Music

Candidates for Degree May 2015
Jonathan Reed
Christopher A. Stein
Igor Volchenko

Moving Image
Master of Fine Arts
Degree Conferred August 2014
Jesse Malmed

Candidates for Degree May 2015
Sohaila Azadi
John Chase Szczepaniak

Museum and Exhibition Studies
Master of Arts

Candidates for Degree May 2015
Corine A. Azem
Emily L. Beaver
Demecina T. Beeth
Jillian Green
Nancy Jeanette Harmon
Matthew J. Heichelbech
Mök Lee
Anna T. Lepesh
Jamie E. Lewis
Taryn Joyce Mason
Emily McKenzie
Maureen E. Riley
Amanda Lee Robinson
Jacqueline Yvonne Smith
Brianna L. Thiel
Nichole L. Wallace

Jazz Studies

Candidates for Degree May 2015

Art History
Doctor of Philosophy

Degree Conferred August 2014
Erdi North Morawski

Degrees Conferred December 2014
Mirela R. Tanta

State Art or Sites of Resistance: Socialist Realism in Romania: 1945-1989

Candidate for Degree May 2015
Brandon K. Ruud

Master of Arts

Degrees Conferred August 2014
Gretchen W. Neidhardt
Cassandra A. Smith

Candidates for Degree May 2015
Martyna Anna Klimek
Brigid M. Maniates
Joseph A. Mucielli
Rachel Lindsey Adair Shrock
Claire Elizabeth Spadafora
Lee A. Stanton
Bridget Diomme Stratham
New Media Arts
Master of Fine Arts
Degree Conferred December 2014
Alejandro Toledo Acierio

Candidate for Degree May 2015
Jessica Margaret Cobb

Performance
Bachelor of Fine Arts
Candidates for Degree May 2015
Bethany Rose Arrington
Carly Elizabeth Carano
Evangeline L. Courter
James Daniel Crumb
Chelsea Marie Foss-Ralston
Victoria Jacobson
Kevin R. Jandrist
Gregory E. Madden
Mark James Pontarelli
Max M. Thomas
Matthew Vuckovich
Taylor Christine Walters-Chapman

Bachelor of Music
Candidates for Degree May 2015
Trevor Drew Cole
Marlena E. Keller
Riley Anne Parish
Supasit Supawong

Photography
Master of Fine Arts
Degrees Conferred August 2014
Jonathan Loic Rogers
Jenyu Wang

Degrees Conferred December 2014
Soohyun Kim
Curtis B. Miller
Lauren Caroline Sudbrink

Studio Arts
Master of Fine Arts
Degrees Conferred August 2014
Matthew Kayhoe Brett
Elena Paquin Fejoo

Candidates for Degree May 2015
Meghan Nafziger
Ellen Kay Nagel
Sherwin Samuel Ovid

Theatre
Bachelor of Arts
Candidates for Degree May 2015
Jazzlyn K. Luecket
William John Francis Peterson

Theatre Design
Bachelor of Arts
Degree Conferred December 2014
Mia N. Lee

College of Business Administration
Accounting
Master of Science

Degrees Conferred August 2014
Asma Tawfiq Abusara
Kordian J. Balamut
Molly Borrowman
Paul S. Chakir
Li-Ting Hung
Joseph Honglyu Kim
Zvonko Olear
Ying Xia
Xiaomei Zhao

Candidates Conferred December 2014
Viktoriya Bashkatova
Anna Buleje
Min Chen
Jordan Alexander Corp
Justin Carl Cox
Farhan Ghassan Fakhouri
Dustin Heestand
Anita E. Ivanova
Malgorzata Sylvia Krol
Wiktoria Lazewsk
Mirjana Marceta
Lillian Medina
Amran Munasser
Ardorlo Orozco
Kai Pei
Przemyslaw K. Slowik
Xiangran Su
Jose Tapia
Evangelos S. Thedoropoulos
Hanna Tuov
Jinghua Wu
Todd M. Young
Xuan Zhang
Qiushi Zheng
Xiaowei Zhou
Wan Zhu

Candidates for Degree May 2015
Mary T. Adeleke
Jae Bum Ahn
Shuo Bi
Dan Charles Brendich
Michael C. Burge
Yiheng Cai
Vanessa Chaidez
Angela M. Chinino
Philip J. Cygan
Scott Michael Doering
Karen Fu
Yan Ge
Samantha Elesse Gordon
Ahsun M. Hassan
Andrew Reid Pennington Hastie
Peter E. Jimenez
Maha Daoudi Khaltib
Andrew James Lenting
Yue Li
Pan Liu
Amanda Long
Lu Lu
Richard Andre Lyons
Marc D. Malina
Palak Mistry
Ellen M. Morrison
Jaymin Patel
Sergio Daniel Pedroza
Roberta Petrauskaite
Yuejiao Ren
Marinee Saldivar
Josip M. Setka
Dongyang She
Elham Shekari
Kayla D. Stewart
Vatsal J. Thakkar
Meng Tian
Mengdi Wang
Rusuyun Wang
Shanshan Wang
Yunbo Wang
Weifeiyue Wei
Edyna Joanna Wilk
Beata Maria Wojnar
Jiamin Wu
Xiaohui Xia
Lizao Xiao
Hanzhe Xu
Yuengch Xue
Tianxing Yang
Shi Yu
Yumeng Zhao
Yang Zheng
Yu Zheng
Pin Zhu

Bachelor of Science

Degrees Conferred August 2014
Sameer Ali Ahmed
Jesse Correa
Silviano De La Torre
Lara Elizabeth Galbato
Piotr R. Gola
Ariel Gonzalez
Plamenia Ilieva
Evelina S. Jelonek
Von Bryan Lapuz
Sheila Ann Ramos

Candidates Conferred December 2014
Jasim Ahmed
Tyler C. Albert
Brett Dillon Bennett
Samuel Haryo Bima
Jose P. Calies
Marie Kristell Imperial Castro
Wing Man Chan
Lu Chen
Justin H. Clark
Jonathan Nicholas Crot
Joshua Cubacub
Elise Ann Cucunato
Geraldine L. Deliva
Love B. Desai
Dan Dinh
Lumeng Dong
Martianjohn Duazo
Kimberley M. Egan
Daniel Z. Fudali
Peter Garbul
Amrit Ghimire
William George Gibson
Michael L. Granato
Denise J. Guiao
Svyatoslav Gut
Yusuf Hasan
Jackline W. Hinga
Josephine Ho
Kristen M. Jackson
Sylwia Jaszezowska
Benjamin Augustus Juhasz
Ha Jung Kim
Kevin Abraham Kurian
Jingying Liu
Kathylyn Deanching Luna
Dhaval D. Mandavia
Patrick Matthew Mangan
Timothy Joseph Mastny
Oleg Matsychenko
Michelle Denise Matthews
Angela Mari McHaney
Baqueir Ali Mirza
Monique Mohamad
Shearson Shubert Nagelli
Arielle L. Padilla
Jigar R. Patel
Junior M. Paucar
Eduardo Pena
Mariani S. Pera
Samantha S. Quinones
Reman Raidan
Jan Kevin M. Rizal
Tomas Rojas Velazquez
Nelya Rusynska
Sinnard Michael Scott
Naveen Shahzad
Iseul Shin
Ali Hussain Shirazi
Paloma Simental
Mazen Kadar Soudagar
Brian John Sonken
Luis Alberto Vargas
Matthew Wheeler
Brittanni Latasha Williams
Xianli Xu
Adrian Zyla

Candidates for Degree May 2015
Zubair Ali
Sonia Alvarez
Tselmeg Ariunbold
Oscar A. Avila
Noor Azra
Agne Belikaite
Xiangting Bian
Ajmal M. Bijapuri
Kyle Steven Brown
Moriah Ariel Brunell
Gioconda I. Calderon
German J. Cervantes
Jason Chen
Simon Chen
Paris Marie Clark
Shan K. Dass
Daniel J. Demody
Ektu Dhyani
Alexander E. Eaton
Andrew T. Ebere
Nirole Marie Fernando
Yuriana Flores
Bhumil. J. Gandhi
Michael Garcia
Thomas Georgopoulos
Yu Zhen Guo
C. Han
Sandy Herrera
Phuong Kim Hua
Jeffrey Ted Hubicki
Ansam Hussein
Commencement
May 2015

Sujin Hwang
Orlando-Imenez
Moses Francia Xavier
Kagimu-Mbogga
Natalia E. Kedzior
Daniel Kim
Sang V. Kim
Austin P. Klinker
Jung Taek Lee
Damian Lewandowski
Dandan Li
Oleg Lisovskiy
Xiaoyu Liu
Camil Machaj
Maya Mamedova
Katherine Isabel Marcovich
Megan Kathleen Maronta
Cesar Villa Martinez
Matthew J. McCullough
Daniel Stephen McDonagh
Angelica Miskiewica
Nithya Mohan
Ricardo Andrew Morales
Taylor Norberg
Yoko Okina
Nathan O. Otoki
Peter Oto
Dawei Ou
Fotios Papadimitropoulos
Jae Park
Glen J. Paule
Denys Catherine Quizhipi
Filip S. Raheem
Yuliya Rebiktasya
Lee Anthony Rigney
Jessica Rodarte
Rosa Rodriguez
Justin A. Ross
Chloe E. Schooerlaf
William Schweer
Nikesh Sunil Shah
Shreya Y. Shah
Krzyztof A. Smolinski
Monika A. Sojka
Arnold J. Southamnvang
Olena Irene Stasula
Evelina Struijkte
Thomas Trung Hau Tran
Martha V. Tremeski
Angelica Sanabria Valdes
Joshua Vishoo
Ridge Wang
Michael R. Wong
William Wong
Huiyu Wu
Hao Yang
Runpeng Zhao

Business Administration
Doctor of Philosophy

Degrees Conferred August 2014

Inna Khagileva
Understanding Jumps in the High-Frequency VIX

Chenwei Liao
Enhancing Individual and Group Performance Through Idiosyncratic Deals: A Social Cognitive Investigation

Degree Conferred December 2014

Dawn Renee Schneider
A Capability Approach To Interorganizational Innovation

Candidates for Degree May 2015

Wenpei Yu
An Analysis of Oil ETFs and Crude Oil Price

Master of Business Administration

Degrees Conferred August 2014

Yiyi An
Marissa Nurul Astika
Seungjo Baek
Srinuch Boonthong
Timothy Ivan Cassidy
Supannath Chaiyang
Natcha Chairamukl
Ulrich Chaiyaperm
Yu-Zhu Chang
Jiefang Chen
Yuan-Ji Chi
Brittany Ann Chibe
Jeremiah Irwin Evans
Yaling Fan
Sungwon Han
Yuchen Han
Dan He
Xiaohai Huang
Ga He In
Herra Igbal
Sunghoon Jo
Jae Hoon Kim
Seungwhan Kim
Saranya Korpajarassontorn
Chay Tiam Lee
Dan Li
Jie Li
Juncheng Li
YuJia Li
Chin-Chia Lin
Xiao Lu
Mengtao Lv
Kandis Leslie Martin
David Mathes
Se Won Oh
Lixin Pan
Yi Pang
Jee Yoon Park
Jinhun Park
Saejin Park
Sungjae Park
Nataporn Pornprasitsuk
Yu-Hong Su
Muchchima Suphap
Hsin-Ching Tsai
Shao-Chih Tu
Ling Wang
Sheng-Hsiang Wang
Yi Wei
Yin Weng
Manyu Wu
Bifan Xie
Hang Yang
Hsin-Yuan Yin
Jiangfeng Yu
Qin Zhang
Weijiang Zhang

Yujian Zhang
Yan Zhang
Jianwen Zhao

Degrees Conferred December 2014

Ernesto Ayala
Eryn K. Barba
James Bartholomew
Robert Hunter H. Bauer
Heather Marie Beck
Jason R. Bonsak
Meng Chen
Alexander Eugene Cross
Lendyn Jay Davis
Vaitheesh Kumaran Dharmalingam
Matthew Mariano Dibari
Katherine Poor Dolara
Binyan Dong
Bishakha Duttagupta
Hayley Hornuth Evans
Tianrong Fu
John C. Grelyak
Ziyung Gu
Peiyu Guo
Chenxi Hao
Jinghan He
Ji Huang
Joo Hyun Jun
Minwook Kim
Chih-Hoon Lee
Myungwoo Lee
Fangyu Lin
Hongyu Liu
Shanshu Liu
Wenbo Liu
Zhendong Lu
Casey Meng
Michael George Moran
Heesu Noh
Kelly Michelle Ormsby
James P. Phillips
Phebe Folk
Mariceli Serrano
Xiangyi Song
Zhongze Sun
Dinesh Sundaravaradan
Jeffrey Tomas Uit
Bozun Wang
Guanty Wang
Jiang Wang
Nanli Wang
Kristina E. Weaver
Laura Katherine Wright
Hanlin Xie
Yingying Yao
Ploypailin Yodkham
He Zhang
Jiaojiao Zhang
Wenbin Zhang
Qing Zhu

Candidates for Degree May 2015

Margaret Elizabeth Accardi
Kedar N. Akalwadi
Amani D. Alak
Eduardo Alvarez
Meyungso An
Matthew William Berkley
Ashton E. Blair
Michael T. Bley
Taehwan Bok
Timothy David Butler
Yaroslav Chainan

Li-Tong Chang
Yu-Chia Chang
Peng-Yu Chao
Ranita Chatterjee
Qin Chen
Jivko Chiderov
Hun-Ten Chuang
Kristen Marie Coombe
Theresa Rose Croghan
Michael Joseph Crambock
Brett Crekaj
Saikybea Darko
Nuttarnee Dethkongkaew
Fan Dong
Shaoran Dong
Alexander Estrada
Jianfei Fei
James Daniel Furlong
Jian Gao
Jing Gao
Alessandra Camil Gibson
Pong Gong
Yonghua Hao
Zhiming Hao
Michael J. Helm
Benjamin P. Hoffman
John Westin Howe
Ji Hoon Jeong
Xanyu Jin
Imran A. Khan
Suchitra Khothong
Ki Sook Kim
Keith Philippe Kirschey
Peter James Klapperich
Stephen Jonathan Kohn
Jin Sung Lee
Fei Li
Xiaolin Li
Yuancheng Li
Phyllis S. Lin
Chia-Wei Liu
Mo Liu
Yan Liu
Yue Liu
Jonathan Klaer Logemann
Jonathan Alexander Lopez
Jin Lu
Lu Lu
Christine L. Meier
Elizabeth A. Muhr
Esther A. Ogendede
Azhda Osman
Georgiana Pancanu
Jialu Peng
Kenneth Norbert Pikus
Michael Angelo Porfirio
Carly F. Prentice
Huidi Quan
Travis Richard Radcliffe
Regello Rangel Stratmann
Danielle C. Seger
Xiaohze Sha
Julianne Lee Sherer
Alicia L. Smith
Chengcheng Sun
Patchma Sunyanuchit
Ariana Marie Taylor
Viron M. Thakkar
Chun-Wei Tsai
Joseph E. Vazquez
Anton Walczak
Lingfang Wang
Qianqian Wang
**Bachelor of Business Administration**

**Degrees Conferred August 2014**

- Michael Mullen

**Degrees Conferred December 2014**

- Jennifer Bleichmann
- Lisa Rose Brown
- Andy Bustamante
- Jillian R. Cozzi
- Anthony Martinez
- Bryan Donald Nagel
- Daniela Scarpelli
- Jun Seok Seo
- James Martin Williams

**Candidates for Degree May 2015**

- Claire Christina Anne Balfour
- Brian P. Barthel
- Mary Anna Heri
- Max Martinelli
- Timothy J. Schorn

**Entrepreneurship**

**Bachelor of Science**

**Degrees Conferred August 2014**

- Bryant Anthony Crot
- Nolan R. Svanlund

**Degrees Conferred December 2014**

- Joshua Thomas Anaya
- Jeffery L. Childs
- Michael S. Czarkowski
- Akash Dewanjee
- Lequessa Harris
- Caroleanne Hornung
- Michael H. McGrew

**Candidates for Degree May 2015**

- Berenice Arista
- Calvin Jumn Chang
- Ali Mohamed Dobashi
- Cameron Friend
- Jeremy J. Frye
- Brian He
- Zackery Scott Judickas
- Austin Scott Little
- Sean Martinelli
- Cesar A. Mendoza

**Finance**

**Master of Science**

**Candidate for Degree May 2015**

- Ambika Garg

**Bachelor of Science**

**Degrees Conferred August 2014**

- Syed A. Azem
- Kin Pat Cheng
- Kevin Patrick Dagon
- Yegor Olegovich Duna
- Jubril O. Durojaie
- Aileen J. Hill
- Augustine Kyun Ho
- Indre Kappos
- Jenny Liu
- Maria Iuliana Minulescu-Williams
- Danyal A. Mukhi
- Lan Thi To Nguyen
- Sahishnu Patel
- Elmer O. Rodriguez
- Leonardo Romeo
- Jake Edward Slania
- Ashley Elizabeth Thomas
- Gregory C. Van Heest
- Araceli Vanegas
- Brandon Joseph White

**Degrees Conferred December 2014**

- Allane Mawule Akati
- Fernando Alvarez
- Nathaniel Amante
- Suhail I. Anma
- Selidji Telephore Azogan
- Alec P. Bajalcaliev
- Eui Jin Ban
- Michael Vito Barraco
- Namik Beganovic
- Patrick Bies
- Gabriele B. Biondolillo
- Michael C. Brettman
- Chyuna D. Calip
- Eric Cheng
- Aman Choudhury
- Julian Faust Di Vito
- Yacumba A. Dixon
- Matthew A. Doherty
- Timothy Daniel Doherty
- Osbert R. Duran
- Andrew K. Ericson
- Sean M. Ford
- Jason E. Goodfriend
- Anna Ruth Guzman
- Kenneth Tran Huynh
- Mohammad Muddassir Imran
- Alex Joseph Jurich
- Thomas Patrick Kelly
- Arooz M. Khan
- Natalia Kolas
- Matt Kolenda
- Crystal Olga Kosiba
- Maksumilian M. Krol
- Patrick S. Lee
- Michael J. Loveisky
- Linda G. Ly
- Jason A. Major
- Artem Maydan
- Caitlin McDermott
- Krystian Lukasz Miara
- Joseph G. Milazzo
- Tran T. Nguyen
- Jonathan P. Notowidigdo
- Samira Patel
- Andy C. Peng
- Javier Perez
- Sahil Pruthi
- Jiqiang Ren
- Frankie Robles
- DeAnna Marlene Sago
- Nawal Saleh
- David Salinas
- Tyler Sciorrito
- Oleysa Shamrylo
- Ebenesia Tijumne
- Lisa Trinh
- Nicholas G. Tschilis
- Kwame Tufuor
- Maciej M. Wnajrowicz
- Christopher Allen Zabel
- Hao Zhou
- Jeffrey Zientara

**Candidates for Degree May 2015**

- Ernesto Acosta
- Munia A. Ahmed
- Angelica M. Arredondo
- Mohammad Zeshan Aslam
- Daniel Brandon Bastidas
- Derek James Bedard
- Carlos Javier Brito
- Steven Adam Brokop
- Leila I. Caeceres
- Maria De Los Angeles Campos
- Easel Chanthavy
- Congping Chen
- Alexander H. Chou
- Ryan Andrew Conoboy
- Jerry Condisle
- Nicholas Robert Denotto
- Damian Domaleczny
- Magdalena Maria Drozdz
- Steven M. Edds
- Sarul Enkhtur
- Jessica Feng
- Michael Francesco Ferrazzaulo
- Hera Heena Laique Gaddi
- Amanda E. Gagliano
- Sonia A. Ortiz Garcia
- Philipp J. Goedjen
- Diana Guadarrama
- Luis A. Guzman
- Arlest Hallil
- Arjan D. Hamer
- Justin Donald Hendrixson
- Nayela T. Hoda
- Chastity Enrique Hull
- Bradley Henry Humes
- Claire Margaret Hurley
- Parytk Jacyniewica
- Kevin W. Javecek
- Nolan Michael Judykci
- Shahbaz Khan
- Jeanne Khousakoun
- Malgorzata Kosalka
- Nooren Z. Lakhan
- Justin A. Lancaster
- Trang N. Le
- Alexis Sharisse Rudolph Lema
- Henry Liang
- Daniel Liberman
- Alex M. Liechko
- Yevgeniya Loy
- Yan Ming Mai
- Salma Maloum
- Amit Mauda
- Manuel De Jesus Medina
- Xiao Q. Mei
- Marlene Mendez
- Milai I. Mihalesecu
- Alexander K. Mihalea
- Luis Edgar Molina
- Alexia M. Morales
- Hak Kwon Oh
- Myles Patrick O’Hara
- Adam Z. Oplustil
- Daniel Palasz
- Cecile Virginie Parcellier
- Jigar D. Patel
- Tina D. Patel
- Tera Nicole Pendleton
- Jihaoo Peng
- Jessica A. Peraltu
- James R. Pfeiffer
- Jessica Quintero
- Steve R. Rakow
- Alan Reifer Rudelman
- Gabriel A. Reyes
- Mateusz Rudzinski
- Michael Francis Sader
- Hany Salamat
- Nicholas R. Santore
- Kalpit A. Shah
- Agnieszka S. Toczydlowski
- Joseph Rosario Torregrossa
- Cesar R. Torres
- Hau M. Tran
- Hem Upadhyaya
- Vinitha Venugopal
- Armando G. Villanueva
- Mohammed A. Waheed
- John P. Wallace
- Stephen Michael Weintro
- Jonathan Young Yoo
- David Yu
- Lintong Yuan
- Jason Corey Yang
- Mohammad Zahrnan

**Information and Decision Sciences**

**Bachelor of Science**

**Degrees Conferred August 2014**

- Dalton C. Allison
- Alexander F. Kubacki
- Gary Shlatchman
- James Williams

**Degrees Conferred December 2014**

- Tyler C. Albert
- Kenechukwu O. Anighobo
- Waqas Aslam
- Preet K. Bains
- Steven Bobo
- Gabriel M. Chwal
- Ashley Marie Garrido
- Mateusz Grzegorczyk
- Tadas Jodwalis
- Benjamin Augustus Juhasz
- Lukasz J. Kowrowski
- Andrew F. Moran
- Sergio A. Navas
Candidates for Degree May 2015
Aisha Ahmed
John S. Arvanitis
Elaina E. Astudillo
Jozef Bobek
Saffron F. Chau
Mikolaj J. Czajczyk
Vidya Dasari
Pulkit R. Goe
Diana Karina Lopez Herrejon
Ashley Tiara Hollins
Mohammad Jawad
Deiptika Khanal
Rishi Mehta
Vladimir Mitrovic
Alexandra M. Molina
Hannah Oluwatosin Oluyadi
John Richmond
Justyna Magdalena Świdet¹
Lukas Tarasevicius¹
Benjamin Trinh
Joseph Vadakara
Riyi Zheng

Candidate for Degree May 2015
Ravi P. Patel
Yeniffer Josef Ramos
Janelly Roa
Francisco Joseph Rodriguez
Deborah Lynn Rosa
Julieta Saldana
Gabriella M. Santos
Ariel Anne Schmitt
Macy Rochelle Sears
Daniel Tamayo
Adam Thomas
Matt T. Vail
Anthony Zades

Management
Bachelor of Science

Degrees Conferred August 2014
Bakkah I. Al Nurridin
Stefan Botez
Angela Y. Cobb
Avelina Figueroa
Kelsey Marie Kaus
Keia C. Walker

Degrees Conferred December 2014
Adam R. Abbas
Jose Alvarez³
Sabrina Yesenia Avila
David D. Borom
Quamal Burton
Joseph Caiolino
Angelo Peter Calcagno
Ina Galman
Pauline Joell Gutkovsky
Alma D. Guzman⁴
Brandon Lamar Hudson
Jillian V. Huwae
Sara Jakubczak
Yunes E. Kinay
Marcin Komosa
Matthew T. Krawiec
Matthew C. Krezel
Neha Kumar⁵
Jennifer Elizabeth Marsalli⁶
Omar Martinez
Rachel Lan Mei
Monique Chante Meriweather
Gregoris Nakos
Jun Namgung
Joseph Park
Carolina O. Pasterekży⁶

Doctor of Philosophy
Degree Conferred August 2014
Ferdii Erusyal

BUSINESS INTELLIGENCE AND SMART PRICING IN UNCERTAIN COMPETITIVE ENVIRONMENT

Candidate for Degree May 2015
Ivan Alejandro Alfaro

Master of Science

Degrees Conferred December 2014
Surabhi Agrawal
Aswin Antony⁷
Himansu Badhai
Prreeti Balaji
Robin Booswamy
Sai Teja Challa
Timothy Chang
Makarand Rajankumar Dalal
Mrudulareddy Devarla
Vaitheesh Kumaran Dharmpalingam
Matthew Marino Dibari
Rohit Jain
Deepthi Jayachandran
Suchindra Kala
Gaurav K. Kar
Sai Krishna Raja Sreedhar Kodali
Sweta A. Korde
Suman Kattar Madhok
Stephen McDowell
Tanvi C. Naik
Prakash Nandha Mukthan
Vara Veera Goutham Naraharisetty
Scot Wayne Noftz
Hetal Patel
Yashwardhan S. Pawar
Dhanashree R. Pode
Manoj Pushpanathan
Karthick Rajasekaran
Venkatarama Sooriyakumar
Ramakrishnan
Erica Ray
Ankit Parash Shah
Purvi Shah
Sowmya Janardhan Sharma
Krithika Suresh
Rakesh Thayil

Candidates for Degree May 2015
Zaith Mohammad I. Altamami
Adithya Madapura Anantharamu
Kevin Allen Bainbridge
Prateek Chawla
Reema Pankaj Chitalia
Pirin Jagdish Chplota
Prheeti Rani Dabir
Aishwaryaa Dubey
Akshay Anand Erapalli
Robert Piott Garbacz
Phillip C. Gaynor
Gabriela Alejandra Guerrero
Pratik Gupta
John Westin Howe
Parikhith Prakash Inala
Paul Janecek
Sathish Jayadevan
Dhruvil Bharat Joshi
Sneha Kannan
Maneesh Kodali
Divya Mangesh Korgaonker
Lukasz Korzun
Ajitesh Ramesh Kumar
Hiyani Hemang Mahimtura
Sumit Mathur
Vasihnavi V. Mayekar
Adeena Mirza
Saurabh M. Nailwal
Prachie Narang
Toan Phuoc Nguyen
Venkata Sai Harshavardhan
Reddy Panmi

Peeyush Pandey
Ablijeet Parihar
Gaurang B. Parmar
Niral J. Patel
Sai Kiran Pavuluri
Rishiikesh D. Pimpale
Priyanka Prakash
Prakash Reddy Putta
Sivreddy Putta
Vignesh Ramakrishnan
Subramani Ramkumar
Venkata Subramanian Sambasivan
Rohit Rajiv Sane
Ganvih Sanayetemi
Manali Atul Save
Saudamini R. Sehgal
Govindharaju Selvamani
Ashwini Senan
Prachi H. Shah
Kushthoo Sharma
Malavika Shivshankar
Prathima Shrivastav
Shrey Shrivastava
Tiberius S. Silvestru
Roopam Jit Singh
Udai Singh
Shefali S. Swarne
Fau Swapnil Balakrishna
Hapop J. Terterian
Amey S. Thatte†
Parag C. Thatte
Navelette Maria Vassell
Venkata Satya Sesa Sowmya
 Venmuri
Ashwinkumar Venkitakrishnan
Aman Vij
Lalitha Viswanathan

Marketing
Bachelor of Science

Degrees Conferred August 2014
Elba Aceses
Roosemarie Amil Cabanin
Asra A. Dhorojivala
Mary Kathryn Diedrich⁸
Shaun P. Early
Kimbly A. Essary
Diana Hotza
Tanja Jovevic
Nelson C. Kendall⁹
Alexandru Scrupnic
Hungil Seo
Andrea Marie Zabrodski

Degrees Conferred December 2014
Inas Mohmoud Affanah
Amina Ahmed
Vanessa Biastetti⁴
Alexander N. Bradley
Lashay K. Burns
Aldona M. Cizsek
Ognehke Kukwee F. Egube⁴
Cassandro F. Fourier
Vlau N. Gilliam
Marc Alexander Henderson
Ryan M. Jacobson⁴
Austen Liu
Patryk Malesa⁴
Kaitlin Pepeel McCarthy
Amanda J. Mendosa
Chaya Mueska Moskovits⁹
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Candidates for Degree May 2015

Jason N. Abdalla
Jayson Alfredo Alicea
Harkeerat Singh Batra
Katelyn Mai Bouda
Tracey A. Brezina
Sarah Elizabeth Bugarin
Karina Calderon
Jenna C. Camalick
Michelle Y. Chan
Sandy Chan
Joseph Evans De Canto
Valencia T. Dickerson
Xiaotian Ding
Dustin Dallas Domer
Dayana Nolley Dominguez
Edward Thomas Engelhard
Jane Gabrièl
Rahul C. Gandhi
Miguel David Gonzalez
Sergio Gonzalez
Anne Christine Halling
Ryan Christopher Horn
Nicolet Yutuc Jacobs
Jillian Janiak
Jeonghyon Jeon
Lukasz Klepacki
Amanda Kostich
Nicole T. Kowalczyk
Brett Krivich
Lawrence Lee
Andrew M. Lyne
Katelyn A. Maxhimer
Gabrielle Morin
Cesar O. Munoz
Sarah Jane Musni
Matthew V. Okunowski
Heather Rose Payette
Eva Phuta
Megan Louise Purrell
Piret Pusepp
Daniel Radulski
Sean Edward Reedy
Lee Christian Ribeiro
Bianca Monique Rodriguez
Austin Kohji Rosendale
Jasvi Chirag Shah
Rami Sharma
Isaac Soto
Tommy Spolar
Fanny Tan
Luis Orlando Torres
Molor Tsegel
Sonja Gabriela Vicente
Emily Ann Whittaker
Matthew Michael Williams

Edward William Nauss
Xuehui Nie
Vincent John Nitti
Marilag E. O’Mara
Angelica Christine Posada
Nicole Poskrobko
Chelsea G. Santos
Rita Sarkes
Hubert Sksceinski
Max Silvestre
Jessica Slott
Daniel Patrick Taggart
Kristina Trifunovic
Francisco R. Vela
Bryan A. Wess
Colin James Willis

College of Dentistry

Doctor of Dental Medicine

Candidates for Degree May 2015

Mustafa Saad Alkhawaja
Zachary A. Arquilla
Adham Raji Badwan
Abbas I. Baiz
Waan Baloch
Xheni Basko
Roxanne C. Bavarian
Lee Braam
Melissa J. Bradley
Salvador Cardenas
William Cheuk-Wah Cheng
Erin F. Cho
Jaime Ann Chowaniec
Carolyn Francis Cronin
Scott Carey Czarnik
Jonathan Michael Cyscon
Theodore H. Dimoulis
Stefani Djordjevic
Laura Michelle Douglas
Toni Olushola Elgbehede
Andre Elias Garcia
Paul A. Gayed
Michael P. Golevin
Christopher Lee Greenwald
Magdalena M. Gryglak
Jasmin Guzman
Christopher Ryan Isahelle
Somayeh Jahedi
Young-won Jo
Maria Karras
Farhana Khan
Grezgorz Krupa
Jeff D. Langefeld
Jacob S. Lewis
Laura Hwae-Zu Liu
Andy Luo
Syed Abdul Majeed
Marc Periches Manos
Selissa Mantas
Maksim Montatskiy
Noor Nahhas
Parth K. Nanavati
Gergana Naskova Nikolova
Nadine Nitisusanta
Mary Grace Tekakwita Nora
Samuel Osobo
Keith C. Patel
Nirzari K. Patel
John A. Pizarek
Amina Z. Quadri
Fatima S. Saaduddin
Justin Adam Schneider
Spencer L. Schneider
Katie A. Serrano
Farah Shakir
Yost Thomas Smith
Mark S. Stumphey
Ewelina Styliakou
Charlene N. Uy
Laura K. Wasek-Throm
Mateusz S. Wietecha

EunJin Yoo
Rena Zhang

Dustan Alan Wylde
Juliana Yoon

Doctor of Dental Medicine

Advanced Standing

Candidates for Degree May 2015

Barima Sakyi Adjei
Ankita Agarwal
Mustafa Ghazi Al Safi
Asra K. AlBayatti
Omar K. Aldoori
Izraa Wathiq Altameemi
Farisa Jaberalbo Ansari
Niraldeep Singh Brar
Alena Bukhar
Sajini Bhagirathiy Chandran
Onkar Singh Dadliala
Ming Ding
Ritesh Diwan
Madhavi Gaddel
Mariam Mesa Garcia
Wasim Bashil Hanna
Tarrat Singh Kapoor
Navjit Kaur
Sundeer Kaur
Pritiza Khadka Subedi
Sabrina Mangat
Ramanpreet Singh Nanra
Dorina Nastase
Norris P. Navoa
Luma Adnan Abed Odeh
Pratik Patel
Reena Kalpesh Patel
Raksha Prabhu Poojary
Navjot Kaur Randhawa
Syed S. Rehman
Rachit Kamlesh Shah
Yaser A. Shaheen
Fatima Naurose Siraj
Fatima Noorain Siraj
Hany Mohamed Dawoud Soliman
Samar Batool Syed
Farah Talib
Amena Tamkenath
Shruti Tandon
Zhichun Yu

Oral Sciences

Doctor of Philosophy

Degrees Conferred December 2014

Michael Chastoksky
THE ROLE OF PROTEIN TYSRINIK KINASE 6 IN UVB-INDUCED SIGNALING AND SKIN CARCINOGENESIS

Kaitrin K. Kramer
TUMOR SUPPRESSOR REGULATION OF THE CANCER STEM CELL NICHE

Candidate for Degree May 2015

Mateusz S. Wietecha
NEGATIVE REGULATORS OF ANGIOGENESIS DURING WOUND HEALING

Master of Science

Degree Conferred August 2014

Jennifer L. Caplin

Candidates for Degree May 2015

Saud Al Hasawi
Amy Shyuan Au
Natalie Heather Baker
Piotr Baryszenka
Andrew J. Carmosino
Cara Conroy
Erin E. Dobbins
Panagiotis Dragonas
Salma Hossameldin Ghoneim
Jorge Carlos P. Griswold
Ellen Huang
Rebecca J. Kibler
Go Eun Kim
Harrison Edward Mackler
Whitney R. Mostafiz
Lindsey Erin North
Anthony M. Pallotto
Reena Patel
Jonathan Robert Patrick
Mary Roman
Robert F. Schwartz
Goth Siu
Katharine E. Stevens
Megan Janelle Van Lieshout

Postdoctoral Programs

Certificate in Endodontics

Candidates for Certificate May 2015

Young Joon Byun
Jorge Carlos P. Griswold
Mary Roman
Tony Hong Tran

Certificate in Oral and Maxillofacial Surgery

Candidates for Certificate May 2015

Ryan J. Colletta
Phil N. Ruckman III

Certificate in Orthodontics

Candidates for Certificate May 2015

Piotr Baryszenka
Jennifer L. Caplin
Cara Conroy
Erin E. Dobbins
Salma Hossameldin Ghoneim
Whitney R. Mostafiz
Robert F. Schwartz
Katharine E. Stevens

Certificate in Pediatric Dentistry

Candidates for Certificate May 2015

Jasmine Beonna Daye Dillard
Ellen Huang
Lindsey Erin North
Dhara B. Patel
Reena Patel
Jonathan Robert Patrick
Anya Nicole Preece
Mital Spatz
Megan Janelle Van Lieshout

Certificate in Periodontics

Candidates for Certificate May 2015

Andrew Joseph Carmosino
Panagiotis Dragonas
Rebecca Jean Kibler
Harrison Edward Mackler
Certificate in Prosthodontics
Candidates for Certificate May 2015
Amy Shyuan Au
Natalie Heather Baker
Go Eun Kim
Anthony M. Pallotto

College of Education
Curriculum and Instruction
Doctor of Philosophy
Candidates for Doctorate May 2015
John Jungwoo Lee
“IS SOMETHING WRONG WITH ME?: UNDERSTANDING THE IDENTITIES OF ENGLISH LEARNERS IN HIGHER EDUCATION”

Jennifer Garrette Lisy
EXAMINING THE IMPACT OF TECHNOLOGY ON PRIMARY STUDENTS’ REVISION OF WRITTEN WORK

Zayoni Torres
“THREE TEACHERS’ LANGUAGE, GENDER, AND RACIAL IDEOLOGIES IN PRACTICE IN THE ENGLISH LEARNER CLASSROOM”

Educational Policy Studies
Doctor of Philosophy
Degree Conferred December 2014
Andrew Christian Sund
STRAngERS IN THE ACADEMY: RETENTION OF LATINO NON-TRADITIONAL STUDENTS AND COLLEGE CULTURE

Jonathan Edgar Brown
INVESTIGATING THE VALIDITY OF USING NWEA’s MAP RESULTS TO PREDICT PSAT AND ACT RESULTS

Ken Fujimoto
DEPENDENT DIRICHLET PROCESS
MIXTURE MODELING OF RATING CATEGORY USAGE

Katherine Elise Romeo
ADOLESCENTS’ REASONING ABOUT GENDER HARASSMENT: THE ROLE OF GRADE AND VICTIM PERPETRATOR/GENDER

Degree Conferred December 2014
Melissa A. Kelly
MANAGING A PET’S CHRONIC ILLNESS: FACTORS THAT INFLUENCE PSYCHSOCIAL ADJUSTMENT

Candidate for Doctorate May 2015
Nicole Makas Risk
THE IMPACT OF ITEM PARAMETER DRIFT IN COMPUTER ADAPTIVE TESTING (CAT)
Instructional Leadership

Master of Education
Degrees Conferred August 2014
Robert Aaron Austin
Lelia B. Bellinger
Walter J. Casimiro
Adriana Elizabeth Escamilla
Brenda E. Fonseca
Sylvia Blythe Glauster
Kiran Itonita
David J. Kelly
Rochelle Kramer
Aquila M. Manfredini
Eva M. Manuze
Rachel Marroquin
Brandon Maclaur~Augustin
Nicole M. McDonald
Savannah Lily Mirisola-Sullivan
Raquel K. Modiest
Jannette Moya
Analeli Munoz
Samira Meria Payne
Iliana Haydee Rzodkiewicz
Heather April Smith-Vanduan
Kenneth Leonard Vasser
Alice E. Wedoff

Degrees Conferred December 2014
Jennifer L. Cerco
Dana M. Comiskey
Myishima Ethony English
Jordan A. Harks
Benjamin Hunter Hart
Theresa Marie Hayden
Arielle Therese Helms
Arlon Hernandez
Felicia Y. Ibarra
Bethany Jorgensen
Shauna Marie Macleod
Hayat S. Maouty
Lauren H. Mueller
Jessica L. Obringer
Molly Anne Ostergaard
Kelsey B. Paul
Lauren Pisano
Joshua Michael Rhoad
Ryan Schaefer
Juejing Shao
Andrea R. Shiyka
Evdokia Skiadopoulos
Luis Armando Sotelo
Eileen To
Jacqueline L. Travis
Jing Wang
Alexandria D. Warner
Mariela Isabel Zelada Ochoa
Mary-Margaret Zogby

Candidates for Degree May 2015
Nicole Christine Cadalbert
Joel Carlovsky
Cindy Castaneda
Qiong Chen
Eva Anne Christensen
Maribel Una Cortez
Ashleigh D. Cross
Christina Diaz
Madisson Michele Dickson
Nicole Catherine DiVittorio
Nathaniel Jared Downing
Laura Jane Elgass
Darlene Favela
Jessica N. Fuentes
Caitlin Stohhan Gallagher
Omar Garcia
Monica L. Gerhardt
Jennifer A. Goch
Dana Rose Gottlieb
Brandon Jon Gress
Ricks I. Guerrero
Abigail Therese Hamilton
Xinjia Han
Eric R. Hancock
Emma Elizabeth Hardy
Brenda Jimenez
SaraL Jimenez
Harold J. Kammholz
Anne E. Kellogg
Christine Kochou
Cheryl Marie Kondreek
Sarah Elizabeth Lane
Seth Lavin
Eva C. Lawrence
Paul Robert Lebrzy
Anna Lei
Latisha Sharun Lewis
Miriam K. Lopez
Lynn M. Lopinski
Anna Elizabeth Mackinnon
Kristina Lauren Mamon
Michael Eugene Matticks
Colleen McKittrick
Mylie Montgomery
Leslie Anne Morrison
Megan Elizabeth Murphy
Ablushl Nair
Agnes Ekua Norkett
Kelly M. O’Toole
Kendal Parker
Jonathan Pereira
Irene Pereyra
Susan Debbaunt Preston
Barbara San-Roman
Abena Sasu
Vera Christina Schneider
Allison Rose Schneiderman
Alexandra M. Silva
Kevin Martin Sinusas
Jessica D. Spangler
Marjorie G. Tagare
Haliie C. Taube
Judy Tyng Tseng
Anthony Alexander Valsamis
Brigid Kathleen Walsh
Xin Wang
Sarah Warda
David S. Wool
Tiffany Wood
Amy Nicole Woroblevski
Ke-Xuan Xia
Hui Yang

Learning Sciences
Doctor of Philosophy
Candidates for Degree May 2015
Chandan Dasgupta
Matthew Edward Lira
MEASUREMENT, EVALUATION, AND STATISTICS

Master of Education
Degrees Conferred December 2014
Robert Charles Brucia
Matthew David Capoardo
Crystal M. Chmelovsky
Jennifer S. Darling
Katya Dobbins-Bucklad
Kimberly Ann Heilenbach
Tiffany Marque Johnson
Colin R. MacFarlane
Kathleen R. Parkinson
Christina Renee Peter
Kate Pansoon Slagoski
Loanne L. Smolin

Candidates for Degree May 2015
Paola Blanca Adan Baldo
Christian Alexander Carstensens
Bing Chen
Kathryn Dempsey
Taylor M. England
Sarah E. Franz
Rena Joy Guagenti
Julie Michelle Huser
Nouisheen Islam
Matthew Lemmerman
Chen Li
Camille Tiffany Pierre
Suzanne Mary Robinson
Eric C. Schmidt
Jennifer Victoria Taylor
Kuan Xing

Policy Studies in Urban Education
Doctor of Philosophy
Degree Conferred August 2014
Franklin Kuohua Chang
ORGANIZATION AND LEADERSHIP SUPPORTS THAT PROMOTE TEACHER COLLECTIVE LEARNING AT THE SCHOOL LEVEL: A CASE

Degree Conferred December 2014
Jessica Joy Gottlieb
EXPLORING FACTORS THAT INFLUENCE TEACHER PERCEPTIONS OF NEW EVALUATION POLITICS

Special Education
Doctor of Philosophy
Degree Conferred August 2014
Peggy A. Snowden
EXPERIMENTED SPECIAL EDUCATION TEACHERS’ KNOWLEDGE AND USE OF CULTURALLY RESPONSIVE PRACTICES
Urban Education Leadership

Doctor of Education

Degrees Conferred August 2014
Nancy Adela Paulette
Lamonica Renee Williams

Degree Conferred December 2014
Keisha Robinson Campbell

Candidates for Degree May 2015
Stacy A. Beardsley
Carise Miller Comstock
Ariel Andres Correa
Mary Beth Cunat
Nicole Nicholson Howard
Charles Jude Malek
Ernesto Matias
Christina Nicole Menendez
Anthony Nicholas Rodriguez
Christine Dagny Zelenka

Urban Education

Bachelor of Arts

Candidates for Degree May 2015
Julia Marie Baranowski
Phillip J. Bowen
Catherine E. Carr
Maria Teresa Chavez
Min Ah Choi
Carletta A. Christian
Anna M. Colletti
Danielle M. Friel
Jessica C. Garcia
Laura Michelle Gillihan
Rosa Huerta
Jaime Lynn Johnson
Sierra N. Kelly
Tabitha Sunbee Kim
Zenon J. Kolakowski
Diana Marie Luna
Hongxi Mao
Colleen Bridget Moran
Patrycia A. Nowak
Teresa M. Olickal
Andrew M. Park
Nicole M. Rodriguez
Melissa Diane Rosenthal
Kelsey L. Safranek
Jacqueline Santillian
Adriana Servin-Cruz
Evan M. Taylor
Anjisha Thomas
Nancy Torres
Ariel R. Upton
Diana L. Venzor
Rachel Lynn Walker
Eunhye Yu

Benjamin Lincoln Schwartz
Dynamic Analysis of Multiply Connected Bodies for Magnetic Resonance Elastography

Pang-Yu Teng
Quantification of Retinal Oxygen Extraction Fraction and Vascular Oxygen Tension Gradients

Ziyang Yin
MR Relaxation, Diffusion, and Stiffness Characterization of Engineered Cartilage Tissue

Degrees Conferred December 2014
Chun-Chieh Huang
Synthesis and Characterization of Leucine Zipper Hydrogel for Tissue Regeneration

Faezeh Jahanmiri Nezhad
Surface EMG Examination of Amyotrophic Lateral Sclerosis

Ajay Shashikumar Kurani
Resting State fMRI in Parkinson’s Disease and Progressive Supranuclear Palsy

Kirti M. Yenke
Stochastic Processes from Batch Crystallization to In-vitro Fertilization

Candidates for Degree May 2015
Chi Bang
Arman Butt
Ian Gopal Gould
Justin R. Horowitz

Eik Lang Lau
Designing and Evaluating Carboxy-Derived Carbon as a Novel Biomaterial for Hip Implants

Eric K. Lueshen
Design of Drug Delivery Methods for the Brain and Central Nervous System

Gerardo Mauleon
Rajni Parthasarathy

Yi Sui
Multi-Dimensional Excitation in MRI: New Development and Applications

Joel George Thomas
Julia Zelenakova

Degrees Conferred August 2014
Deivya Bansal
Laura Jane Elgass
Matthew P. Ellis
Martin H. Lopez
Vishal K. Varma

Master of Science

Degrees Conferred August 2014
Felix L. Morales

Candidates for Degree May 2015
Pratik Dilip Chaudhari
Heta B. Chokshi
Mohammed S. Farooqui
Elizabeth M. Ferraz
Grant A. Hartung
Johnwesly A. Kanagaraj
Shelley Kerwell
Hansa Kundra
Ze Li
Xiuyao Long
Biswajit Maharathi
Mary Maliakal
Preef Pratap
Elmira Moslemi Rad
Pete K. Rossman
Elna Sarmah
Kriti Karunakar Shetty
Rakesh Shivakumar
Michael R. Tan
Qian Wang
Wangfei Wang
Mengxi Xing
Liqing Yang
Gardner Lehrbach Yost
David E. Zumba

Bachelor of Science

Degrees Conferred August 2014
Leon Joseph
Rafael Romero

Degrees Conferred December 2014
Michael Scott Naskrent
Vivian Sandoval
Shivam Maheshbhai Thakkar
Minh T. Tran
Marzia Yasmin

Candidates for Degree May 2015
Nada Rawhi Abdelrahim
Shidrulk Ali
Kirthi Sree Bellamkonda
Thomas Charles Benedict
Mark J. Connolly
Matt J. Dela Cruz
Ryan C. Dexter
Diego Sanchez Diaz
Enas EL-Khatib
Martin James Gannon
William Thomas Gebbia
Brian D. Havel
Sylvia M. Istephanos
Marian F. Khan
Evan J. Kline-Wedeen
Nakib A. Mansuri
Erik A. Ammes
Eyad Hajissa
Tyler Johnson
Shreyan Majumdar
Devarshi N. Parikh
Rachana Vinay Patil
Rutul Shah
Vidyani Suryadevara
Rucha Sanjeev Wad

Candidates for Degree May 2015
Pratik Dilip Chaudhari
Heta B. Chokshi
Mohammed S. Farooqui
Elizabeth M. Ferraz
Grant A. Hartung
Johnwesly A. Kanagaraj
Shelley Kerwell
Hansa Kundra
Ze Li
Xiuyao Long
Biswajit Maharathi
Mary Maliakal
Preef Pratap
Elmira Moslemi Rad
Pete K. Rossman
Elna Sarmah
Kriti Karunakar Shetty
Rakesh Shivakumar
Michael R. Tan
Qian Wang
Wangfei Wang
Mengxi Xing
Liqing Yang
Gardner Lehrbach Yost
David E. Zumba

Bachelor of Science

Degrees Conferred August 2014
Leon Joseph
Rafael Romero
Bioinformatics

Doctor of Philosophy

Candidates for Degree May 2015
Hong Hu
Emma L. Mendonca

Master of Science

Degrees Conferred August 2014
Nayya Shilpa Josyula
Amira Kefi

Degrees Conferred December 2014
Abdulrahman Basith
Gobind Singh

Candidates for Degree May 2015
Anisha Reddy Gabdam
Raghavee Venkatramanan

Chemical Engineering

Doctor of Philosophy

Degrees Conferred August 2014
Jorge I. Rosso Agudelo
Atomic Layer Deposited Ceria and Zirconia-Based Thin Films for Solid Oxide Fuel Cells Applications

Paul D. J. Silvia
An Exploration of Geometric and Electronic Effects in Metal Nanoparticle Catalysts

Degree Conferred December 2014
Zhenjuan Ni
The Role of Surface Oxides in NOx Storage Reduction Catalysts: A DFT and KMC Study

Candidates for Degree May 2015
Manuela Aseye Ayee Ayee
Nasim Zavarei Azimi
Sathes Kannan Selvaraj
Magdalena Szymusiak

Master of Science

Degrees Conferred December 2014
Benjamin A. Bernal
Justin Carlson

Candidates for Degree May 2015
Xiaodan Cui
Bela Deepak Joshi
Yuri N. Kattoum
Ramune Meskyte
Catalina D. Mogollon
Himani Nagaudula
Vedhika Tiruparkadal
Parthasarathy
Sarah Kumar Sekar
Qiang Zhang

Bachelor of Science

Degrees Conferred August 2014
William Abbott-Klostermann
Paul P. Schoeneck
Elizabeth Wilson Wanic

Candidates for Degree December 2014
Anvar I. Beker
Roberto Jr Gomez
Kunal Galati
Mark P. Hartman
Ryan A. Rock

Candidates for Degree May 2015
David M. Alonso
Swaroop Suryaramana Bhagavatula
Osman Brainmah
Michael Kenneth Brannon
Ahmed Elfeldi
Izz Elmaazawi
Vincent M. Errichiello
Buyandelger Ganbold
Michael C. Getz
Joseph L. Guido
Mustafa H. Hassan
Steven G. Konwinski
Adam Lewis
Pedro Lopez
Jeffrey G. Lulio
Joseph Lee Mackin
Ursula Malczewski
Mohammad Jamal Mashal
Andrew D. Miller
Adam Aaron Mitton
Jennifer V. Nacht
Michael R. Ochmanek
Kyle Adam Panwell
Ricardo Placencia
Alan Dale Reusnow
Vincent Louis Rodriguez
Madelyn Louise Ryden
Louis D. Schwartz
Shambhu Shah
Timothy Steadman
Anthony A. Taphanand

Civil and Materials Engineering

Doctor of Philosophy in Civil Engineering

Degrees Conferred August 2014
Kamel Babaeivelnia
Removal of Arsenic from Water Using Manganese Oxides Absorbents

Andrea Lenart Hicks
Solid State Lighting: A Nanogels/LED Case Study in Sustainability

Suriyapriya Vallamansundar
Integrated Framework for Evaluating Population Health Exposure to Emissions from Transportation Sources

Candidates for Degree December 2014
Reshma A. Chirakkara
Phytoremediation of Soils with Mixed Contamination

Zahra Heidary
Numerical Modeling of Wave Propagation at Large Scale Damaged Structures for Quantitative AE

Fariededdin Peiravian
Geometric Complexity of Urban Road Networks

Hossain Saboonchi
Design and Characterization of the MEMS Sensor Fusion for Real Time Damage Detection in Structures

Candidates for Degree May 2015
Thomas Andre Breechensen
Rajiv Kumar Giri
Raja Shankar Kaliapan
Sang Hyeon Ko

Zahra Pourabdollahi
An Agent-Based Freight Transportation Modeling Framework

Balayamini Sadasivam
Aiman Shibli

Behzad Karimi Varzardoliya
Generation Gaps in Activity and Travel Behavior

Doctor of Philosophy in Materials Engineering

Candidates for Degree May 2015
Jing Gao
Sai Vadlamani

Master of Science in Civil Engineering

Degrees Conferred August 2014
Fadi Alsharif
Ander Zornoza Indart
Mehran Fasihozaman Langerud
Karl Erik Sturm

Degrees Conferred December 2014
Sk Nasir Ahmad
Alejandro Garcia
Connor J. Smith
Raul A. Tejada

Candidates for Degree May 2015
William S. Bakos
Angela M. Carter
Christopher Paul Faust
Marat Goldenberg
Frankie Pablo Guzman
Nihad Hallilovic
Nabin Kafle
Jacob McDermott
Vilius Pakrosnis
Snoor Kaur Punia

Master of Science in Materials Engineering

Degrees Conferred August 2014
Michelle L. Chen
Manasi Hemant Kulkarni

Degree Conferred December 2014
Gregory Sparks

Candidates for Degree May 2015
Spencer James Fullam
Eric Gyu Lee
Jianxiang Wang

Bachelor of Science in Civil Engineering

Degrees Conferred August 2014
Raywan O. Calin
Hisham Amr Gobba
Alexandra L. Laskero

Degrees Conferred December 2014
Abdolreza Alemzadeh
Youssef Sabry Ramzy Banoub
Orlando Emilio Delgado
Gabriel Flores
Bryan T. Gehring
Oscar Gomez
Mark D. Kachanthong
Jana Knoepf
Caitlin Rene Lahey
Laura Mareella Nainggolan
Karl F. Novak
Scott M. Palos
Arturo A. Pereda
Matthew J. Rasmussen
Amanda Jean Rozhon
Manthan Nitesh Shah
Jesse Storm

Candidates for Degree May 2015
Ramone L. Adams
Thomas A. Bennecke
Christian G. Bogdel
Commencement
May 2015

Jose Eduardo Borjon
Carlos E. Bravo
Gabriel Chaidez
Steven M. Childers
Ahmed Hakam Dib
Kyle C. Dorf
Daiga A. Eilis
Christian Elia
Amar Ahmed Farooqui
Doriana Garza
Tammer F. Hamoudah
Mert Hurmeydan
Adnan S. Hussain
Anthony James Hurczyk
Saulius Imsha
Paul T. Jankowski
James S. Kennedy
Sher Khan
David M. Klwitter
Brian M. Kubilius
Natalia Kovakina
Christopher M. Mateocha
Kevin Michael Moller
Ciro Morales
Connor O. Murray
Nhan Tam D. Nguyen
William Roger Olsen
Edward J. Park
Adrian Poltorczyk
Ashley A. Przybysz
Matthew Sean Reeder
Antonio Rios
Said Saidian
Ogar Somo
Jakub Stewczyk
Yazen Waheed Turshan
Martin Valchev
Andrius Valinskas
Nathanial C. Wilson
Kyle B. Wise

Computer Science

Doctor of Philosophy

Degrees Conferred August 2014
James P. Biagioni
Inferencing Semantic Information from User Mobility Data

Lin Chen
Towards Modeling Collaborative Task Oriented Multimodal Human-Human Dialogues

Tuan Nhon Dang
Interactive Visual Analysis of Images

Lakshmi Kaligounder
Global Stability of Financial Networks: Measures, Evaluations and Policy Implications

Xiangnan Kong
Modeling Big Data Variety with Graph Mining Techniques

Shuo Ma
IFP: An Information Platform for Intelligent Transportation System and Its Applications

Arjun Mukherjee

Pramen Petrov Petrov
Multilevel Context-Aware Software Architecture Decision Framework with Probabilistic Graphical Models

Mhd Khairi Reda
Exploratory Visual Analysis in Large High-Resolution Displays Environments

Min Shen
Precipitous Detection in Large-Scale Locality-Driven Networks

Geun Wang
Graph-Based Approach on Social Data Mining

Candidates for Degree May 2015
Daniel Ayala
Hyeyung Hur
Effective Space Organization Design for Large High-Resolution Environments
Venkatakumar Srinivasan

Master of Science

Degrees Conferred August 2014
Mohit Arora
Jillian M. Aurisano
Ankush Bansal
Ankita M. Bhatia
Edardo Giovanni Colombo
Sarabhi Dungola
Qi Hu
Siddhesh N. Kulkarni
Abhinav Kumar
Rahul Kushwaha
Nianzu Ma
Chi Wu Mao
Arthur James Nishimoto
Alessandro Panebianco
Nisarg Jitendrakum Patel
Marco Rabozzi
Pavan Kumar Reddy
Venkat Raghavan Ganesh Sekar
Galen K. Thomas-Ramos
Matteo Tiurri
Lin Xu
Yiwen Zhu

Degrees Conferred December 2014
Asif Mansoor Amanullah
Aditi Ram Banarse
Mark Anthony Brousberg
Bhavesh N. Gupta
Dileep Kumar Irvichetty
Abhishek Suresh Kanchan
Simran Jeet Kaur

Anokh Kishore
Shreyas Chandrakanta C. Kulkarni
Jonathan P. Lessner
Yiting Li
Xiao Lv
Aditi Krishna Mallavarapu
Ansho Mehdi
Abhishek Singh Rathore
Shreyas Sangam Rokade
Alexander C. Simes
Rahul Thirumal Kumar
Payas S. Tikotekar
Yile Wang
Prathyusha Yelleni

Candidates for Degree May 2015
Ritesh Agarwal
Robert Michael Altman
Krishna N. Bharadwaj
Harpreet K. Chawla
Emanuele Del Sozzo
Zheng Fang
Kanishka Garg
Nikhil Jayant Ghate
Vaishnavi Gowrisankar
Swaraj Ranga Gunda
Shubham Jain
Satya Shankar Aditya Pav
Mahankali
Aishwarya Ramisetty
Sreeram Ramji
Gayathri Priya Ravichandran
Venkatesan R. Ravichandran
Jenish Shaileshbhai Shah
Anusha Sura
Karthik Rajakumar Thiragarajan
Phani Theja Swarup Vempalli
Zichen Wang

Bachelor of Science

Degrees Conferred August 2014
Jeffrey Michael Grandt
Basil Thomas Issac
Mamood Amin Joudhe
Avinash Kunaparaju
William Campbell Montgomery
Daniel Vasile Pop
Ledio Sinjari

Degrees Conferred December 2014
Andrew E. Brady
Mitchell Russell Buzenow
Daniel Chu
Piotr D. Gorski
Andrew Guileen
Carlos E. Lopez
Jose M. Lozar
Marc A. Mioyan
Joshua V. Novatzyk
Daniel Anthony Noventa
Dong Hu Ruan
Matthew Michael Runde
Kevin J. Spillian
Roberto Torres
Jake Leo Vercimak
Sreyasaanig Waghray
Wen Zhao
Leonel Zuniga

Candidates for Degree May 2015
Bilal Abuzenah
Saleha Amreen

Anna Elizabeth Anderson
Ben J. Bachtler
Linisha Basu
Michael R. Berg
Nicholas Z. Bessinas
Erik Boyle
Joseph Ernest Burnitz
Adrian Campos
Ramiro Chaidez
Carl Andre D. Consing
Harry Albertus Henricus Cordewener
Erik N. Davison
Matthew S. Dumford
Walter F. Dworak
Siham Y. Hussein
Ali S. Jaffer
Dariusz Jakub Jedralski
Inha Joo
Adebayo Austin Kehinde
James R. Kimball
James Klonowski
Lukasz Maciej Krawiec
Plaimanus Luondee
Analil Serrano Manucod
Anthony J. Manetti
Rodrigo Martinez
Azita Moghadaszadeh
Charles Rex Myers
Carlos Alberto Ortega
Suvali Patil
Sujay Ashwin Patel
Matthew James Patterson
Dan Dewitt Perdue
Anthony P. Phelps
Patryk J. Pohorca
Hardik Prajapati
Jaime Ramirez
Sunil R. Rao
Ashley Veronique Riley
Mikhail Rogozhin
Abhinav S. Saini
Aleksandrs Sapozhnikov
Nakul Saunshi
Alexander Philip Schlake
Rahgvar Sharma
Siddharth Neeraj Sinha
Jed I. Siripun
Adam Mark Socil
Bryan Christopher Spahr
Jenny Sum
Ian Phillips Swift
Keith W. Thomas
Christopher Antoine Tobias
Nikhil Veilala
Matthew Steven Walsh
Michael Andrew Wrzesniak
Junce Zhao

Electrical and Computer Engineering

Doctor of Philosophy in Electrical and Computer Engineering

Degrees Conferred August 2014
Zhiyu Cheng
Fundamental Limits of Wireless Two-Way Full-Duplex Communication Networks
Commencement

May 2015

Kun Ma
CRYPTOGRAPHIC SECURITY:
COUNTERMEASURES AGAINST SIDE-
CHANNEL ATTACKS

Poh Keong Ng
MATERIAL CHARACTERIZATION OF SELF
ASSEMBLED COPPER-SULFIDE
NANOSTRUCTURES ON SI(001), (110),
AND (111)

Vittorio Picco
DIFFUSION MODEL AND
QUADRATIC FORWARD MODEL FOR
RADIO FREQUENCY TOMOGRAPHY

Ali Reza Tajfar
A UNITED CONTROLLER FOR A HIGH-
FREQUENCY-LINK (HFL) INVERTER

Ke Xu
GRAPHENE-BASED NANOINTERFACE
AND DNA-BASED BIOMOLECULE
SENSORS

xi

Degrees Conferral December 2014
Maria Javaid
COMMUNICATION THROUGH PHYSICAL
INTERACTION: ROBOT ASSISTANTS FOR THE ELDERLY

Pitamber Shukla
MACHINE LEARNING TECHNIQUE BASED
CLOSED-LOOP DEEP BRAIN STIMULATION
CONTROLLED DESIGN

Candidates for Degree May 2015
Jun Huang
TYPE II SUPERLATTICE AVALANCHE
PHOTODIODES

Qin Jiang
INFORMATION-DRIVEN MOBILITY
CONTROL IN MOBILE SENSOR NETWORKS

Diana Mohammad Mnaamari
FUNDAMENTAL LIMITS OF COGNITIVE
NETWORKS AND COOPERATION IN MILLIMETER WAVE NETWORKS

Siamak Mehrmami
UNIVERSAL HIGH-FREQUENCY-LINK
INVERTER FOR
RENEWABLE/ALTERNATIVE ENERGY

Mohamed Ali Ahmed
ENERGY EFFICIENT IN-NETWORK DATA
INDEXING AND QUERY PROCESSING FOR
WIRELESS SENSOR NETWORKS

Shripriya Darshini Poduri
Co2N NANOWIRES AND CuSn/ZeS
QUANTUM DOTS PROPERTIES AND
APPLICATIONS

Arash Rahnamae
SOFT-SWITCHED HYBRID-MODULATION
FOR AN ISOLATED DC-LINK-CAPACITOR-
LESS PULSATIN-DC-LINK INVERTER

Shu Wang
Xi Xu
Shanshan Zhao

Master of Science in Electrical
and Computer Engineering

Degrees Conferral August 2014
Uzair Ahmed
Valentino Zegna Baruffa
Umer Iftikhar Cheema
Maziyar Mohammadtalab Khansari
Yao Li
Xiao Liang
Khoor Maamari
Kevin Mak
Federico Mazza
Bahare Naimipour
Emmanuel Chukwuma Onyema
Pitamber Shukla
Alessandro Vallero
Fernando Visca
Hanlong Wang
Qingwei Xie

Degrees Conferral December 2014
Mohammed I. Aloraini
Mohan Kumar Balasubramanian
Juan Du
Alex Dytsø
Usurhari Gade
Bowen Gao
Shuhui He
Santoshi Janardhan
Yannan Ji
Jonathan William Kinney
Tejaswi Koduri
Shuang Lang
Zherui Liu
Rohan Nasina
Amith G. Patel
Pradeep Annadevra Prabakar
Onam Prasad
Ahsan Shahid
Krushboo S. Sharma
Siddharth Pravin Sonan
Pranay Sompalli
Sahith Vasireddy
Jiao Xiao
Pengyu Zhang

Candidates for Degree May 2015
Oluwamuyiwa Adeyewa
Dhruv Bhardwaj
Tannmayee Goutham G. Bhaskara
Poorva Bhattacharya
Jie Cai
Harisha Chemurupad
Yanying Chen
Yuxiao Chen
Rui Cui
Wen Fan
Igor P. Fortel
Daivide Girard
Vasundhara Goyal
Chaur Grewal
Xiaoyu Hou
Ching-En Huang
Saurabh Sunil Jadhav
Ayush Jain
Wentao Jin
Chirath R. Kapoor
Sashank Kasinadhun
Piyush Khajani
Swit Kittivittayakul
Bala Sindhru Reddy Kommareddy
Vaishnavi Kondapalli
Kirupasvathi K. Krishnababu
Sushant Sanjay Kulkarni
Nikhil Kumar
Sidharth Kumar
Qing Lan
Shuting Lang
Fang Liu
Tianqi Liu
Xinliang Liu
Kapil M. Majumder
Andrea Manavella
Mattias Mengoni
Cesare Mercurio
Robert Justin Miller
Kaushik M. Mohan
Naveen Nishanth Nagarajan
Rohit Sunil Nathani
Ziyu Niu
Keting Pan
Kanak Vijay Paradkar
Brijesh Kaushik Kumar Patel
Kruthika Potlapally
Zhenya Qiao
Yuyang Qin
Sanjana Ramalingappa
Dhivyaan Seenivasan
Shukhla Rao
Pavithra Ravi
Gaurav Suhas Sahasrabudhe
Vipul Singh Dvihvi
Arijit Sarkar
Alok Ravindra Savadatti
Mihir Bimal Shah
Sadgun Sriavajyan Devanahalli
Shashikumar
Zhaoji Shen
Zhehao Shen
Abhishek Shendre
Ying Shi
Menglong Shu
Ajata Singh
Harshit H. Soni
Ashok Yoganan Sridharan
Srinath Srinivasan
Jingrun Su
Varsha Evangelene Sudalu
Akhshith Thimmadi
Srushi Kaushik Vaidya
Ramani Vaikunthan
Siddharth Vaithisankaran
Ramshankar Venkataprasad
Yan Wan
Guoying Wang
Tao Wang
Weifeng Wang
Yongdong Wang
Ying Xie
Chen Xu
Le Yang
Zhengyu Yang
Chenyang Zhang
Jie Zhang
Tianru Zhang
Jianqiao Zhao
Yinhuan Zhou

Bachelor of Science in
Computer Engineering

Degree Conferral August 2014
Michael Gray

Degrees Conferral December 2014
Richard Robert Bernsee
Brendan M. Fitzsimons
Bradley T. Nowobilski
Jacob Mark Ruggiero
Carl C. Swanson
Kevin Thongsakounh

Candidates for Degree May 2015
Alex Omar Alas
Alfredo Astudillo
Hamlet Faslisi
Christopher Trudeau Font
Jose Alberto Gaytan
Awlin Gonzalez
Chao Jiang
Matthew Adam Kelly
Edward Ronald Koenig
Vishva S. Patel
Peter Thomas Phaby

Bachelor of Science in
Electrical Engineering

Degrees Conferral August 2014
Kenneth M. Kahren
William Richard Kukowski
Jason Lee
Irinze D. Meab
Douglas M. Spitzer

Degrees Conferral December 2014
Aissar S. Alanasweh
Thomas L. Alford
Olumuyiwa Vincent Atoki
Michael Anthony Bania
Bryan T. Bickel
Mark Raymond Blewett
Mark Blustein
Adelekan V. Badeh
Alberto Javier Bolanos
Jonas Butauskas
David W. Dabros
Jacob R. Deitz
Leonard G. DeLord
Mourad El Ouaroudi
Querida M. Ellis
Aldo Flores-Rico
Gregorz Gaska
Hang V. Huynh
Ashvin G. Ilango
Sara E. Iskander
Steven E. Jacob
Steven Scott Jones
Thomas Jupecsics
Quiser Khalid
Dmitriy Ligonima
Frank Marotta
Mladen Milecic
Duoc Thanh Nguyen
Lavkumar B. Patel
Nishit Harshadray Patel
Syed Ahmed Rizvi
Nabeel Ahmed Safi
Nishant A. Shah
Mark George Skiba
Tomasz Surma
Ajaaz Hussain Hashmi Syed
Wojciech Tarchala
Lu Min Thaw
John Clifford Thomson
Emily Marie Tortolano
Julio Cesar Urbina
Candidate for Degree May 2015
Shehzad Saleem Ulkan‘

Mechanical and Industrial Engineering

Doctor of Philosophy in Industrial Engineering

Degree Conferred August 2014
Amy Beth David

Use of Game Theory and Stochastic Programming for Supply Chain Optimization

Candidates for Degree May 2015
Mina Haratiannezhadi
Francesca Schuler
Zeyi Sun
Brandon Edward Van Hecke
Yong Wang
Xiaorui Zhao

Doctor of Philosophy in Mechanical Engineering

Degree Conferred August 2014
Hessamoddin Abbasi
Supersonic Flow Simulation with Entropy-Based Artificial Viscosity Stabilization

Sameh Nabil Alkam
New Methods in Modeling and Control of Modern Electrohydraulic Systems

Riad Abdalhadi Alghier
Synthesis and Atomic-Scale Characterization of Oxide Thermoelectric Materials and Devices

Anasandr Fridyandy
High Temperature Single Pulse Shock Tube Studies of Combustion Relevant Chemistry

Ashraf Mahmood Hamed
New Finite Element Mesh for Efficient Modeling of Spatial Flexible Link Articulated Systems

Martin B. Hammer
Multibody System Investigation of Contact Geometry: Application to Deformable and Variable Profile Rails

Teymur Kaya Yasaf
Optimal Pulse Sequences for Magnetic Resonance Elastography

Degrees Conferred December 2014
Ahmed Khalil Abdelrazek Aboubakr

Use of Non-Inertial Coordinates and Impedance Integration for Efficient Solution of Multibody Systems

Bachelor of Science in Engineering Physics

Degree Conferred December 2014
William M. Weber

Rakesh Prasad Sahu
Fluid Mechanics of Nano-Textured Coalescing Filters

Candidates for Degree May 2015
Xiao Fu

Qi Lu
Bringing the Gap from Continuum Mechanics to Molecular Dynamics for Nanoscale Systems

Yifei Liu
Joseph Edward Mateis
Tunable Multifunctional NanoMaterial and Polymer Composites: Nonwoven Applications

Mustafa Hammad Mustafa
Inson Park

Ying Peng
Development & Experimental Validation of Finite Element Simulation of Sound Transmission in Lungs & Torso

Anita Inez Ramirez

Master of Energy Engineering

Degrees Conferred December 2014
Ben C. Campbell
Sotip Sis
Vasudha Rajendra Dixit
Edwin Jordan Flores
Jonathan Grivas
Sang Yeob Lee
Shadi Ali Manaara
Andrew J. Mayka
Jennifer Lisa Moore
Ryan W. Ollie
Andrew Crosell Rhodes
Paul Tate

Candidates for Degree May 2015
Azeem Anjum
Joshua D. Barrett
Andrew George Blaevult
Kikelomo Mariam Buari
Joanne Choi
Ryan Matthew Collins
Kelly Theresa Costello
Richard Dombriski
Aidan D. Gilbert
Dana Guthrie
Frank James Harshman
Dustin D. Heath
Bryan Loeding
Abdul Majed
Nikolay Viliev Popov
Franklin Relf
Emmalyn J. Riley
Ian A. Steele

Master of Science in Industrial Engineering

Degree Conferred August 2014
Martin V. Matulyauskas

Degrees Conferred December 2014
Kushaal A. Agrawal
Divya Ananthanarayanan
Aksar Ashok Gujar
Enyu He
Chien-Wei Kao
Jay Vikram Kothari
Kunal Shirish Moharil
Manoorthy Sadasivan

Candidates for Degree May 2015
Padma Pujitha Bhagavatula
Haotian Cai
Lignesh Deivabalan
Nedak O. Efretse
Samarth Shrikant Inamdar
Maryam Kabir
Utumporn Kaewken
Michael G. Kervoikian
Viraj Ajay Modi
Aadiethya Kishor Rajaguru
Shashank Sheshadri Iyer
Rahul Sridharan
Vijaykarthik Kandavarayanpatti
Thiyarahaj
Shivam Tyagi
Zhichao Zhou

Master of Science in Mechanical Engineering

Degrees Conferred August 2014
Federico Arndito
Daniele Bongiovanni
Emrite Capelitto
Ruonan Fang
Stefano Michelis

Degrees Conferred December 2014
David A. Burns
Chen Chen
Jie Li Chen
Milsakibehl Forah
Joshua Hampton
Gamilr Kelemez
Babak Shahian Jahromi
Mohammed-Mustafa Khan
Kunalkumar Sharad Patel
Mukul Varma Pennmatcha
Amir Salarifard
Najeeb Ahmed Siddiqui
Aniket Avinash Thatte
Uday Balaram Thumulati
Aniket Ramchandra Warang

Candidates for Degree May 2015
Venkata Aditya Addapalli
Aleksandar Zhivkov Avramov
Rohan Dattatraya Bhide
William D. Galatzter
Antonio Garia
Shrikant Dilip Garud
Sachin Thomas George
Tejas Dilip Ghate
Amit S. Godbole
Jiashank Gonglore
Anuj Jalalari
Chaitanya R. Joshi
Subhash Chandra Kanumuri
Kedar Pramod Karajagi
Brian Steven Katamay
Mahendra Kumarapandian
Jasen P. Massey
Bachelor of Science in Mechanical Engineering

Degreed Confirmed August 2014

Hani Fahmi Abdulraziq
Taha Allali
Kyle D. Budd
Jainil R. Chikani
Boris Golub
James Michael Lirot
Christopher Zborowski

Bachelor of Science in Mechanical Engineering

Degreed Confirmed December 2014

David Kwek Ahouye
Erfan Ahmed
Kyriakos Anastasopoulos
Andrew Arellano
Luiz Sullivan Aranega
Lee August Bode
Tyler A. Bridgman
Alex Buzzau
Elder Afonso Calderon
Juan S. Camacho
Justin T. Delcourt
Benjamin C. Erickson
Jared Nicholas Fowler
David A. Frausto
Christopher Thomas Frazier
Hugo Garcia
Steven J. Gnoffo
Salvador Gomez
Daniel Justin Gonzales
Ciprian Razvan Haiduc
Misagh Rezaei Ikhchi
Jaroslav R. Jablonski
Michael B. Joe
Stanley Derek King
Kevin J. Krylowski
Konrad Kuc
Minh V. Le
Christopher Lee
John S. Lee
Nenad Lukin
Leslie C. Malaki
Tyler Andrew Mason
Michael Masopust
Aaron J. Mohamed
Faheem Mohamed Iqbal Memon
Oscar Mora-Diaz
Jared M. Morrisette
Krutarth D. Patel
Eligia G. Pawelek
Zachariah K. Rabatahl
Michael Dennis Ratulowski
Jonathan Robert Richter
Joseph A. Rivera
Ibraheem A. Rostom
Michael F. Russo
Christopher K. Schoeny
Bryan David Sivak
Thomas Steven Sukalski
Alesia T. Tuong
Ryan David Van Aukcn
Alejandro Vera
Joseph Curtis Waraninis
Marcin P. Wielgus
David M. Winter
Luke Wong

Bachelors of Science in Engineering Management

Candidate for Degree May 2015

John Nicholas Wiesen

Bachelors of Science in Industrial Engineering

Degreed Confirmed August 2014

Marek Jaromin

Degreed Confirmed December 2014

Mariya Atanasov
Fadwa F. Dababneh
Isabel Cristina Diller
Tawanda M. Hitchcock
Myles G. Ian
Thomas K. Langan
Steven Merino
Eric Salinas
Jeremy R. Skaar
Amir A. Sultan
Cuong Tang
Ann S. Tiempetpisal
Joseph James Vimont
Daniel P. Wolf

Candidates for Degree May 2015

Cristian Aluculesei
Carter T. Henricks
Abhijit Chidambhar Joshi
Huyong J. Lim
Firas I. Manasra
Robert Anthony McQueeney
Frank Mejia
Edward L. Minaya
Eddy Mouannes
Carmen A. Perez
Nedim Rakonovic
Leon Terrill Reed
Jason Nicholas Rogers
Alaa Omar Shehadeh
Samara Toney
Dustin R. Travnieck
Holy N. Vu
Bryan Clifford Wilson
Justin N. Zak

Bachelor of Arts

Degreed Confirmed August 2014

Tristan Jeffrey Baptiste
Jeffrey Jay Benning
Nazar Bodnaruk
Joseph Brown
Alvin Joseph Guevara Castro
Joseph M. Ceca
Steven Arthur Chutt
Paul Chouinard
Brian P. Collins
Sean G. Cummins
Thomas J. Derrig
Carlos F. Diaz
Estefan A. Diaz
Alexander Richard Dickow
David Joshua Foss
Dalton Fowler
Christopher S. Graff
Michael Charles Graham
Patryea Guza
Daniel J. Hansen
Nicholas Ibarra
Osadoilo Irowa
Hibbatullah Ismail
Atul P. Kapur
Venus Kario
Ante S. Kovacevic
Rafal Pawel Kras
Sara M. Kryskl
Michael Ladouceur
Aracely Angela Lara
John C. Markos
Cosmin Flavius Milas
Adam J. Miszta
Mohsen Hadi Mohammed
Gihan Mota
Timothy M. Mueller-Sim
Christopher Aaron Murphy
Norbert Najbar
Mohammed J. Nassan
John Mark Palumbo
Sawan Patel
Vincent Lawrence Prihle
Zachary Kent Rausch
Erick Robles
Oscar Sanchez
Michelle Lynn Sentevski
Holly L. Swinski
Elias David Smith
Lukasz M. Soja
Oscar Jair Soto
Alex J. Teckenbrock
Sridiyana Thangella
Blake Charles Thompson
Kevin T. Tong
Ivan Tumbev
Mustafa M. Wahid
Adam Christopher Waltz
Martin H. Weith
Max Westmore
William Kenneth White
Linghao Xu
Rastis Abukari Yakubu
Omar Zamora
Gregory Zaucha

Candidates for Degree May 2015

Md Kamrul Islam
Shah A. Rafique

Degrees Conferred December 2014

Kamel Bilal
Katherine Coles
Erzik M. Juszczyk
Marissa L. King
Senthil Palaniandavar Kumar
Cortez Xavier Mack
Magdalena Kogozinska
Kevin Smith
Parmish Varghaji

Candidates for Degree May 2015

Sydney K. Afshar
Marcus Terrell Armstrong
Hector Nardi Carrion
Yimting Tang

College of Liberal Arts and Sciences

African American Studies

Bachelor of Arts in Liberal Arts and Sciences

Degreed Confirmed August 2014

Kelly Shauyad Wells

Degreed Confirmed December 2014

Amana Johari Gant

Candidates for Degree May 2015

Enyiona Chionimo Allionwu
Twyila M. Dear
Shamari Sherrie Truss

Anthropology

Doctor of Philosophy

Degreed Confirmed August 2014

Christopher Sean Davis

Achaeodastrology of Terminal Pleistocene Rock Art on the Amazon River at Monte Alegre, Para, Brazil

Matthew J. Pisciell

Ritual is Power? Late Archaic Small-Scale Ceremonial Architecture in the Central Andes

Cecilia Smith

Haven Geographies and the Indigenous Prestige Economies of Spanish Colonial Philippines

Degreed Confirmed December 2014

Evin R. Rockey

Life After Deportation: Surviving as a Dominican Deportee

Candidates for Degree May 2015

Paul Andrew Lakosky

Contexts of Sex-Based Exchange: A Cultural Analysis of Risk Perception and Behavior

Laura E. Nussbaum-Barberena
Commencement

May 2015

Master of Arts
Candidates for Degree May 2015
Michael Armand Paredes Canilao
Aldo W. Foe
Jacob Orin Gold
Elizabeth D. Obregon

Bachelor of Arts in Liberal Arts and Sciences
Degrees Conferred August 2014
Stephanie Leah’
Jenifer Elizabeth Lima’
Matthew Martin

Degrees Conferred December 2014
Chelsea N. Bomber
Nicholas Albert Delanoy
Nicholas Giordano Faggella’
Nathaniel P. Hutchins’
Katherine Maria Jarboe’
James Richard McGinty’
Marissa Ann Mitchell’
Zak D. Morek’
Stephanie C. Muschio
Meaghan Pope’
Jonathan David Stacy
Rebecca A. Stenstrup
Diana Zarbin’

Candidates for Degree May 2015
Danielle Teresa Alonso’
Luke A. Andrews’
Mina Adel Ayad
Markeeta M. Bridges
Chelsea Hamilton Brown’
Fabiola Duran
Shannan Colleen Evanson’
Jesus Fernandez’
Matthew Robert Fuka’
Susan Abeid Hamdan
Sharice M. Hill’
Martin F. Myron’
Colleen Anne O’Sullivan’
Simone T. Paton
Janette Remigio
Heather M. Roberts
Dominique Cheyenne Rocha
Renee Emilie Ronzone’
Sandra O. Schwendeman
Alejandro Alfonso Torres
Frida Sanchez Vega
Tennika M. Walker
Wajija Zafar

Biological Sciences
Doctor of Philosophy
Candidates for Degree May 2015
Dana Ahrarnah
Anna Zoeia Bartosz
Jennifer L. Chang
Waseem A. Chaudhry
Shahd Zaki Elzaibak
Amber Chimerenem Fredricks
Martyna Jolanta Fyda
Aliza T. George’
Sofia Ghani’
Ying Hou
Bartlomiej Iwan
Srivatsan V. Iyer
Miranda Lynn Jacobs’
Sylvia Jasniuk
Melissa Kanhirun
Lina Khinla
Jeff Li’
Carmen Macias
Andrew Emil Makar
Steven Michael McCarty’
Kara Mitchell
Jonathan L. Nazzari’
Phuong Nguyen
Subhash S. Oad
Magdalena Anna Ochyl
Damilola T. Odu-Onikosi
Aakriti L. Patel
Dharmik S. Patel’
Niyati A. Patel’
Esteban Armando Perez
Michelle Rene Ramirez
Calvin M. Rusiewski
Alzen B. Santos
Edgaro Occasio Serrano
Mitalk S. Shah’
Tirtha Chandrakant Shah
James P. Shine’
Solonihya Shmilyk
Adam Solowiej’
Asha Tadepally
Rosemarie Dawn Tagate’
Yiwong Tenzin
Bryan A. Traina
Joseph N. Traunfeld
Jose Javier Vargas’
Elizabeth H. Vu
Patrick Zhao’
Teresa J. Ziebarth

Biochemistry
Bachelor of Science
Degrees Conferred August 2014
Hetul Kumar Jagdishbhai Patel
Aneha Shah
Lekui Xiao’

Degrees Conferred December 2014
Rohel Y. Arya
Tulsji J. Jariwala
Cody Shane Lee’
Nicole Antoine Lewie
Long Hoang Nguyen
Lynnae N. Racette
Giancarlo Renato Saldana’
Admasu Yeshaneh Wondmagegn’

Candidates for Degree May 2015
Kelly T. Varga
SYNAPTOGAMIN 1 IS THE CA2+ SENSOR FOR THE ENDOCYTIC KINETICS OF CLATHRIN-MEDIATED ENDOCYTOSIS
Leena E. Walters
REGULATION OF MOUSE HIPPOCAMPAL SYNAPTIC TRANSMISSION BY GlIAL xCT

Degrees Conferred December 2014
Erika R. Arnold
LIFE ON A HOSTILE LANDSCAPE: SUCCESS, DISTRIBUTIONS, AND CONSEQUENCES OF ECTOParasites ON THEIR HOSTS
Fatih Arslan
CHARACTERIZATION OF DE NOVO AGGREGATION OF PRIONS AND PROTEIN MISFOLDING DISEASE PROTEINS IN YEAST
Janet Rizner Backs
POPULATION STRUCTURE AND GENE FLOW IN TWO RARE, ISOLATED QUEQUEUS SPECIES: H. HINCKLEYI AND Q. PACIFICA
Sonny S. Bleicher
DIVERGENT BEHAVIOUR AMID CONVERGENT EVOLUTION: COMMON GARDEN EXPERIMENTS WITH DESERT RODENTS AND VIPERS
Marines De La Penae Domene
REGAINING LANDSCAPE CONNECTIVITY THROUGH THE RESTORATION OF SEED DISPERsal PROCESSES
Farida Fatima Khan
IDENTIFICATION AND CHARACTERIZATION OF THE PROTEIN INTERACTION BETWEEN ASXL2 AND WTP1
Michael Kierny
GENERATING RECOMBINANT AFFINITY REAGENTS BY PHAGE- AND RIBOSOME- DISPLAY
Zi Yang
HETEROLOGOUS Gln/Asn-RICH PROTEINS AFFECT THE STABILITY AND TOXICITY OF YEAST PRIONS

Candidates for Degree May 2015
Paul B. Huber
DOUGLAS JOHN LYNCH IMPACTS OF FEED-ROOts ON TERESSIONAL NET PRIMARY PRODUCTIVITY AND SOIL NUTRIENT CYCLING
Liliana Marquez
Christopher Lee McCallough
Angenee C. Milton
Danielle Annette Orozco-Nunnally
DETERMINING THE ROLE OF FER1 IN LIGHT-REGULATED GROWTH AND CELLULAR RESPONSES IN <I>ARABIDOPSIS THALIANA</I>
Hilary Beth Osborne

Saleel Vasant Raut
Emily Rose Wyskiel
REGULATION OF Drosophila SEX COMBS REDUCED EXPRESSION IN PROTHORACIC LEG-SPECIFIC SENSE ORGAN PRIMORDIA

Master of Science
Degrees Conferred December 2014
Emi Kuroiwa
Candidates for Degree May 2015
Michelle Marie Frack
Alexandra M. Silva

Bachelor of Science in Liberal Arts and Sciences
Degrees Conferred August 2014
Nicolle C. Annes’
Christopher Rey Basuel
Michelle L. Blaszczyk
Laura Lynn Bowles
Khang Bui’
Javieria F. Burnett
Kaitlyn Marie Cheney
Laura L. Corona
Laura S. Corona
Ivana L. Costales
Christopher Cruz
Andres Davila
Ariel Favila
Magaly Franco’
Piotr Glinko
Anthony K. Hang
Nicolle B. Helmin
Jordan G. Henry
Shin-Young Hwang
Brandon J. Kay
Aditya Kumar
Sharmane S. Lee
Erwin Charles Mendoza
Joseph A. Mikowski
Nidhi Harish Patel
Rena Kanti Patel
Danielle Y. Pinkowski
John J. Plamottil
Aisha F. Rafat
Suzanne D. Salutric
Bradly R. Schrom
Jennifer Song
Diana Stefany’
Jeanette Talavera
Dominika Wilkosz
Aleksandra Zaric

Degrees Conferred December 2014
Carlos M. Afsung
Olouwakukola Abiola Ajasa
Yasmin Alexandria Aline
Irving Albarran
Junaial Ali
Mehul M. Amin
Jeffrey A. Aranas
Sarah Adriana Avaldi
Deanna E. Belos
Rajan Bhattrai
Erin Emily Braun’
Alicia Bula’
Francis Manuel Caparroso
Sung Hwi Cho
Malikha L. Daniels
Evelyn V. Roheack-Navarro
Ashley Magdalena Rodriguez
Rodolfo Rodriguez
Luis Carlos Rojas
Raymond Niko Perez Roman
Charna Queenie Anetcha Ruiz
Thomas L. Ruiz
Dania Salem
Mohammad Naif Salem
Gon E. Saman
Kataryna Alicja Samulak
Tatsiana Sandovich
Lillian R. Sangha
Sara Sanjari
Samuel Christopher Sanning
Jeanne Santamaria
Tha Aung Saw
Alex Daniel Seeman
Rishi J. Shah
Zil H. Shah
Samar N. Shaheen
Alvina Shikoh
Monika A. Sharma
Sara Shekari
Ashley Celine Shinnick
Marrium Siddiqui
Neethu J. Simon
Sean R. Singh
Sandip K. Singh
Michelle N. Smith
Christine Carol Solans
Glen Y. Song
Joshua A. Soto
Maryellen Elizabeth Spika
Justin R. Sta Ana
Michael Tum
Ernesta Tuzziute
Sana D. Thaseen
Evelyn S. Thomas
Caroline E. Thorpe
Michelle Aguirre Toledo
Michael K. Torio
Azalia Torres
Hoang Bich Tran
William A. Udziela
Megan Louise Uruquhart
Nyssa Ann Van Ness
Yesenia Vargas
Benjamin Alejandro Vazquez
Zubair Vhora
Anthony Vivero
Michelle Hoang-Vy Vu
Kimberly A. Walker
Dylan Elijah Wallace
James Patrick Walsh
Richard W. Walsh
Dyna Wiltson
Benjamin Yohannan
Jardin Yousef
Salam Zaidan
Aline Zarco
Halema Husein Zayyad
Syeda Najaf Zehra
Mohammad Yousef Zeina
Jessica M. Zhao
Christina Zhen
Mary Ann Zugovic

**Chemistry**

**Doctor of Philosophy**

**Degrees Conferred August 2014**

Artem Elich Baskin
**Modeling of Nanoscale Systems: Electronic Properties and Self-Assembly**

Chhavi Bhaduraj
**Laser Desorption Positionization and Mass Spectrometric Analysis of Multispecies Culture Biofilms**

Sriviya Bortha
**Nanoliter Assay Method Development for Glutamate, Cysteine and Glutathione from Mix and D. Melanogaster**

Alexey G. Kuznetsov
**New Advances in the Synthesis of Siloles and N-Heterocycles**

Slobodan Milasinovic
**Feasibility of Biological Mass Spectrometry Imaging and Depth Profiling by Ultrashort Laser Pulses**

Ashley LeAnn Pumpheary
**Transition Metal-Catalyzed Intramolecular C-H Amination Reactions and Applications in Drug Discovery**

Anjan Roy
**Modeling the Molecular Spectra of Selected Peptides and Development of an Optical Trapping Raman System**

Christina M. Tyrykowski
**Ratimetric Quantum Dot Protein Sensors**

Xi Zhang
**Semiconductor Quantum Dots Water Solubilization, Functionalization, and Ratimetric Sensing of O2**

**Degrees Conferred December 2014**

Crystallann Jones
**The Rh2-Catalyzed Formation of 1,2,3-Trisubstituted Indoles and Synthesis of Organic Electronic Materials**

Zhu Liang
**A Scanning Tunneling Microscopy Study on Atomic Carbon and Nitrogen on Pt(111)**

Quyen Thi Nguyen
**Transition-Metal Catalyzed sp3-C-H Bond Amination from Areal Azides**

Megha Rajendran
**Quantitative Time-Gated Lanthanide Microscopy to Study Protein Dynamics in Live-Cells**

Nina Marie Wolf
**Biophysical Studies of Enzymes in the Purine Biosynthetic Pathway of Pathogenis for Antibiotic Development**

Qi Zeng
**Proteomic Analyses of Individual Drosophila Hemolymph**

Candidates for Degree May 2015

Yang Cui
**The Application of Ultrafast Laser Pulses to Laser Desorption Mass Spectrometry**

Mikhail Gerasimov
**Development and Synthetic Application of Iodine(VI)-Mediated Alkene Oxidation**

Chen Kong
Joel D. Krooswyk
Svetlana Pavlova Kurilova
Zhou Li
Michael Wilkinson Majeski
**Fundamental Studies of Semiconductor Metal Chalcogenide Nanocomposite Bulk Heterojunction Thin Films**

Phani Raja Pavan Kumar
Manmadipalli
**Mechanism of Copper Catalyzed Diazocoupling and its Applications & Reactions of Multinyls**

Daniel Stephen Mueller
F. Douglas Pleticha
Yuan Ren
Roohollah Kazem Shiroodi
Ewa Stec
Geovannie Ojeda Torres
**Development of Tools for Chemical Sampling and Analysis of Neuronal Tissue Ex Vivo**

Micheal L. Tunland
**Structural and Functional Studies of Bacillus anthracis Enzymes in de novo Purine Synthesis**

Songlin Wang
Yiling Xiao
Engin Yapiç
**Trnonly Luminiscence Detection for High-Throughput Screening of Protein Interaction and Inhibitions**

Olga Vladimirivna Zatolochnaya
**Development of Pd-Catalyzed Alkyne Dimetallation and Enyne Benzannulation Methodologies**

Ge Zhang
Weiyiing Zhu

Master of Science

**Degree Conferred August 2014**

Ewa Stec

**Degrees Conferred December 2014**

Avik Banerjee
Charles Frederick Delise

Candidates for Degree May 2015

Stephanie Aguilar
Drew Gregory Bauman
Nathanial Hardy Hausfater
Mena Poonaki
Kayla Steves
Toan T. Trinh
Erwin Anuruddhika Weerawardhana

**Bachelor of Science**

**Degrees Conferred August 2014**

Raquel R. Morales
Matthew E. Wrobel

**Degrees Conferred December 2014**

True Minh Hien Phan
Pei-Ying Wu

Candidates for Degree May 2015

Amy S. Choi
Erica M. Gerlach
Jarid Reid Gutkin
Anh Duc Le
Hong Nguyen
Soul Aurora Oh
Matthew Pezley
Maseera Samreen
Christine Carol Solans

**Bachelor of Arts in Liberal Arts and Sciences**

**Degrees Conferred August 2014**

Alec M. Keyzer
Hayoung Kim
Dena Younes Sahili

**Degrees Conferred December 2014**

Nighat Fatima Ali
Reem Hussam Jibawi
Rachel Soon Rose Mugg
Syed Yawar Shafig

Candidates for Degree May 2015

Hyatt Muhammed Alalawi
Hashem Maher Alsaketa
Vincent Doan
Anne Marie Elhe
Nabil Najah Elabed
Jessica A. Garcia
Izabela D. God
Steven Gracanin
Douglas Isa
Abdelrahman Jamal Ismail
Anne Dee Jacobsen
Dhairy M. Jarsania
Daniel Konaravanga
Alexi C. Klimek
Jieun Kwon
Keli Lam
Sandy Mo
Soohyun Moon
Jesse Moy
Bachelor of Science in the Teaching of Chemistry
Degree Conferred December 2014
Brian H. Leung

Candidates for Degree May 2015
Abel Farias
Farhaan A. Shaikh*"
Master of Science

Degrees Conferred August 2014

Christopher Andrew Bloziesz
Ellen Marcia Maley

Candidates for Degree May 2015

Caitlin M. Bobbitt
Kyle D. Cronin
Nnamdi Lionel Mojekwu
Qianyi Wu

Bachelor of Science in Liberal Arts and Sciences

Degree Conferred August 2014

Kimberly Marie Wolter

Degrees Conferred December 2014

Daniel Terrence Finn
Kris Janis Putinis
Arianna Ramirez
Reshma D. Shah*†
Eric J. Staley
Joshua David Stanford*†
Adeyemi Adejuyigbe

Candidates for Degree May 2015

John Rodney Baleda
Aminin Munir Elkhattab
Dariusz Horwat
Jocelin John
Jia Li Lin
Jacob D. Obal

Economics

Doctor of Philosophy

Degrees Conferred August 2014

Eva Dziazula
ESAYS ON UNITED STATES CITIZENSHIP
BY NATURALIZATION

William James Foster
STILL NOT SEEN: UNINTENDED CONSEQUENCES OF PUBLIC POLICY

Brian R. Goegar
THE UNINTENDED HEALTH CONSEQUENCES OF CIGARETTE AND ALCOHOL TAXES

Suqin Gu
PRICE DYNAMICS AND VOLATILITY TRANSFERRED IN CROSS-LISTED EQUITY INDEX FUTURES MARKETS

Ramona Camelia Krauss
PERCEIVED WEIGHT, ACTUAL WEIGHT, AND RESEX BEHAVIORS: RACIAL AND GENDER DISPARITIES IN U.S. ADOLESCENTS

Degrees Conferred December 2014

Tamkeen Ashtaq Khan
MACROECONOMIC CONDITIONS AND CHILDREN’S HEALTH

Juliana K. Nobrega
WHAT IS PUSHING BRAZIL NOT TO PUSH?

Wenwen Zhang
PROSPECTS OF MONETARY INTEGRATION IN ASIA: ADOPTING THE YUAN AND OTHER OPTIONS

Candidates for Degree May 2015

Li Liu

Richard Schwinn
FISCAL VOLATILITY DIMINISHES FISCAL MULTIPLIERS

Naveen Singhal
Yeon Jeong Son
Carlos Ricardo Villarreal

Master of Arts

Degrees Conferred August 2014

Patrick Michael Kennedy
Zhongbai Wen

Degrees Conferred December 2014

Eric Jon Bottorff
Haci M. Elbibil
Ni Gao
Hollis Joseph Griffin
Yawan Liu
Chen Meng
Juliet Dizon Munoz
Jonathan Forrest Oliver
William R. Ridgeway
Dillon K. Saxe

Candidates for Degree May 2015

Kevin R. Cisner
Julien Thomas Leider
Anh P. Ngo

Bachelor of Arts in Liberal Arts and Sciences

Degree Conferred August 2014

Kevin D. Agnew
Juan J. Aviles
Evan Paul Bajalcaliv
Bradley A. Bibbs
Benjamin John Chow
Joseph D. Cruz
Riuel B. Gordon
Mark Richard Lewicki*‡
Jordan Losiak
Maria R. Maliniak
Malgorzata P. Matusarz
Christopher Ochoa
Andrea Christine Perea
Ben Raiber
Andreas G. Skarpaphiotis
Eva Skiba
Anthony E. Staren*†
Daniel Lijun Yong

Candidates for Degree May 2015

Jameel Ahmed*†
Mariana Netto Carvalho
Evgeniia Cherepenina*†
Ross Andrew Cole*†
Fernando Cruz
Franz Luigi M. De Guzman
Joseph A. De La Cruz
Nicholas Joseph Delorenzo
Ryan T. Dobbeck
John P. Fitzgerald
Richard Francis Gadek
Laura C. Gamin
Filip Gasior*‡
Eric C. Gehlke*‡
Zeinat Hindi
Angela Howard
Edward Hu*†
Ammar U. Jahangir
Adam James
Joseph J. Kannokkaden
Photis Kalkalis
Munir Khalaf
Adam S. King
David Klein*†
Adrian R. Ledesma
James D. Li
Ahmer Massood
Nico C. McFadden
Julian R. Munsayac*†
Andrew Lawrence Muzik
Laetitia Lafauma Ngamboma
Annie T. Nguyen
Joanna Paige Peterson
Faizan Qadeer*†
Latiera J. Rayford
Syed F. Razvi
Alan Reifer Rudelman*‡
Daniel Rios
Gerardo M. Ruiz
Salah Mohammad Salah
Daniel Lawrence Schapiro
Bob Taylor
Solongo Vanchin
Manish Verma
William Edward Warman
Raya Bassam Zuby Oklah

English

Doctor of Philosophy

Degrees Conferred August 2014

James Lee Adcon
R & V

Stefanie A. Boose
WRITING WRONGS: HISTORICAL INJURY AND THE CONTEMPORARY NOVEL

Ryan M. Brooks
“FEEL YOUR PAIN”: NEOLIBERALISM AND SOCIAL FORM IN CONTEMPORARY AMERICAN FICTION

Danielle M. Christmas
AUSCHWITZ AND THE PLANTATION: LABOR AND SOCIAL DEATH IN AMERICAN HOLOCAUST AND SLAVERY FICTION

Laura E. Krugheoff
HALLEY’S COMET: A NOVEL IN STORIES
Brooke J. Wonders  
*The Art of Falling: A Collection of Speculative Fiction and Nonfiction*

**Degrees Conferred December 2014**  
Maggie Emlyn Andersen  
No Stars in Jefferson Park

Sarah Jean Donovan  
*Transactional Consciousness: A Framework for Reading Genocide in the English Classroom*

Jonathan Poore  
Looking Backward: Historicism and the United States Literary Left

Lyndee Michelle Yamshon  
*Cinderella’s Slipper*

**Candidates for Degree May 2015**  
Kevin Christopher Carey  
Smita Das
JASON DOUGLAS  
Christopher William Girmian  
Euhuack Kang

Tyler C. Mills  
*Aviator Without a Mask: Poems*

Brianna L. Noll  
Sein Oh  
Jennie Hedler Phillips

Roxanne L. Filat  
Piano, Pianos: Stories From My Father

Nadya Pittendrigh  
Andrew C. Walser

**Master of Arts**  
*Degree Conferred August 2014*  
John Joseph Crema

*Degree Conferred December 2014*  
Tighe R. Beach

**Candidates for Degree May 2015**  
Christopher Jon Caya  
Elizabeth A. Cramarosso
Madeline Christyaa Crane  
Aaron Alun Einhorn  
Leigh E. Hellman  
Matthew A. Hoskins
Jordan C. Jenkins  
Ketelin Elizabeth Karlin  
Deborah Lively  
Alonzo Rico
Kindra A Nine Schaefer  
Tawanda Yvonne Tobin

**Bachelor of Arts in Liberal Arts and Sciences**  
*Degrees Conferred August 2014*  
Rachel O. Cable  
Joanna B. Chavez  
Wenjun N. Chen  
Te Yen Chou
Aria D. Eckersley
Michelle N. Helton  
Christina L. Kim

Eric G. Kloczkowski  
Anita Krupa  
Natalia Lonska
Luke Austin Rathburn
Evelyn Y. Rice
Marianna Morado Slaughter  
Victoria Sturm  
Lauren Marie Sullivan  
Calin William Visser
Charlotte Marie Jamie Weigel

*Degrees Conferred December 2014*  
Lauren R. Anderson
Ulupi H. Bodwala  
Aisatuatou Diallo  
Mariah Parchenney Donley  
Jordan Robert Fisher  
Alexander Lewis Fletcher
Elisabeth Diana Fay Gifford
Patricia Gonzalez
Voori Ha
Remal Shalvi Hindi
David Paul Jedlecki  
Tierra Lasha Keys
Gabriela Miankova
Berenis Margarita Navarro
Erendira M. Navarro  
Jessica Marie Nelson
Nathan C. Oelker
Vanassa Pathathal
Jamie Phan
Samantha Charlell Rill  
Andrew Elizabeth Rogers  
Jessica Lynn Smietana
Jamie Thomas
Jonathan Michael Vattimo
Michael R. Wilson  
Omar Youngis

**Candidates for Degree May 2015**  
Jenna Jasmine Adrian  
Sheila I. Ahmed
Diana C. Alcantara  
Asim Bhatti
Thomas J. Bradach
Holly Frances Brenza
Marilyn Bunchean
Nicole D. Cardos
Tammi Kim Caselli  
Youngyun Choi
James Allan Ciszek
Lauren L. Conner
Shannon F. Curtis  
Danielle M. Gajewski  
Lisa Gu
Jonathan Han
Caitlyn M. Hannon
Julia Alexies Harris
Fatem Ezat Hnaihen
Michael John Howard
Karina Hurtado
Brian T. Kay
Imran Khan
Paul Kim
Shelby L. Klugiewicz
Alex Glenn Kogon
Theodore Patrick Lance
Selina L. Leonard
Ismael Rasheed Lowe
Valerie L. Mann
Cynthia I. Martinez
Heather Diane Martinez
Gabrielle Keanna Marie May

Timothy James McPherrin  
Justin Trinidad Mendona  
Morgan R. Mtscheuleit  
Grant Michael Musser
Angelica Perez  
Stacey M. Perez  
Katherine M. Popielarz  
Vedrana Potrcenovic
Rebecca Lynn Primak
Courtney Celeste Rackley
Maricela Ramirez
Alexis Parrish Roberts  
Gina M. Russell
Samia Shameem
Brittaney Marie Shurn
Anna Siemienkiewicz
Emiliusz Smorczewski
Anissa Christine Streeter  
Alexandra I. Syder
Atoinnette C. Todd
Krystal Taylor Webb
Raven J. Wells
Jessica Williamson
Susan Yang
Antonio Zavala

**Bachelor of Arts in the Teaching of English**  
*Degree Conferred August 2014*  
Tatiana Miriam Torres

*Degrees Conferred December 2014*  
Anna M. Bartosik
Sumer M. Samano
Marielle Anne Ruiz Tagle  
Rebecca Jean Ucsian
Daniela Varela
Erika Villalobos
Janet Anne Vitale

**Candidates for Degree May 2015**  
Austin Adams  
Vanessa Elizabeth Alvarez
Mariclaire B. Apuli
Andrea Beric
Nathaniel Booth
Amanda G. Bussman
Greta Cervantes  
Guadalupe Garcia
Jamie E. Guerrera
Krzyzstof Hawryla
Danielle M. Karmik
Lorena G. Lupas
Kara R. Magno
Nicolete Marie Rodriguez
Jaclyn Joyce Secco

**Environmental and Urban Geography**  
**Master of Arts**  
*Degrees Conferred December 2014*  
Earl Medina  
Matt P. Schauer

**French and Francophone Studies**  
**Master of Arts**  
*Degree Conferred December 2014*  
Margaret S. Gerolimatos

**Candidates for Degree May 2015**  
Alysha J. Allman
Alexander B. Burkel
Yuri Grankin
Julie Anne Larmon
Snezana Vujicic

**Bachelor of Arts in Liberal Arts and Sciences**  
*Degrees Conferred December 2014*  
Nathan Richard Borjas  
Mentor Jerome
Valentina T. Segovia

**Candidates for Degree May 2015**  
Ashley Beck  
Clare M. Gorman
Dina Kuzmenko
Kirstie Leigh Lewandowski
Satoy Nakanishi
Gabriela A. Reno
Jorge A. Samaniego

**Gender and Women’s Studies**  
**Bachelor of Arts in Liberal Arts and Sciences**  
*Degrees Conferred December 2014*  
Victoria Y. Tai  
Matthew A. Tropp

**Candidates for Degree May 2015**  
Jamie Cohn-Stacey
Chelsea H. Gabon
Christy Sickles
Amelia Mae Stamsta
Annette Uriosteegui
Tracy J. Vadaukemery

**Germanic Studies**  
**Doctor of Philosophy**  
*Degree Conferred August 2014*  
Katarzyna Maria Kowalczyk  
*Gendering Eastern Europe in German-Jewish Ghetto and Village Tale Writing (1848-1918)*

**Candidates for Degree May 2015**  
Miglena Milanova Nikolova
Michelle Ami Reyes  
The Spiritual Self in the Age of Reason: Autobiographical Writing, 1700-1800

**Master of Arts**  
*Degree Conferred August 2014*  
Julia Koeholt

**Candidates for Degree May 2015**  
Thomas Andrew Johnson
Jenna Elizabeth Veren
Szymon E. Zaberek
Bachelor of Arts in Liberal Arts and Sciences

Degrees Conferred December 2014
James William Sit⁴
Nathan M. Tacula

Candidates for Degree May 2015
Vaida Preniaiokaitė
Kathlene Helen Whitman

Hispanic and Italian Studies

Doctor of Philosophy—Hispanic Studies

Degrees Conferred August 2014
Shane Ebert
The Morphosyntax of Wh-questions: Evidence from Spanish-English Code-switching

Diana Gonzalez-Cameron
Women on the Verge of a Nervous Breakdown: Hysteria in Caribbean and Latino-Caribbean Literature

Melissa Huerta
We Need the Whole Latina Package: Negotiating the Meanings of Latina in Teatro Luna’s Plays (2001-2008)

Bryan Julius Koronkiewicz
Phonoun Categorization: Evidence From Spanish/English Code-Switching

Junice Altugracia Acosta Martinez
Phonological Variation in Chacao Spanish: Social Networks as Potential Predictors of Semi-Vocalization

Martin Pantti
Daytime Diva: Excavating Queerness on Argentinean Television And Film

Mandy L. Stutenberg
Individual Differences in Context: A Neurolinguistic Investigation of Working Memory and Development

Candidates for Degree May 2015
Timothy L. Anderson

Susana Domingo
Postmodern Realism: Virtual Gaze, Family, and Consumption in Spanish and Chilean Cinema

Lillian Denise Gorman
Ethnolinguistic Contact Zones: Identity and Language Use Within Mexican-Native Mexican Families in New Mexico

Xabier Granja
Fracasos cortesanos: Exceso masculino y rearticulación de la hegemonía cultural en María de Zayas

Master of Arts—Hispanic Studies

Candidates for Degree May 2015
Ethel Mylene Barja Cayutapa
Mirissa K. Burten
Juan David Cadena Botero
Carmen Amalia Cantisain Munoz
Irati De Nicolas Saiz
Rocio Del Pilar Del Aguila Gracey
Libe Miren Franke-Zubizarreta
Jon Robledo Pardo
Aranzazu Rodriguez-Gago
Ananlee A. Tomsieck
Luzia Morena Zanchi

Bachelor of Arts in the Teaching of Spanish

Degree Conferred August 2014
Robert Godinez
Jose M. Romero

Bachelor of Arts in Liberal Arts and Sciences—Spanish

Degree Conferred August 2014
Minerva M. Glosniak

Degrees Conferred December 2014
Javier Andino Sr.
Malikha L. Daniels
Cody Shane Lee⁷
Alejandra Moreno⁷
Daniel C. Nunez

Candidates for Degree May 2015
Rubí Adán
Alicia Alejandre
María-Jesus Alonso⁷
Leticia Arriaga
Ashley Soolin Cha⁷
Shelby Rae Degina
Jayson Esparza
David Fernandez
Cecilia Guadalupe Frausto-Sandoval
Maria G. Gutierrez
Connie L. Kreitler
Mohammed H. Mirza⁷
Karen Montes
Elizabeth Montesino
Jessica Andrea Morales
Rhannon E. Muncaster⁷
Palak Manoj Patel⁷
Abrianna L. Phelps
Luis Ramos
Bethy M. Reynoso
Nienke A. Sahelijo
Samuel Christopher Sanning⁷
Michelle Aguirre Toledo
Candise S. Yi⁷

Bachelor of Arts in the Teaching of Spanish

Degree Conferred August 2014
Cesar Alberto Sanchez⁷

Bachelor of Arts in the Teaching of Spanish

Degree Conferred December 2014
Gabriela Garcia⁷

Candidates for Degree May 2015
Rosa Baco⁷
Maggie J. Rithalther⁷
Alva M. Tellez
Manxy Villanueva⁷

History

Doctor of Philosophy

Degrees Conferred August 2015
Jenna Christina Nigo

Colonial Logics: Agricultural, Commercial, & Moral Experiments in the Making of French Senegal, 1769-1870

Degrees Conferred May 2015
William Carey Chlumsky
Setting Bounds to Passions: Federalist Communication Policy and the Making of the Sedition Act of 1798

Adrienne L. Phelps Coco

Cory A. Davis
A Merchant’s Republic: The National Board of Trade and Commercial Capitalism in the United States, 1840-1912

Julie A. Fountain
Modern Jobs for Modern Women: Female Military Service in Britain, 1945-1962

Master of Arts

Degree Conferred August 2014
Huiying Chen

Candidate for Degree May 2015
Timothy M. Herbert

Bachelor of Arts in Liberal Arts and Sciences

Degrees Conferred December 2014
Carina L. Adams
Michael Heinlin Kim
Rolando Reyes⁷

Degrees Conferred December 2014
Kassandra A. Altuntulkhuur⁷
Dax Earl Brecher
Kara Lynn Castaneda
Juan Delgado⁷
Sean Jacob Dressler
Raul Garcia
Sebastian Gugolz
Ilya Kabirov⁷
Moiez A. Khan
Mariam Khawam
Trinidad Lopez
Sang Q. Ly⁷
Brett A. Mitchell
Monica Mota
Jonathan Craig Paul
Janet Paola Rocha Vizcarra
De Caetano
Kate M. Witkiewicz
Daniel A. Zaparaniki

Candidates for Degree May 2015
Jonathan Davidson Acosta⁷
Hannah Leanne Aztlan⁷
Cameron Adam Banda
Tina Nancy Bautista
Andrew Blood
Douglas Andrew Buchanan
Dustin M. Cohan
 Samantha Raquel Collazo
Monica M. Crable
Elizabeth S. Curtiss
Michael William Drew
Gerardo Alexander Garcia
Mary Antoinette Geha
Sernard B. Gill
Osvaldo Gomez
Adam Richard Harper⁷
Carlington S. Harrison⁷
Daniel Henryko⁷
Samia Bahjat Jaber
Kevin M. Johnson
Zachary Allen Kulhan⁷
Christian James Lounous⁷
Mary Katherine C. Mariano
Sophia E. Moreno
Janet H. Ng
Priscilla Padilla
Jessica Ariana Perez
Lisa Joy J. Raffety
John Lee Ryan
Emily M. Sterrett
Kyle L. Weber
Conor Matthew Whitmer
Heemin Asharuro Wilson
Dawn N. Xiong

Bachelor of Arts in the Teaching of History

Degrees Conferred December 2014
David A. Abundis
Haya K. Ahmad⁷
Rola A. Fafs
Cameron M. Kopp
Nicholas Ryan O’Kieffe
Patrick Janusz Potulski
Shelby J. Redman

Candidates for Degree May 2015
Paul John Santos Avila
Kyle Beale Baer
Michael T. Brackmann
Quinton K. Clemens
Michaela Polvarska
Pawel P. Konopka
Archie Ray Linn
Natali Estefania Lopez
Samaher N. Mohammed
Bartholomew M. Piet
Emily Nuncio Schick
Yusra Yehia

Latin American and Latino Studies

Master of Arts
Candidates for Degree May 2015
Cristina Correa
Maria Laura Dignani-Williamson
Andrea Herters
Amanda Pinheiro De Oliveira
Ana Reyesbarracca
Melzabeth T. Santos
Cynthia Teschner
Lindsay Wessell

Bachelor of Arts in Liberal Arts and Sciences

Degrees Conferred August 2014
Marcela B. Bermejo
Minerva M. Glosniak

Degrees Conferred December 2014
Joseph Paul Hernandez
Andrea Lopez

Candidates for Degree May 2015
Cynthia Alejandra Aguirre
Sergio Antonio Cueto Tellez
Oscar Felix
Marlen Huerta
Itzel J. Jeronimo
Vilma Luz Pena
Dolores Concepcion Ponce De Leon
Randy Rebollar
Nathalie Serrano
Juan C. Vega

Learning Sciences

Doctor of Philosophy
Candidates for Degree May 2015
Chandan Dasgupta
Matthew Edward Lira

Linguistics

Master of Arts
Degrees Conferred August 2014
Maria Christopoulos
Yuri Grankin
Oscar Sandoval

Degrees Conferred December 2014
Cody Ingersoll Crunch
William K. Lewis

Candidates for Degree May 2015
Rebecca L. Bonarek
Koral N. Daniel
Devin Smith Ferreira
Sunjoo Kim
Abigail Memilin
Stephanie M. Mielcarek
Svetlana Mitric
Anthony Miyafuji
Szymon E. Zuberek

Mathematics, Statistics, and Computer Science

Doctor of Philosophy—Mathematics

Degrees Conferred August 2014
Chih-Chi Chou

SINGULARITIES IN BIRATIONAL GEOMETRY

Matthew Gentry Durham
THE COMPLETE GEOMETRY OF THE
TESSMULLER METRIC: A QUASISOMETRY MODEL AND THE
ACTION OF FINITE GROUPS

Jonah Benjamin Gaster
THURSTON’S SKINNING MAP AND CURVES ON SURFACES

Ella Viktortiuvna Revzin
NONPARAMETRIC REGRESSION MODELS AND
BOOTSTRAP INFERENCE

Lei Song
RATIONAL SINGULARITIES OF BRILL-Noether Loci and Log Canonical Thresholds on Hilbert Schemes of Points

Phillip R. Wesolek
THE GLOBAL STRUCTURE OF TOTALLY DISCONNECTED LOCALLY COMPACT POLISH GROUPS

Degrees Conferred December 2014
Randall Joe Studing
RAMSEY TYPE PROBLEMS ON THE HYPERCUBE AND HYPERGRAPHS

Jing Wang
ADAPTIVE OPTIMAL TWO TREATMENT CROSSOVER DESIGNS WITH BINARY ENDPOINT

Candidates for Degree May 2015
Deniz Bilman
Zheng Fang
Landon J. Kavlie
Marc Pierre Kjerland
Yan Sun
Venu Madhav Tammalı
Hui Zheng

Virus Classification Based On Alignment-Free Methods

Bachelor of Science—Mathematics

Degrees Conferred August 2014
Xi Feng
Adam Daniel Lelkes
Lulu Sun
Lei Wu

Degrees Conferred December 2014
Paul Dworzanski
Zhao Guo
Kevin M. Lipe
Weixiang Shao
Lei Yang

Candidates for Degree May 2015
Ryan P. Davis
Benjamin S. Fish
Mehran Fasihozaman Langerudi
Hong Hu
Cong Liu
Binod Pant
Amir Shah
Mila Vesovic

Master of Science in the Teaching of Mathematics

Degree Conferred December 2014
Jonah H. Greenthal

Candidates for Degree May 2015
Kathleen Jean Ogorek
Rockwell Radcliff Turkin

Bachelor of Science in Liberal Arts and Sciences—Mathematics

Degrees Conferred August 2014
Jacob N. Adams
Myung Soo Chang
Jacob F. Maloney

Degrees Conferred December 2014
Sheyam Bitar
Hanh P. Cao
Andrea Kristen Depirro
Ramon R. Gougis
Sunku Timothy Kim
Jacob Nash
Christine Good Peace
Mayra R. Perez
Saif Rashed Saadeh
Nicholas James Shein
Michal A. Zvolenik

Candidates for Degree May 2015
Emaan Abdi
Joseph D. Bruck
Amber Y. Choi
John William Downey
Kimberly Hu
Arun Jayaraman
Ryan R. Kirby
George J. Lamperis
Sebastian Ostrowski
Shyam Subhash Patel
Michael M. Perlman
Monica M. Pinkus
Syed F. Razvi
Cesar B. Sanchez

Bachelor of Science in Mathematics and Computer Science

Degrees Conferred August 2014
Mahfouz N. Sammour
Yanne Audrey Nouguehua Tiam

Degrees Conferred December 2014
Ramiro Espinoza
Esha Kher
March Robert Klus
Kimberly Ann Leong
Waldemar Nowakowski
Devendra Saumitra Owens
Xuan Wan

Candidates for Degree May 2015
Shereen Haytham Abdeljabber
Catherine Faith Calderon
Brian P. Collins
Kento Goto
Kathy Mach
Stephen Anton Petkus
Lisa M. Widing
Peter Wysocki

Bachelor of Science in Liberal Arts and Sciences—Statistics

Candidates for Degree May 2015
Hashem Maher Alsaqet
Juan M. Munoz

Bachelor of Science in Statistics and Operations Research

Degrees Conferred August 2014
Yoohul Hong
Steven Gregory Popilov

Degree Conferred December 2014
Alexandro Hernandez

Candidate for Degree May 2015
Alex Edward Gillo

Bachelor of Science in the Teaching of Mathematics

Degrees Conferred December 2014
Tricia F. Aronsohn
Brent E. Benjamin
Nancy Ann Carrington
Sylwia Dzubinski
Megan A. Guerra
Beata Barbara Latka
Stefanie J. Rempala

Candidates for Degree May 2015
Edgar Dorado
Danielle M. Leibowitz
Blanca I. Medina

The University of Illinois at Chicago
Neuroscience

Doctor of Philosophy

Degree Conferred August 2014
Ignacio Rivero Covelo

Degree Conferred December 2014
Jackson J. Cone

THE HUNGER HORMONE GRELIN
DYNAMICALLY TUNES PHASIC
MEDIOLIMBIC SIGNALS UNDERLYING
FOOD-DIRECTED BEHAVIORS

Bachelor of Science

Degrees Conferred August 2014
Raman N. Allavirdi
Asiya Ashraf
Colleen Therese Fitzgerald

Degrees Conferred December 2014
Riti K. Chokshi
Ethan Dylan Derda
Aisha Fayyaz
Jahir Alcides Garzon
Nabha E. Haider
Anish Kishor Patel
Binal Babubhai Patel
Sophia A. Villenas

Candidates for Degree May 2015
Murad Majed Alqadi
Muhammad Ahmed Baig
Sonia Bajaj
Joshua James Bierdz
Briana M. Certa
Elizabeth M. Certa
Jinit Sanjiv Desai
Joseph Michael Franchi
Jason Thomas Gambla
Melissa J. Gassman
Joel J. George
Odmas A. Grammenos
Xiao Han
Katherine Valerie Katisvalis
Isabel Rose Kolencherry
Shruti Kumar
Janki P. Majthia
Arshila R. Merchant
Krishna D. Modi
Alia M. Mohammad
Karen J. Oliveros
Abby A. Page
Rhiday R. Pandya
Palak Manoj Patel
Prutha P. Patel
Victor Hugo Ramirez
Neha A. Rao
Sarfaraz B. Sajwani
Samrin Samad
Gayatri Rao Sanku
Danya Karina Aceves Santoscey
Sagar Kaushik Shah
Vidhee Nitin Shah
Javier Andres Suarez
Vanessa Vazquez
Amada M. Vivo
Brad M. Wilson
Alan W. Yung

Philosophy

Doctor of Philosophy

Degree Conferred August 2014
Burkay Turkmen Ozturk
THE PESSIMISTIC INDUCTION AND THE
EPITHEIC STATUS OF SCIENTIFIC
THEORIES

Candidates for Degree May 2015
Robert Michael Farley
COMMON SENSE REALISM
Kenneth Edwin Martin

Master of Arts

Candidates for Degree May 2015
Kristin M. Parvizian
Sanaye Vatanssere

Bachelor of Arts in
Liberal Arts and Sciences

Degrees Conferred December 2014
Neharika M. Akkoor
Benjamin Matthew Levine
Gordon Thomas Marsh
Maria Gabriel Miramontes
Colin E. Yocum

Candidates for Degree May 2015
Thomas J. Bradach
Jinit Sanjiv Desai
Javaria Humera Haleem
Alex Ann Kennedy
Lester A. Leong
Peggy A. Sally
James P. Shine

Physics

Doctor of Philosophy

Degree Conferred August 2014
Jin Hwan Park
FABRICATION AND CHARACTERIZATION OF
SINGLE CRYSTAL CdTe SOLAR CELLS

Christopher Ryon Silkworth
A SUPERSYMMETRIC TOP QUARK SEARCH
USING A TOP-TAGGER AT 8 TeV

Candidates for Degree May 2015
Christopher F. Buurma
APPLICATION OF ab-initio METHODS
TO GRAIN BOUNDARIES AND POINT DEFECTS
FOR polycrystalline SOLAR CELLS

Lalit Dubey
MOLECULAR DYNAMICS STUDIES OF THE
PKC-\(\gamma\)2 DOMAIN BOUND TO MIXED
LIQUID MEMBRANES

Ahmet Gulec
ATOMIC-SCALE STUDY OF COMPLEX
CORALI OXIDE USING SCANNING
TRANSMISSION ELECTRON MICROSCOPE

Kolja Kauder
De-HADRON ANGULAR CORRELATION
DEPENDENCE ON LEADING HADRON
IDENTITY IN RELATIVISTIC HEAVY ION
COLLISIONS

Tuo Li
Kinminad Abebe Maro
John Charters McCorkindale
Miroslav N. Mihaylov
Adam W. Schuman
Paul Jonathan Turner
SEARCH FOR HIGH-MASS RESONANT
TOP-ANTITOP PAIR PRODUCTION IN
LEPTON-PLUS-JET EVENTS IN 8 TeV pp
COLLISIONS

Velmurugan Yogambigai
Ji Zhao

Master of Science

Degrees Conferred August 2014
Xi Feng
Joseph E. Lesniewski
Fan Wu

Degree Conferred December 2014
Anna Mukhortova

Candidates for Degree May 2015
Zhao Guo
Rahul Rajesh Khanna
Aniruddha Menon
Abhijith Nair

Bachelor of Science

Degrees Conferred December 2014
Joseph Richard Adams
Carolyn O. Clarkson
Wayne Charles Foster
Miaozhen Mei
Diana T. Vera

Candidates for Degree May 2015
Michael Anthony Avendano
Jeffrey Michael Breidigan
Joseph D. Broz
Brian M. Kapustka
Mark Allen Lyon
Andrew Rodriguez
Amy A. Zimmerman

Bachelor of Arts in
Liberal Arts and Sciences

Degree Conferred December 2014
James Macnabb Rohde

Candidate for Degree May 2015
Nilay S. Patel

Political Science

Doctor of Philosophy

Degrees Conferred August 2014
Luciano Da Ros

MAYORS IN THE DUCK: JUDICIAL
RESPONSES TO LOCAL CORRUPTION IN
BRAZIL

Melanie G. Mierzejewski
WHEN THE COLORS FADE: PARTY
POlITICS, INSTITUTIONALIZATION, AND
DEMOCRATIZATION IN UKRAINE AND
GEORGIA

Debora Condefer December 2014
Shawn Paul Healy
ESSENTIAL SCHOOL SUPPORTS FOR CIVIC
LEARNING

David Sterrett
THE SELF-INTERESTED PUBLIC:
UNDERSTANDING THE ROLE OF
PERSONAL INTEREST IN AMERICANS’
POLLICYPREFERENCES

Candidates for Degree May 2015
Samuel T. Basset
CONSULTANTS, URBAN LEADERSHIP, AND
THE REPLICA CITY

Constance A. Miron
THE PARADOX OF AN ORPHANED POLICY:
POSTSECONDARY REMEDIAL EDUCATION

Master of Arts

Degree Conferred August 2014
Andrew Mitchell Swanson

Degrees Conferred December 2014
Scott Lawrence Braam
Olga Poes
Nagul M. Shorukova

Candidates for Degree May 2015
Aja Chekirova
Evgeniia Igolinka
Nadia Ahmed Maraghah
Samih Patan

Bachelor of Arts in
Liberal Arts and Sciences

Degrees Conferred August 2014
Roberto C. Arellano
Miguel Angel Bosque
Henry A. Espinal
Jonathan Rajaied Haddad
Kara Ann Highfill
Puneet Kahlon
Rosalie A. Kapanga
Stephen A. McGowan
Dhirui Ramesh
Jack I. Rodarte

Degrees Conferred December 2014
Caitlin Arena
Bader Z. Bhatti
Steven John Bidochka
Joy Davis
Dahiana Margarita Estrada
Rachel F. Gilmore
Andrea Hernandez
Rowan S. Ibrahim
Kevin E. Kalika
Matthew G. Marrzah
Gabriela Miakova
Belia V. Portillo
Josephine Robledo
Zachary Joseph Toland

Candidates for Degree May 2015
Maryem E. Abdulla
Arturo Arriaga
Olivia M. Basiorcka
Kasey Elizabeth Bates
Sana Kafi Bell

Commencement

May 2015
Brenda Azucena Capistran
Michael A. Currie
Aubrey Lynn Degroot
Erin Sue Dowland
Wafeek Elalfifi
Ayesha N. Farooqui
Catherine Figueroa
Vincent Galvan
Brandon Jahre Gaskew
Ryan S. Harfoush
Dominika Heba
Alfred Raul Hegyes
Zeinat Hindi
Vanessa K. Hofer
Manuel Jimenez
Isaiah Joel Jindrich
Jacy L. Jones
Nicolle K. Kapogiannis
Victoria Ann Latus
Carrington Christopher Lemon
Alena Luilchak
Dina Lupancu
Alejandro Martinez
Saad Mohammed-Ali
Maria Belen Morales
Cai Monet O’Connell
Robert Olzanski
Darienne M. Page
Veronica C. Picchi
Kyle Devin Polak
Alexandra M. Ramon
Mirian Josefina Rodriguez
Liliana K. Rzepecka
Neghen Haya Sanjary
Ammar Sheikah
Dimitrios Simitis
Benjamin Simon
Kevin T. Silwa
Cailie A. Swift
Priya R. Uppuluri
Joel Gregory Michael Vicencio

Teimara D. Springle
TEACH ME HOW TO LOVE: CONSTRUCTIONS OF HETEROSEXUAL ROMANTIC RELATIONSHIPS ON BLACK RELATIONSHIP BLOGS

Candidates for Degree May 2015
Olivia Bjorkquist
EMOTION PERCEPTION IN SCHIZOPHRENIA: A FUNCTIONAL CONNECTIVITY STUDY
Shanika Blanton
AFRICAN CENTERED EDUCATORS’ PERSPECTIVES ON THEORY IN PRACTICE
Eboni J. Burnside
FEATURES OF THE ORGANIZED YOUTH ACTIVITY SETTING THAT SERVE AS PROTECTIVE FACTORS AGAINST EXPOSURE TO COMMUNITY VIOLENCE
Claire G. Christensen
Brett R. Coleman
Megan Frances Conrad
Olga G. Goldenberg
INDIVIDUAL AND GROUP BRAINSTORMING: DOES THE QUESTION MATTER?
Allison J. Jaeger
Andrew F. Jarosz
Rebecca Koppel
Laura E. Kuper
GENDER DEVELOPMENT AND SUSTAINABILITY AMONG TRANSGENDER AND GENDER NON-CONFORMING YOUTH AND YOUNG ADULTS
Amy Kathyn Matt
Kathryn S. McCarthy
Miranda L. Nelson
Emily Kristina Olsen
Melissa Ponce-Rodas
Mark R. Relyea
Bonnie J. Solomon
Sandra Villanueva
Keith J. Zander

Bachelor of Arts in Liberal Arts and Sciences

Degrees Conferred August 2014
Samia Ahmad
Jane Ahn
Gabriela Baex
Mark R. Bonafede
Sneha Bontu
Michelle Chin
Bryan Rondolo Del Prado
Stephanie Elizabeth Dula Torre
Franjil Desai
Kylie N. Doorn
Rachel Kay Enblom
Nina Cheley C. Exconde
Amber Kristen Feldkamp
Jenny Feliciano
Patrick Gochico
Celeste Hall
Chanell N. Harris
Jonathan M. Hill
Jill Patrice Johnson
Alyssa Michele Kaplan
William Austin Katz
Rafia T. Khan
Jennifer Ann Lechman
Derek Leon Leyendeckers
Jennifer Elizabeth Lima
Shira Rose Marcus
Kristina Mueller
Shayna A. Parker
Radhika A. Patel
Arthur Petukhov
Alejandra Quiroz
Briana Keeley Ryan
James Duke Stacey
Vincent Tam
Karishma Y. Thakkar
Badean Vichailuk
Joan Vitucci
Brianna Kyrsten Wills
Tiffany Rachel Wuetbrick
Jessica Zaebringer

Degrees Conferred December 2014
Amara Abbas
Alicia Marie Abrego
Nanci Alanis Alcantara
Justine S. Alegado
Omniah Alharbi
Felix Armenta
Diana Yasmin Arreci
Beelol Babah Askar
Salam Haten Awadallah
Katherine R. Bernardo
Adel C. Burgos
Bonnie Butler
Christine Anne Cabrera
Humerto Campos
Daisy Chavez
Rebecca Yoon Choi
Laura A. Cox
Meghan R. Curtin
Kelsey Anna Dahlberg
Reina Delgado
Yessenia Delgado
Camille Despe Deol
Shatlka Lecheryl Dodson
Hannah Kaarina-Mae Dungan
Sahar Eldadhy
Carlos A. Espin
Carolina Esquível
Hannah Leah Fletcher
Jessica Marie Fiks
Fernando Gamboa
Vanessa Garcia
Yesenia Garcia
Sally Garduno
Joselyn Godoy
Jessica Gonzalez
Elizabeth A. Goodf
Viswaja Gorantla
Nathan M. Green
Danielle Nichole Hansen
Andrea Hernandez
Gladys Atinuke Iju
Neha Iqbal
Zahra Aala Issa
Iryna Ivanynshyn
Natalia M. Jackowski
Omar M. Jano
Samantha Kathleen Johnson
Yeesung Kang
Zeba Khan
Lora E. Khunia
Danielle J. Kiel
Justyna E. Klimecka
Jessica Kudrathura
Dennis Kozel
Nico Lauren Kwilos
Edward H. Lehman
Emily J. Lelchuk
Alicia Lenard
Adam L. Leslie
Ronalysa R. Loiseau
Zo G. Lu
Kayla Antionette Major
Ana Mandrapa
Gregory James Mannix
Biana Nicole Marchan
Dominique Angela Marchan
Kellie Elizabeth Marcus
Biljana Markovic
Elizabeth Martinez
Amarbin Mashhood
Julita E. Matlok
Ana M. Mejia
Teresa Meza
Joanne Elizabeth Mezile
Kayla L. Michelotti
Hira A. Mirza
Shahzad M. Mohiuddin
Neha Moizuddin
Damaris Moreno
Maria Fernanda Munoz
Maziar Namvar
Karina Naumenko
Lori Nava
Daniel Anthony Noventa
Michelle Olvera
Anessa Sayeed Path
Krupa Vinod Path
Priyanka Patel
Christopher Joshua Patton
Ashley Perez
Melissa Perez
Chelsea R. Perschon
Neha G. Prajapati
Miles Vincent Prato
Olgia A. Prieto
Maxwell Vladimir Prepgjhal
Triton Lamar Pressley
Mariel Selenia Ramirez
Michael B. Ratio
Esther Reyes

Psychology

Doctor of Philosophy

Degrees Conferred August 2014
Joanna C. Bovee
THE ROLE OF EXECUTIVE CONTROL IN BILINGUAL LEXICAL ACCESS
Lauren Lynn Drogos
AUTONOMIC NERVOUS SYSTEM ACTIVITY AND MENOPAUSAL SYMPTOMS
Michelle A. Goldwin
THE EFFECT OF CAREGIVER POSTTRAUMATIC STRESS ON NEWLY DIAGNOSED PEDIATRIC CANCER PATIENTS
Daniel C. Wisneski
EXPLORING DIFFERENCES IN LIBERAL AND CONSERVATIVE MORAL CONVIGN AND MORAL MOTIVATION

Degrees Conferred December 2014
Emma L. Rukhotskiy
SOCIAL INTEGRATION AND ACCULTURATION AMONG IMMIGRANTS FROM THE FSU: AN ECOLOGICAL LIFE DOMAINS APPROACH

THE UNIVERSITY OF ILLINOIS AT CHICAGO

May 2015
Commencement

May 2015

Biatriz Rivera
Dastyha Valixa Rivera
Beatriz Rodriguez
Nancy A. Rodriguez
Mina Rohail
Angel Roman
Felipa Roman
Lizvetta Roman
Lauren Rebecca Roth
Renee Theresa Rubinelli
Giovanne Ruiz
Adriani J. Sabate
Roy Salas
Mary Catherine Jill Salazar
Paulina L. Saldana
Ameen Salehiizangi
Jennifer Salgado
Lorena Elizabeth Salome
Salvador Sanchez
Jeselle Valenzuela Santiago
Olivia N. Santiago
Alejandra Onate Santibanez
Gabriela Santillanes
Jessica Allison Santos
Nicole Jamardon Santos
Nuha Sarhan
Nikko Anthony Sarro
Alexandra V. Sarris
Yolanda Saucedo
Shachi Shah
Lelas Shamaileh
Shante E. Shaw
Christina Marie Sheldon
Zainab H. Shirazi
Morinola Shibajo
Nicole K. Shredl
Anam Siddiqi
Farah M. Siddique
Nalha Siddiqui
Maritza Silverio
Erika Rae Simpson
Barbara Slivinski
Vanessa Pina Smith
Steven M. Snarich
Adam Solowiej
Neel S. Soni
Kimberly L. Sosnowski
Sara Jo Sornard
Monica Michelle Sotever
Lauren Mary Stumbri
Kritzel L. Taddeo
Lenore Tamami Tahara-Eck
Octavious Sylvester Talbot
Warren Taylor
Amy Ilesh Thakkar
Charles G. Thomas
Nina Thompson
Josephine Marie Tjoeng
Kristina Todorovic
Azalia Torres
Karl Vincent C. Torres
Marina Lee Torres
Gisselle Brittney Truett
Alan Tsang
Jose Uriostegui
Zerbrina E. Valdespino-Hayden
Gabriela Valencia
Britannia A. Van Dyke
Abigail M. Vanderhyden
Arely Vargas
Shawn V. Varghese
Sutikshna Veeravalli
Alexander J. Velasquez
Sabra Lynn Vellez
Lucia Villa
Michelle Villanueva
Victoria Estrada Villasenor
Janea Nicole Vinson
Ryan M. Ward
Shoma Webster
Shelby W. Whitmer
John Williams
Amina Wilson
Monika D. Wojtowicz
Picha N. Wren
Sarah Nicole Yerkes
Timothy B. Yu
Tooba Zafar
Mohammad K. Zalzaleh
Halema Husein Zayyad
Jennifer Olivia Zygmunt

Slavic Languages and Literatures

Doctor of Philosophy

Candidate for Degree May 2015
Michael A. Slager

Master of Arts—Slavic Studies

Candidates for Degree May 2015
Volha Johnson
Serhii Serhiyovych Tereshchenko

Bachelor of Arts in Liberal Arts and Sciences—Russian

Degree Conferred December 2014
Daria Zabara

Sociology

Doctor of Philosophy

Degrees Conferred August 2014
Rachel C. Allison
Gender and the Organization of Women’s Professional Soccer

Amy Kathryn Brainer
Lesbian, Gay, and Queer Kinship in Taiwan: Generational Changes and Continuities

Kiana Marie Cox
Visible But Out of Place: Black Women and Gender in Assessments of African American Inequality

Degree Conferred December 2014
Kristin Smith Abner
Child Maltreatment and Child Welfare Intervention: Contextual and Individual Inequalities

Candidates for Degree May 2015
Julio C. Capeles-Delgado
Courtney Myrtle Carter

Master of Arts

Candidates for Degree May 2015
Kirsten Britt Andersen
Jessica Faye Holtzman
Kylee M. Jousten
Alaina Abigail Mathers
William Joslyn Scarborough

Bachelor of Arts in Liberal Arts and Sciences

Degrees Conferred August 2014
James L. Barnett
Chynna N. Blair
Raymond Michael Cook
Tiffany Nicole Harrell
Denise H. Hutchings
Alexandria Kraja
Azucena Lopez
Kevin Majka
Kelsey Nicole Denise Petri
Jasmine A. Rogers
Megan Latrice Wallace
Darrin Dewayne Williams
Amanda Cari Woolsey
Omar Ismail Yamini

Degrees Conferred December 2014
Gabriela Anais Baltazar
Elyse K. Bielsler
Jessica Ann Borre
Michelle M. Burel
Jenny A. Calero
Lauren E. Childers
Natasha Fedosenko
Carlos H. Hidalgo
Amani Quinamah Howell-Jennings
George Kagiass
Jasmine Q. Kidd
Sherron Olivia Lewis
Daisy Madera
Alexis I. Menias
Imiya Mirza
Ashley Marie Neal
Linda Onyinye Okoli
Violetta Rak
Alyssa Ramirez
Leslie N. Reske
Fiama L. Rodriguez-Gaitan
Olga Marie Ruiz
Sergio V. Salazar
Shail M. Shah
Rana B. Shubbak
Rachel Amourina Swirsky
Karina Vega
Alexa-Rae Lopez Velasco
Allison Zhao

Candidates for Degree May 2015
Tamara Jaber Abu-ehrileb
Lora Allbritton
Ingrid Arellano
Andrea Askew
Yesenia Beltran
William A. Benavides
Heather Benjamin
Colleen Chiang
Katherine Ciriuelas
Carlinhia Maxine Cox
Olivia Hannah Desormey
Margaret Ellen Estrada
Jewell Lattifah Ewing

Angelica Flores
Carlos David Fragoso
Yolanda Gallo
Anjum A. Gandhi
Elizabeth Garcia
Jacquelyn Gomet
Shannon M. Hastings
Jennifer Hernandez
Kevin N. Herrera
Marissa Herrera
Berenice Jimenez
Alexander Joseph Lee
Cara G. Lee
Uri Jesus Lira
Hannah Lee Malench
Michelle Mendez
Maritza Meza
Bianca Nadia Monzon
Alyssa M. Morales
Stephanie Morales
Macrina Ocampo
Porsche Delores Palmer
Quyen Phan
Tamara S. Quinn
Jeanette Sheree Richardson
Hector Rodriguez
Maridessa G. Rolene
Adriana Saez
Essence Lauren Mary Smith
Deja K. Spikes
Rachel Elizabeth Stelair
Tamika J. Stevenson
Samantha Elizabeth Stiede
Julie Thi Tran
Rayneisha R. Ubamadu
Verenice Valles
Valeria Velazquez-Montiel
Ariel M. Vitoria
Sara White
Shahtavita Alicia Young

College of Medicine

Doctor of Medicine

Degrees Conferred August 2014
Elizabeth Obenewa Bonsu
Victor Tagbo Nwankwo
Louisa Thompson Olushoga

Degrees Conferred December 2014
Habib Mohammed Bilaqfi
Patricia Michelle Troxell
Klingenbjerg

Candidates for Degree May 2015
Kathleen Ann Adamczyk
Olatokunbo S. Adeghoro
Gabriela Aurora Aguilar
Syed Mustafa Alavi
Jurgis Alvikas
Kausik Veera Ammancherla
Adam Essam Ammar
Said Aziz Arain
Pouya Bananikhah
Steven Alvin Bartels
Geoff Marie Bautista
Darcy Benedict
Jerry Francisco Benzl
Sarah Lynn Hatch Berth
Commencement

May 2015

Tanya Bhattacharya
Stephen Andrew Beek
Natalie Jordan Bodmer
Amy Elizabeth Brown
Ann Marie Bruno
Melissa Lauren Bryan
Alesandra Ivette Cano
Ryan Michael Carr
Leigh C. Casabalan
Teya C. Casner
Egle Cepaitis
Adib Mohammedamin Chaus
Lydia S. Chen
Kevin Yae Chung
Noa Kruglik Cleveland
Michael Philip Collins
James G. Costakis
Andrew Henry Crysz
Kristina Evelyn Dakis
Michael Fitzgerald Donovan
Shaun Joseph Fernandes
Danilo A. Fernanad
Michael Conz Ferrera
David Michael Finkelstein
Lauren Elise Fiske
Anayatzy Franco
James Tellis Frencher
Ashley Suzanne Freyre
David Lee Fuller
Nitin Kumar Garg
Jessica Lynn George
Ariel Yehoshua Glikberg
Maria Veronica Gomez
Lilian Del Carmen Gonzalez
Puja Gopal
Alexandra June Gordon
Leland Evan Gossett
Adam Donald Gruner
Ryan Elijah Harold
Jordan Lee Hart
Jennifer Harris
Molly Rebecca Hartrich
Omar M. Hassan
Michael Jacob Huvard
Andrea Ibarra
Harirahar Venkatachalam Iyer
Salem Nemer Jafflan
David Mark Jandura
Laura Jean Johnson
Larissa Ashley Jones
Mark Earljah Julh
Tara Marie Kennedy
Agnieszka Anna Kielian
Kathleen Page Kinzer
Helen Nikolayevna Klemine
Jeffrey Brian Knisley
Miriam Alana Komisar
Alina Konnikova
Justin Sidney Kosirog
Rebecca Janna Krasseath
Natalie Elizabeth Kress
Masswell Jared Krolff
Jessica Elizabeth Kuppy
Alexandra V. Lasky
Peter Francis Lazzari
Melody Lee
Simon Lee
Vanja Leung
Renee L. Levesque
David Edward Lewandowski
Irene Margaret Lewnard
Renjie Li
Shintau Lin
Jasmine Yu-Ling Liu
Mengyuan Liu
Jennifer Lloyd
Joseph Michael Longino
Nicole Lynn Lopez
Raymond Joseph Loza
Tiffany S. Lu
Elisa Takalo Lund
Xisi Luo
Jennifer Mary Eleanor MacDonald
Ikenna Carl Madueke
Jose Ismael Marquez
Tamara Itzel Martinez
Nidha Prem Mattappally
Johnel Tremaine Mayberry
Hugh Thomas McDermott
Nasrin Mettah
Zhen W. Mei
Alex Merlo
Girish C. Mohan
Matthew Kramer Morrow
Tsung Pei Mou
Ivan Nimrod Mugisha
Kristopher M. Musgraves
Tieu Vy Hoang Nguyen
Hooman Nikizad
Michael Ikenna Nzeogu
Tatsuya Oishi
Ayodele Oke
Oyinkansola Omotobre Okubanjo
Erika N. Olson
Omar Ahmad Osman
Lais Hammad Osmani
Jocelyn Carol Ou
Rachel Lauren Pantajo
Megan Marie Parilla
Heetabh J. Patel
Shama Yusuf Patel
Sonny Ghanashyam Patel
Steven Dale Pearson
Tamara Marshall Perry
David Joseph Post
Jie Qu
Ardeshir Rahimi
Monika Rastogi
Rachna Rawal
Richard Eugene Rechennacher
Sabrina Reed
Jude Regitte
Matthew Gerald Robinson
Carol Elizabeth Rodriguez
Gary O. Rodriguez
James Roring
Sergio Sean Sales
Rasheed Adetokunboh Sanyoolu
Lindsay Frances Schwartz
Stephen Norbert Schwartz
Artem M. Sergeyenko
Linda Marie Serrano
Jarnna R. Shah
Kushbu H. Shah
Kruti Shah
Sujay Yogesh Shah
Jacob Israel Shaw
Se-A Shin
Sara Komal Siddiqui
Jeremy Asher Silvick
Alexandra Hannah Small
Peter Sobiech
Rhonnie Young Song
Matthew Gregory Stevenson
Kashyap Komaraju Tadisina
Tammy Rocio Smith Tamayo
Allison Kazen Thoburn
Adam C. Tiaigne
Kent Truong
Vivek Anand Upadhyay
Denise Valero
Gautam Vangipuram
Errin Lynn Varnado
Veronica Rangel Villarreal
Christine Siggi Wang
Stephanie S. Wang
Sean Thomas Williams
Richard Ted Wlodarski
Jacqueline Annette-Monie Wu
Marisa Rogers Young
Joseph Louis Zapater
Xisi Zhao

Anatomy and Cell Biology

Doctor of Philosophy

Degrees Conferred August 2014

Rohbstein Lovejoy Chidavaeni
Development and Protein Composition of the Sytated Organelle and Spinebook: Localization in the Inner Ear

Katarzyna Czajkowska Pituch
Regulation of Oligodendrogenesis by Sulfoxidases and PDGFR

Marta B. Santos
Interaction Between Alpha-Synuclein and Psychosine: Implications for Lewy Body Formation

Biochemistry and Molecular Genetics

Doctor of Philosophy

Degrees Conferred August 2014

Michael L. Beshiri
The Role of the Histone Deacetylase KDM5A in Cellular Differentiation

Degree Conferred December 2014

Yuka Shimizu
The Role of nMOLC2 in the Regulation of Lung Vascular Barrier Integrity During Pulmonary Inflammation

Candidates for Degree May 2015

Rachel L. French
The Terminal Catalytic Complex of Selenocysteine Synthesis and Its Role in Neurdlegeninervative Disorders

Joseph Louis Zapater
Identification of Polysialyltransferase Sequences Required for Substrate Recognition and Polysialylation

Health Professions Education

Master of Health Professions Education

Degrees Conferred August 2014

Nadia Masood Bajwa
Leora Birnbaum
Amy Barbara Fraser
Jason Lee
Tai Mara Lockspeiser

Degree Conferred December 2014

Kevin E. Vankanean

Candidates for Degree May 2015

Rami Azzam Ahmed
Cori A. Arquines
Lana Marie Bistritz
Elisa Carolina Ruauno Cea
Gregory Gruner
Clare Mary Hutchinson
Paris-Ann Inglewed
Aaron David Caleb Knox
Andrea Nicole Leep Hunderfund
Cara Ann Liebert
Jerry William Swanson

Microbiology and Immunology

Doctor of Philosophy

Degree Conferred August 2014

Kelly Anne Gay
On the Role of NFBP3 in Cytolytic Iron-Sulfur Assembly

Degree Conferred December 2014

Arwa Mahmoud Qaqish
Adoprtively Transferred V_2V_2 T Cells Protect Against the Dissemination of M. tuberculosis in Macaques

Candidates for Degree May 2015

Ryan Michael Carr
Utilizing the Warrburg Effect to Enhance Tumor-Induced Apoptosis in Several Cancer Types

James Tellis Frencher
Role of Impaired Bovins Sixth in Lesion-based Tuberculosis Vaccine Efficacy

Abraam M. Yakoub

Neuroscience

Doctor of Philosophy

Degree Conferred August 2014

Ignacio Rivero Covelo
The Ventral Pallidum as a Non-Homostatic Feeding Relay

Degree Conferred December 2014

Jackson J. Cone
The Hunger Hormone GHRELIN Dynamically Tunes Phasic Mesolimbic Signals Underlying Food-Directed Behaviors
Pharmacology

Doctor of Philosophy

Degrees Conferred August 2014

Auditi Debroy

STROMAL INTERACTING MOLECULE 1 SIGNALING AND LUNG VASCULAR BARRIER FUNCTION

Ruby Ana Fortanandez

PATHOGENIC ROLES OF STIM2 and Orai2 IN THE DEVELOPMENT OF PULMONARY ARTERIAL HYPERTENSION

Degrees Conferred December 2014

Nazila Daneshjou

ROLE OF RAC1 IN REGULATING THE INTEGRITY OF ENDOTHELIAL ADHERENS JUNCTIONS

Michael Keegan Delaney

THE ROLE OF RAC1 IN PLATELET SIGNAL TRANSDUCTION AND FUNCTION

Maulik Patel

PDZ-RhoGEF DRIVES GASTRIN RELEASING PEPTIDE STIMULATED COLON CANCER CELL MIGRATION

Candidates for Degree May 2015

Swetha Dambil

Yachana Kataria

Master of Science

Candidate for Degree

Rachael S. Farhat

Pathology

Doctor of Philosophy

Degrees Conferred August 2014

Emmanuel Adongo

STUDIES ON THE FUNCTION OF SELENIUM BINDING PROTEIN 1 AND ITS RELEVANCE TO PROSTATE CANCER OUTCOME

Brittany Mihelich

MICRORNAS AS ZINC REGULATORS IN CANCER CELLS AND AS SERUM MARKERS OF AGGRESSIVE PROSTATE CANCER

Candidates for Degree May 2015

Shweta Damba

Yachana Kataria

Patient Leadership

Safety

Master of Science

Degrees Conferred December 2014

Lisa Burton

Susan LaManthia

Suzanne Lee Miller

Crystal Lynn Morales

Anna Marie Pilkington

Candidates for Degree May 2015

Angela Smith Boord

Patricia McGowan Brenn

Pamela Rose Brown

Martin Caliendo

Amy G. Carroll-Allen

Jonathan B. Cohen

Theresa A. Estobe

Darrin Ferguson

Soahl A. Gagan

Roberto Gnesotto

Heather Leslie Gocke

Kara K. Hertes

Anne-Marie King

Lynn Marie Labonte

Kathryn Ann Martin

Corinne Margaret McKay

Laura L. Melone

Douglas Edward Paull

Haldane Wallace Porteous

Karen Marie Stein

Jutta Stewart

Judith M. Zolnoki

At Peoria

Doctor of Medicine

Degrees Conferred December 2014

Lisa Marie Laberge

Candidates for Degree May 2015

Mohammed Uzair Admani

Anthony Alvarado

Lauren Arditii

Sung Gu Baek

Shannon Leah Binckley

Alexandria Quiana-Simone Bowman

Alayna Kay Butcher

Cathleen Joyce Chang

Imran H. Chishti

Alissa Marie Conde

Kevin Bradford Elmore

Amanda LeeAnn Ehleridge

Susy Grajeda

Jean Michel Roger Gillon

Matthew Ryan Heberer

Kimberly Eva Hemkamp

Elizabeth Nicole Holcomb

David Wayne Holt

Bradley Robert Johnson

Silas Joseph

Shreya Paresh Kanabar

Nina Keyvan

Jaimie Sun Kwak

Benison Cheuk Pan Lau

David Robert Lauterbach

Dawn Keming Lei

Daniel Jacob Liechti

Pankaj Malhotra

Cesar Iturri Menchaca

Andrew Thomas Mills

Nicholas John Nelson

Gregory R. Olson

Mark Allen Oyer

Niki H. Patel

Lars K. Rickardsen

Jennifer Ann Rokosz

Wesley Robert Samore

Neil Kanta Shetty

Aminaa Eram Siddiqui

Felix Andre Yong

Rachel Wonjuung Yoon

Calvin J. Young

At Rockford

Doctor of Medicine

Degrees Conferred August 2014

Eran Christopher Gviliam

Michael Thaddeus Stanek

Chris Byung Yoo

Candidates for Degree May 2015

Arasi Kevin Arasar

Mary Hannah Ayers

Juan Luis Cazares

Sheila Zou Chang

Zachary David Crees

Troy Jonathan Curtis

Emily Nicole Ehardt Eckerstrom

Jennifer Elizabeth Girard

Ellen Rose Gordon

Alexis Jo Gumm

Anthony Hammond

Gary Huang

At Urbana

Doctor of Medicine

Degree Conferred December 2014

Adnan Husain

Candidates for Degree May 2015

Jennifer Marie Arnold

Omotola Ashorobii

Robert Baser

Margaret Susan Blattner

Lindsey Ann Burnett

Andrew Brandon Cain

Sandy Yushan Chang

Sylvestor Antonio Douglas

Laura Leigh Edwards

Laura Kathleen Hulteen

Joshua Johny Kannankalor

Kevin Brian Kilgallon

Bryan J. Kratz

Eric Andrew Leslie

Krystyna Majkut

Bridgette Kelly Martinak

Lindsay Morgan Meurer

Karissa Leann Monney

Brittany Nicole Montavon

Jacob Robert Moore

Louisa Waichung Ng

Andrew Joseph Peterson

Eric Sager Pittman

Kalyssa Renee Porter

Sean Patrick Rajnic

Scott Edward Resnick

Maria F. Saavedra

Taylor Alise Stanton

Amer Rose Thompson

Kelley Jo Williams

Joshua Don Wiseman

Medical Biotechnology

Master of Science

Degrees Conferred August 2014

Yue Pan

Alex K. Schmitt

Degrees Conferred December 2014

Alexander Behling

Shivesh Ghura

Mega Umang Patel

Caleb Michael Shearrow

Candidates for Degree May 2015

Sourabh Banejee

Asyuuddh Bhoraskar

Damon Michael Epling

Terrianne Erickson

Kimberly Anna Harrington

Shwetha A. Kadam

Steven Douglas Knutson

Timothy Alan Morris

Bhavani H. Patel

Radhika Ashokkhali Patel

Supriya Rajanna

Ichwak Rastogi

Christopher Thomas See

Manohar Reddy Shambhannagari

Madhuwanti Sinivasan

Luke M. Wojdyla

Prithvi Prasad Yarlagadda

THE UNIVERSITY OF ILLINOIS AT CHICAGO

May 2015
Commencement

May 2015

Ass Flanigan
Christopher C. Foster
David Michael Glass
Megan Leigh Gleason Hutchcraft
Mark Eugene Hwang
Caitlyn Lucia Iverson
Brent S. Jordan
Michael S. Kuhlenkemitt
Erich Alexander Lidstone
Amy Maduram
Francisca Mata
Daiva Maria Mattis
Seong-Jin Moon
Kenneth A. Morris
Kieran P. Normoyle
Samantha Jane Polak
Kalyssa Renee Porter
Abraham J. Qavi
Gregory George Rosic
Lindsey Abigail Grace Shea
Alexander N. Slade
Carolina Marie Soto Chervin
Jared W. Willard

College of Nursing

Doctor of Nursing Practice

Degree Conferred August 2014
Tamar L. Harker

Degrees Conferred December 2014
Denise Katherine Fleig
Dana Humes Golf
Pamela P. Kontos
Patricia Anne Mitchell
Lisa Ann Potts
Susan M. Walsh
Lauren E. Whiteaker

Candidates for Degree May 2015
Kristin J. Elwart
Ida Kay Hess
Summer Alyssa Hinthouse
Curie Hee Lee
Debra Lynn Lowrance
Hannah Mitter
Kathryn Mary Serbin
Carla M. Tozer

Doctor of Philosophy

Degrees Conferred August 2014
Maria R. Reyes
Women with Correctable Fetal Anomaly Participating in Perinatal Team Counseling: An Exploratory Study
Jessica Elizabeth Shore
Exploring the lived-experience of Antiretroviral treatment among pregnant women

Degrees Conferred December 2014
Phyllis Ayn Sommer
Balancing Bicultural Heritage: Mexican-American Teen Mothers’ Lived Experience

Janet Stifter
Using an Electronic Health Record to Examine Nurse Continuity and Pressure Ulcers

Sri Yoda
Partner Relationships and HIV Risk Behaviors Among Recovering Femaleinjecting Drug Users in Jakarta

Master of Science

Degrees Conferred August 2014
Giovanna Antonelli
Megan B. Bellevia
Sara A. Buck
Eileen LeCale Childress
Elizabeth Yvonne Echols
Renee Marie Eck
Minna John
Molly Elizabeth Kavanagh
James Kerridge
Kathleen Elaine Lang
Reesheal Mercelia Lehmann
Juliet Ilanee Panambo
Jennifer Melissa Verplongh
Karen Ida Wannenberg
Olga Yohalem
Jessica Leigh Young

Degrees Conferred December 2014
Sarah Maria Bagson
Nicole Lynn Davis
Sharon E. Devita
Dana N. Eason
Abhaj Falash Eskander
Chih-Yuan Fu
Jamie Lyn Golda
Hsueh Chi Thi Pham Ho
Awatif Bakr Ibrahim
Jason Ross Immreter
Marissa R. Ledesma
Hannah Miller Lowinger
Kim Sonja McCoy
Ivonne Pino
Coellen Elizabeth Rosen
Johanna M. Schuler
Sarah Brianne Schulze
Abigail Kathryn Sofian
Adriana Faye Mateo Stiles
Allison Zitrack

Candidates for Degree May 2015
Margaret Elizabeth Accardi
Treena Marie Adams
Elingal A. Aguada
Nadia Uma Ahmad
Brehon Charles Allen
Sarah Argentine
Amanda Ruth Bakken
Jill Marie Ballantine
Shannon R. Barnes
Sarah J. Bartulis
Jill Suzanne Bastedo
Eunice Joy Bernardo
Allison Bianchi
Elena Blavoiss
Saysha Marie Bolden
Jennifer Rebecca Braggs
Alyssa Maureen Brenzau
Angela Denise Brown
Kristin Marie Burns
Patricia Byun
Flor Demaria Cabrera
Michelle Audrey Calvario
Matthew Martin Campos
Katherine E. Cappitelli
Jennifer M. Carey
Mary Cescio
Molly F. Cassidy
Stacey Janelle Catlett
Abigail G. Cervantes
Irene M. Cheung
Julia Elizabeth Chevron
Alice K. Choi
Kings A. Chysyowska
Liene Cirsa
Allison Blakely Clark
Joan Marie Cobb
Kristen Marie Coome
Anne Craig
Michele Lynn Cusac
Tocarra C. Dantaler
Dawne Michelem Dominguez
Claire A. Doyle
Laura Kathleen Duffy
Jennifer Erin-Loretta Dugal
Emma Caroline Duncan
Katherine A. Durham
Molly Rebecca Engelke
Ashley N. Espejo
Jessica A. Faucci
Janelle Arletta Fenske
Bethany Joy Winfrey Ferguson
Jamilah Lattre Fergusen
Leslie Marie Flament
Veronica M. Flores
Nancy Fouts
Ashley M. Fuller
Thara A. Gagni
Shauna L. Gardino
Gregory Ryan Garmon
Licine M. George
David B. Gereut
Jay Randall Gottschalk
Anamarie Graubart
Douglas Robert Gregg
Lisa Marie Grossman
Ashshea A. Gulmuhassan
Jenna Ruth Haerbele
Jenna Lynn Hamilton
Rachel Joy Harris
Laurie Hasken
Brandi Mae Heinecke
Martin R. Hevey
Lynn N. Hickman
Caroline R. Hoki
Kayleigh J. Holthaus
Sandra Lynn Homan
Erika Lindroth Honeycutt
Brandon Hubbs
James Dei Huff
Kristen L. Hufford
Megan L. Hughes
Nereaide Jaime
Elizabeth Ann Janostak
Mary E. Johnson
Susan Joy
Elizabeth A. Kane
Aisha Kenyatta Kendrick
Kulune Kene
Rebecca Kathryn Keuch
Margaret Elizabeth Keuth
Farqanullah Khan
John H. Kim
Angela Dawn Kitts-Faroun
Anna Weinberg Klinder
Christina Renee Kopp
Sandia Kay Koppe
Kelsey Maree Kropf
Veronica Gabriela Kuritzky
Neung Kwon
Antoinette Lambert
Cynthia A. Lammert
Angela M. Lepkowski
Samantha Ann Leverton
Catherine E. Lind
Lana Lynn Lindgren
Samuel T. Logan
Chari T. MacDonald
Amanda Louise Macke
Kelly Makowsky
Ashley Renee Marmon
Maureen Elizabeth Marquez
Robin A. Mathew
Ann Marie Maxwell
Samantha Kay McCausley
Elizabeth McLaughlin
Amber L. McVey
Steven Meier
Alica Lynn Meinert
Nina M. Metsovaara
Kelli A. Miller
Kelsey L. Mitchell
Sofia Mitchell
Emily Simons Murray
Amber A. Nagele
Lindsay Nagan
Kathryn Ann Naron
Guillaume Ngonneude
Brendan Robert Bruce Notestein
Olubusola Taofikat Olaitunji
Yvonne C. Oldaker
Brigid Ann Packer
Ryan M. Passno
Jigna Patel
Malika H. Patel
Carolyn Anne Paulius
Monica Krystyna Pawlikowski
Crystal Ann Pavula
Amy Burgess Pheiffer
Jill Sofija Radovich
Alysia Christine Raymond
Andrea Reveitis
Patricia Ann Rice
Morgan Reave Richards
Kristen M. Richter
Carrie A. Ricketts
Jonathan A. Rider
Sarah Elizabeth Morgan Ritter
Emily Erin Robertson-Shelby
Christina Marie Sands
Andrea N. Sapron
Lindsey Savadigo
Matthew A. Saxma
Trevor A. Schaber
Elizabeth Ann Schwandner
Cara Ann Severson
Leah Rae Shaffer
Jessica Lyn Shelly
Jean M. Slana
Bachelor of Science

Degrees Conferred August 2014

Elizabeth Mari Dickey
Jessica Marie Hughes
Shauna Antonette Kohlhus
Lena Li
Susan M. Plankey
Patricia Caroline Shamblin
Jennifer Lynn Storer

Degrees Conferred December 2014

Richard Dean Arnold
Jon R. Ault
Brittnee Ayres
Samantha M. Batio
Amanda Mae Campbell
Olivia Ann Costas
Anna Domenick
Janet Rae Donnelly
Linda Lee Donovan
Jessica Garcia
Stephen Craig Glover
Suai Amnette Gonzalez
Santino Guevara
Bailey Highy
Sharon Ann Kaluzny
Gloria Sumi Kang
Jessica Klausen
Lihua Linda Liu
Mariusz Lysik
Andrea Magana
Venilda Martinez
Maureen Elizabeth McIlhany
Megan M. McMahon
Kimara Elizabeth Morrissey
Bryan Bernard Mullaney
Alissa Vezzon Odulio
Artur Rydzewski
Lina Stenson
Nadia Latiasa Taylor
Carla Emily Masumi Tschiniak
Eric David Wagner
Valerie Ann Wooton

Candidates for Degree May 2015

Klaudia E. Adamczyk
Iyabode Oladunni Adejumo
Deena Taha Alaraj
Joven Ananil Abraham
Imelda Manais Aponte
Salhab K. Awadallah
Anna Marie Baboulas
Kate C. Bachman
Tracey E. Baker
Sonata Barkan
Luiz Alberto Barragan
Elizabeth Barrera
Marta Bednarz
Jennifer Harris Bell
Danielle Florence Bender
Amanda Rose Benson
Chloe L. Bernard
Ayele Teah Bleemie
Mary R. Bobbie
Agneszka Bochnia
Robert P. Bohnenstiehl
Katrina Rose Boi
Michael Allan Britton
Heather Lynn Browder
Ashley Kaylene Brune
Andrew Calderon
Dana K. Campbell
Raymar L. Capalac
Ma Charvin Castro
Jennifer Alyse Cates
Diane Chelaru
Hue Jung Choi
Anna Chu
Deanna Lynn Ciaccia
Manuel A. Cineros
Matthew A. Cortez
Sarah Eileen Cupp
Susan Patricia Daly
Amber Elizabeth Davis
Mathinee Parintannan Davis
Nayeli Desantiago
Frances Alexandra Diaz
Elizabeth Mari Dickey
Megan E. Doherty
Alison M. Dreifuss
Melissa Lynn Drithil
Alyssa E. Eldert
Olaekan Moses Fapohunda
Anne Marie Forzley
Gail Frommer
Lauren Ashley Gher
Anna Ghukasyan
Jessica Gniadzieko
Krystine S. Guevara
Stephanie M. Guliana
Anne Virginia Harris
Kara Leslie Hellige
Chelsey Marie Hickey
Tara L. Hill
Clara Elizabeth Hochhauser
Lindsey K. Hooper
Clare J. Hopman
LaDeana Beatrice Howard
Kelly A. Howatt
Robin Huang
Jessica Marie Hughes
Kiev Anh Huynh
Nicole J. Jacksetich
Ariel B. Jordan
Abiosa Jowosimi
Alysson P. Joyce
Farideh Salehi Kahkesh
Tina Kang
Alaba Rafiat Kazem
Caroline Redmon Keys
Christine Murdoch Khan
Omar Ahmed Khan
Ryan Joseph King
Julie C. Kinoshiba
Allison Marie Kison
Shirley Amponsah Kissiedu
Theresa Klein
Sarah L. Kleinman
Irine Klintsova
Terra L. Kolacki
Christen J. Krausz
Bryan Michael Kmynys
Lindsey E. Landgraf
Lea Alexis LaSota
Christina Lee
Mary Rose Lehne
Sarah N. Lenart
Kathryn Rose Lynch
Andrezj Machaj
Jacqueline Marcel
Rizanne Abad Marzan
Akwi Mbah
Colleen Marie McKenna
Jaclyn M. McMahon
Stephanie Ann McPherson
Heather Michelle Metheny
Ahmad Mohammad
Chantal Mondji
Ryan Marie Morris
Laura Marie Murphy
Raquel Sophia Musital
Katherine Danuta Natanek
Anna K. Negrusz
Zadige Neziri
Modestine Ngonmeude
Pauline Charlotte Djomgou
Nougoapi
Philomena O. Okegb
Mozouzah Omar
Maria J. Orozco
Obunnumi Olayinka Oyekola
Young Een Paik
Jennifer H. Park
Sooji Park
Pranil Ramniklal Patel
Kelly Anne Peterson
Christopher Phan
Claudia D. Pilati
Sarah Elizabeth Poel
Allen D. Primero
Tomasz Przybylek
Katelyn Michelle Pyle
Miguel Ramirez
Taylor N. Ravlin
Jason K. Reid
Robyn Rice
Joseph E. Rimkus
Julio Arturo Rojas
Nikola N. Roszko
Michelle Ruan
Michelle Marie Rudin
Jacqueline Ruiz
Paulina Sahagun
Nienke A. Sahelijo
Joseph Osama Salami
Jey Gabriel Sanchez
Dina Sangari
Debbie Lee Schiltz
Paul J. Schreiber
Michelle Frances Schroeder
Benjamin Charles Schultz
Jennifer C. Seibert
Ali Elizabeth Sermak
Ariba Shah
Jillian Marie Shiner
Megan R. Sicinski
Jeanine N. Sims

College of Pharmacy

Doctor of Pharmacy

Degrees Conferred August 2014

Juanita Elizabeth Bruce
Afreen Ghousia
Pooja Haney
Natalie Amin Ladhani

Candidates for Degree May 2015

Finny Abraham
Joshua Michael Adams
Hyungsk Sup
Hannie Nagi Ali
Margaret Bridget Allison
Amber Christine Allhouse
Nour Alhein
Haneen Tayseer Ammar
Kevin Ray Askew
Farzan Reza Baggage-Mohammadi
Sara Baig
Jason M. Bena
Janelle Dawn Beyer
Jaimie Dinnes Brillag
Viola Bockenfeld
Andrew James Bohrer
Ehny Cherrse Brooks
Annie Lan Bui
Julie Bueck Cabrera
Martin Joseph Calabrere
Jose Armando Caraveo

Juliana Soberanis
Natalie D. Solidad
Victoria Alena Spivak
Kara Alexandra Stanley
Emilie Renee Stojak
Maddison P. Stutsman
Mija S. Suber
Donata Svedalas
Alicia A. Swanson
Eric Daniel Swanson
Maude Anne R. Tagle
Mercedes A. Tate
Maisha M. Thomas
Chrisoula Timoleontos
Karl Vincent C. Torres
Robert Valverde
Aaron Van Gundy
Joel J. Varghese
Crystal Vegliando
Charlie Villada
Jennifer Wallier
Alia Yousif Wastie
Anne Rachel Weislo
Hannah Jo Webber
Michael Donn Wendorf
Rebecca A. Weng
Elizabeth R. Wilson
Kelly J. Wilson
Mandy Marie Wilson
Megan P. Witnik
Caroline M. Wojtowicz
Jeremy Wold
Anne Wrobel
Kate Wu
Tiffany Rachelle Wuerthrick
Aminat Yusuff-Akinbo
Reem Zakaria Zayad
Melanie Yuemei Zhang
Juan Zuniga
Commencement

May 2015

Sylvia Kolbiarz
Albert Kowalki Kusi
Daniel Ky
Samantha Lynn Landofa
Nicholas Anthony Larichia
Don J. Ledesma
Chiali Lee
Daniel Yoon Lee
Jennifer Sue Lee
Kevin S. Lee
Kevin Y. Lee
Ricky Li
Hung-Chun Lin
Jessica Lauren Lindsay
Derek Michael Liu
Humphrey Zhaohui Liu
Dana Christine Losch
Ada Lu
Yijia Luo
Jody Lynn Mallicoat
Irine Ateh Mambo
Monika K. Marciniak
Valeriy Azah Mbah
Paul Suiven Mbinglo
Renee Kristalle McAllister
Amanda Patricia McIntosh
Samantha Eberle McMire
Ruthika Shreyas Mehta
Henhok Ghirmay MeKENON
Festus Rufus Mfu
Alika Moitra
Everardo Jesus Mojica
Kyle John Moomey
Kellyn Margaret Moran
Mariam Nain
Rekha R. Nair
Megan Kay Naser
Quyen Thi-Hoang Nguyen
Chidinma Celina Nwakanna
Jamiu Adebukun Oyedele
Dominic Enriquez Pagnio
Ryser Park
Chimney B. Patel
Kushal P. Patel
Robert Chad Penington
Stephen Charles Petry
Miyeon Elizabeth Presky
Kristin Jean Progar
Yrvgeni Raikin
Jessica Leigh Rawlings
Krishnakanth Kantla Reddy
Ladjia Relja
Lynn Beth Rheinheimer
Alexandra Adele Risaku
Matthew Lucas Rolita
Glenn William Roma
Konstantyn Romadin
Daniel Joseph Rose
Ann Marie Ryan
Kaitlin Elizabeth Ryan
Nastredin Sadeghi
Yaakov Baruch Samberg
Michael John Schmidt
Alexander Hosley Schrock
Eric Richard Schultz
Lindsey Nicole Scott
Ryan Richard Seelng
Lianna Corpuz Serbas
Kristine Escorpizo Sevilla
Jasmine H. Shah
Aman Shamsuddin
Peter Paul Shanine
Sarah Rebecka Shely

John Steven Shilka
Steven William Shoyer
Jacob Charles Sicinskii
Matthew John Siena
Chloe Hoi Yee Siu
Matthew Richard Smith
Alicia Song
Vince V. Soriani
Kelly Anne Sosis
Dominique Marie Sowell
Nikita A. Stachnik
Martha Stear
Dahila Mohamed Sultan
Abisola Kafayat Tepede
Erin Nicole Terranova
Nayeli Talhuelti Perez
Jennifer To
Nga Tran
Imran Yusuf Umar
Emily Nicole Underwood
Colleen Anne Urbanski
Matthew Patrick Van Cuyk
Jaison Sam Varghese
Karie G. Vellos
Aiwen Wang
Ryan Robert Werner
Ashley Rose West
Elise Marie Wildman
Steven Robert Windberg
Damin Wolak
Shan Shan Wong
Kwaku Aninagyei Yeboah
Rollin Joseph Yoo
Dalia Jack Yousif
Sook Jin Yu
Chi Fai Yuen
Margaret Lisa Yung
Junyu Zhang

Biopharmaceutical Sciences

Doctor of Philosophy

Degree Conferred December 2014
Ryan M. Pearson
Impact of Dendritic Polymer Architecture on Self-assembly, Cellular Interactions, and Protein Adsorption

Candidates for Degree May 2015
Mi Suk Bae
Cationic Peptide Conjugated Poly(ethylene glycol) Diacrylate-based Hydrogel for Polymeric Acid Delivery

Xian Pan
Mary Ye Tang

Master of Science

Candidate for Degree May 2015
Askewari Ravindra Lote

Forensic Science

Master of Science

Degree Conferred August 2014
Lekal Shanseh Hicks
Samantha J. Kellogg
Dagmar Molikova Sweeney

Candidate for Degree May 2015
James M. Snaidauf

Medicinal Chemistry

Doctor of Philosophy

Degree Conferred August 2014
Suzanne M. Quartuccio
Modeling Early Events Associated with Serous Ovarian Cancer Formation from Fallopian Tube Epithelium

Degrees Conferred December 2014
Tammy Sanjeev Chavan
Intra and Intermolecular Interactions of K-Ras: From Structure to Function

Weg Gao
Discovery of Anti-Tuberculosis Lead Compounds from Actinomycetes

Kevin M. Krock
Investigation of Two Potential Treatments for Frontotemporal Dementias by Mass Spectrometry

Candidates for Degree May 2015
Yong Chao Li
Caleb K. Nienow
Marton Imre Siklos
Divya Vasudevan

Master of Science

Degree Conferred December 2014
Vy Thy Pham

Pharmacognosy

Doctor of Philosophy

Degree Conferred August 2014
Reen Francisco Ramos Alvarenga
Methods for the Metabolomic Standardization of Natural Health Products

Candidates for Degree May 2015
Chaitanya Aggarwal
Elucidating SHP Pheromones, Rpg Receptors and Inhibitors of Gram-positive Pathogens Quorum Sensing

Skyler Nicole Carlson
Secondary Metabolite Regulation and Drug-lead Discovery from Aquatic Actinomycetes

Shangwen Luo
Natural Products with Biological Activities from Freshwater Cyanobacteria

Pin-Chih Su
Brian Joseph Wright
Master of Science

Degree Conferred August 2014
Siddharth Jindal

Candidate for Degree May 2015
Sarah Elizabeth Green

Pharmacy Systems, Outcomes, and Policy

Doctor of Philosophy

Candidates for Degree May 2015
Yash Janak Jalaludhwala
Vardhaman Ashvinbhai Patel

Master of Science

Candidate for Degree May 2015
Julia D. Ursan

College of Urban Planning and Public Affairs

Public Administration

Doctor of Philosophy

Degree Conferred August 2014
Jennifer Melissa Benoit Bryan
A Multi-Level Analysis of the Issue of Runaway Youth: Precursors, Consequences and Harm Reduction

Candidates for Degree May 2015
Shu Wang
Effects of State-Imposed Tax and Expenditure Limitation on Municipal Revenue Structure: A Legal Approach

Master of Public Administration

Degrees Conferred August 2014
Matthew C. Cavanaugh
Kathryn L. Credlin
Edward J. Zordani

Degrees Conferred December 2014
Luo Bao
Xiaochen Chen
Randy Jarvis Colborn
Robert P. Degnan
Di Fan
Chenyu Fu
TaShona Mariea Griffin
Siyao He
Jessica T. Hirst
Xiaochen Ji
Yang Jiao
Jing Li
Meng Li
Peili Li
Zhe Li
Dongdong Liu
Martin P. Manov
Miguel Angel Mosqueta
Thomas McMahon Muellner
Jose E. Ponce
Kun Qian

Di Qiao
Justine Louise Reisinger
Clint Sabin
Edy E. Sarmiento
Ni Tian
Deepti Tyagi
Jianlong Wang
Mingshen Wang
Peijin Wang
Krystal Nicole Williams
Zheng Xu
Fei Xue
Chao Yang
Ruochen Yang
Jingwen Zhang
Zinan Zhang
Chen Zhao
Jinze Zhou
Qiang Zhou
Chenyu Zuo

Candidates for Degree May 2015
Justin T. Altay
Tracy Colleen Bielecki
Vickie L. Chan
Jessica Ann Collingsworth
Kamil Czarowski
Ada Demirovic
David Robert Pullarton
Elizabeth Gbadamosi
Hillary E. Green
Patrick Martin Hastings
Steven Hyun Hong
Jason Huertas
Hooper William Jones
Justin D. Keenan
Megan Kingsley Gaw Miles
Matthew J. Montez
Frank Ngo
Catrina Monique Patton
Fajar Rochadi
Kafflat Smith
Daniel James Tallon
Ender Tanriverdi
Kayla Sue Taylor
Rachel A. Wagner
Lujie Zhang
Matthew Ryan Ziska
Ivonne Maritza Zuniga Garcia

Urban and Public Affairs

Bachelor of Arts

Degrees Conferred August 2014
Kara Ann Highfill
Anthony Michael Molina
Stephanie Diane Zito

Degrees Conferred December 2014
Zachary T. Jensen
Moiez A. Khan
Martin Macias
Alfredo Pedroza
Kimberly Joy Phillips
Natalie A. Zine

Candidates for Degree May 2015
Polo Briones
Sarah Deanne Dunn
Scott Bradford Greig
Timothy Hickey
Ross V. Kinkade

Yao C. Lei
Qi Lu
Karl Werner Miller
Albert Murphy
Chahinda Isra Mustapha
Jose Jordan Ocampo
Yanira Natalia Otero
Courtney Noelle Paige
Nicole Pellegrino
Robert Keith Poole
Austin Lee Reichard
Jacob D. Schulz
Kelsye Marie Stone Moore
Samuel Strader
Nykol Tolstych
Brian Tomkins

Urban Planning and Policy

Doctor of Philosophy

Degrees Conferred August 2014
Marina Toneli Siqueira
In Search of Gentrification: The Local Meanings of Urban Upward Redevelopment in Sao Paulo, Brazil

Javier Ignacio Ruiz-Tagle Venero
Bringing Inequality Closer: A Comparative Urban Sociology of Socially Diverse Neighborhoods

Candidates for Degree May 2015
Ryan L. Hollon
Breaking the Habit: Lessons from a High-Incarceration Neighborhood

April Jackson
Best-Laid Plans: Implementing Chicago’s Re-Newal of Three Hope VI Developments

Zafer Sonmez
The Geography of Knowledge Flows in the U.S. Biopharmaceutical Industry

Ivis Garcia Zambrana
The Puerto Rican Identity: Reconstructing Ownership in the Face of Change

Master of Urban Planning and Policy

Degrees Conferred August 2014
Farah N. Ansari
Stephen H. Broadwell
Denise DeArmond
Alireza Karduni
Alexander Linares
David Matthew Mahler
Karoline Mohammeduman Qasem
Alma Tello

Degrees Conferred December 2014
Ute K. Brantsch
Elizabeth Castaneda
Margaret A. Eaglin
Emily Anne Egan
Amy Angelina Franco
Jacqueline Ann Henrikson

George A. Kasson
David Martin Kosturik
Joseph L. Levie
Liuy Liang
Leah Talaber Malone
Armando Medina
Martin Robert Menninger
Kelsey A. Padlock
Brendan Patrick Saunders
Jeffrey L. Sobczyk
Robert Allen Stegall
Jacob Wayne Trimble

Candidates for Degree May 2015
Moira Laine Horvath Albanese
Laura Armgardt
Jenny Kathleen Baker
Joel Bryan Benedetti
Sydney Paige Blankers
Elaine Marie Bottomley
Clifford A. Bridgeman
Michael Derek Calimese
Mareiela Chavez
Eduardo A. Munoz Colunga
Duka S. Dabovic
Cristina De La Rosa
Brendan John Dodge-Hayakawa
James Patrick Dow
Brian Matthew Dyer
Adam Laurence East
Kate Elizabeth Evasic
Timothy Ray Garibay
Kathleen Mauriah Gems
David H. Gleicher
Kevin W. Gurtowski
Jessica Rae Horne
Jeffrey S. Horwitz
Daniel E. Hughes
James A. Isacs
Hannah E. Jones
Sidney Todd Kenyon
Anna Kim
Kara A. Komp
Xiaoran Li
Yining Li
Elizabeth Frances Lococo
Sumner Dianne Maisen
Aneesha Marwah
Richard C. McChane
Hannah Shaw Merry
Jonathan Lee Miller
Jason Michael Miranda
Kenya T. Morris
Bailey J. Muller
Rhonda Payne
Pablo Penades Lopez
Alejandra Piers-Torres
Katarynna M. Piotrowska
Scott Edward Pojer
Valerie Sophia Poulos
Kelly Marie Purvis
Maria D. Ramos-Cuaya
Caroline T. Rendon
Jose Alberto Requena
Jack Paul Rocha
Allison Beth Roddy
Katherine Sarah Russell
Kaniz S. Sathi
Megan N. Spitz
Matthew C. Stegeman
Jessica Leigh Stevenson
Ariel Stoudt
Soudhe Taghabon

THE UNIVERSITY OF ILLINOIS AT CHICAGO
Graduate College

Neuroscience

Doctor of Philosophy

Degree Conferred August 2014
Ignacio Rivero Coveló

Degree Conferred December 2014
Jackson J. Cone

The Hunger Hormone Grehelin Dynamically Tunes Phasic Mesolimbic Signals Underlying Food-Directed Behaviors

Candidates for Degree May 2015

Andrew Henry Cysz
Dynamic Interactions between Glucocorticoids and Brain Plasticity

Jane Addams

College of Social Work

Doctor of Philosophy

Degrees Conferred August 2014
Elizabeth Anne Bowen
Prior Homelessness and Rent Burden as Predictors of HIV Risk for Single Room Occupancy Residents

Gisela R. Grumbach
Formerly Incarcerated African American Women: Reclaiming Parenting and Re-Forming Material Identities

Degree Conferred December 2014
Judith Melaine Hines
Internalized Heterosexism, Outness, Relationship Satisfaction, and Violence in Lesbian Relationships

Candidates for Degree May 2015

Lynette Dedios
Jessica M. Dehlin
Kaleen Sylvia Demo
Amarilis Diaz
Francesca E. Dioso
Amy Jo Donadaville
Jennifer Joan Drew
Dorota Iwona Duda
Andrea Michelle Dunbar
Sarah J. Dyer
Sarah J. Eagan
Amber Edge
Charles A. Egner

Master of Social Work

Degrees Conferred August 2014
Angel Maxine Beecham
Hana Lynn Keil
Sheila Odoso Sewe
Yingying Zhang

Degrees Conferred December 2014
Carol J. Angelescu
Priscilla Kelly Beecham-Joseph
Victor E. Rodriguez

Candidates for Degree May 2015

Alejandra Elizabeth Aguilar
Isamar Aguirre
Rita A. Akyaa
Georgine Elise Alfano
Muntaha M. Alhind
Trisha Lynn Anderson
Carlos Arrizon
Nadia Avila
Sebastino Aviles
Heidi Danielle Bacon
Rebecca Leigh Ballen
Anastasia Baran
Brittany Lyn Bares
Kelly A. Barkan
Lauren Elizabeth Bassler
Danielle Louise Bastian
Melissa Rita Beno
Lauren Elizabeth Berger
Moriah H. Berry
Kelli M. Blume
Isabel Cristina Bolanos
Liam T. Brown
Mackenzie Ann Brown
Elizabeth Buehler
Olena Burger
Jennifer Burgess
Dominique Danielle Burnett
Katie Mary Burton
Zachariah John Burton
Sheila Rose Butler
Jennifer Delory Byrne
Michael Calia
Andrew David Castillo
Stephanie T. Ceisel
Emma Chandler
Aria Young Eun Choi
Natalie Frances Cicero
Michelle Kathleen Clayton
Chelsea Elizabeth Corbett
Cassandra Cannie Cortez
Ryan G. Coyle
Amy R. Crawford
Margaret Claire Cross
Jamilla G. Daniels
Oluoshola Andrew Dasilva

Candidates for Degree May 2015

Lynette Dedios
Jessica M. Dehlin
Kaleen Sylvia Demo
Amarilis Diaz
Francesca E. Dioso
Amy Jo Donadaville
Jennifer Joan Drew
Dorota Iwona Duda
Andrea Michelle Dunbar
Sarah J. Dyer
Sarah J. Eagan
Amber Edge
Charles A. Egner

May 2015
School of Public Health

School of Public Health—DrPH Leadership

Doctor of Public Health

Degrees Conferred August 2014

Magaly Angeloni

Approaches TRAIN Affiliates are Taking to Evaluate Public Health Training

Christine Marie Gall

Implementation of a Pediatric Mass Casualty Triage Plan during Crisis Standards of Care Deployment

Vincent J. Haufe

The Public Health Value of Healthcare Claims for Understanding Chronic Disease and Healthcare Utilization

Lara Lamprecht

An Exploration of Policy Activities by Local Health Departments to Improve Population Health

Cara Tuyet Mai

Assessment and Framework for Population-based Surveillance of Birth Defects in the United States

Griselle Torres

A Retrospective Case Series Analyses of Capacity Building Services in HIV Prevention Programs

Susanna Nicole Visser

School Climate and Attention-deicit/Hyperactivity Disorder among Adolescent Medicaid Recipients

Degrees Conferred December 2014

Nicole Marie Brennan

Men’s Health and Wellbeing Policy in the United States: A Transdisciplinary Cross-National Policy Analysis

Susan Brandeis Cahn

A Study of the Organizational Readiness of Local Health Departments to Use Electronic Health Information for Surveillance

Jacqueline Brunell Lanier

The Health Educator’s Role in the Implementation of Community Transformation Work in Rural Illinois

Candidates for Degree May 2015

Jason Eric Oreña

For a Few Dollars More: The Case for Cross-Jurisdictional Sharing in Ohio’s Local Health Departments

Young Soon Song

Developing a Healthy Aging Teaching Curriculum Model

Community Health Sciences

Doctor of Philosophy

Degree Conferred August 2014

Jessica Carroll Dirkes

Sexual Identity Development, Stigma, and Health in Sexual Minority Women and Men

Degree Conferred December 2014

Mayra Lorell Estrella

Place Attachment, Civic Engagement, and Collective Well-Being Among Chicago’s Puerto Rican Youth

Master of Public Health

Degrees Conferred August 2014

Sara A. Buck

Michael R. Crawford

Abigail C. Holeczy

Jasmine E. James

Kandis Leslie Martin

Holly Nicole Michaels

Sonia M. Narvaez

Xenia Okalibe

Michael Babatunde Owolabi

Laurel G. Wright

Degrees Conferred December 2014

Nahreen Husna Ahmed

Koffitse Atchon

Brian A. Barg

Francis V. Catalfumo

Michele Horn

Channa Lindsay

David James Steck Moreno

Samantha T. Raymond

Jessica Paige Ruggiero

Jessica L. Schwiesow

Candidates for Degree May 2015

Eling A. Aguada

Ebinehita Arhebamen

Sebastino Aviles

Melissa A. Bachler

Valerie Anne Bangs

Darcy Benedict

Elizabeth Lloyd Berkeley

Megan Nicole Berry

Allison Bianchi

Ally Marie Bishop

Laura Elizabeth Blue

Alyssa Merrill Budoff

Rachel Burger

Jiana Calixto

Stacey Janelle Catlett

Theresa Rose Croughan

Regina N. Crossley-Corcoran

Brittany DeAnna Doxie

Daniel Jay Finn

Stephanie Marie Garcia

Stacy Goldman

Sylvia Gonzalez

Jonathan Paul Hofacker

Silas Mathew Hyer

Stephanie Mae Keal

Reem H. Kieso

Jonathan Alexander Lopez

Casey Rose Lowman

Krystal Angeli Mapolo-Echie

Nicole L. Mayer

Emily McGinnis

Colleen Rose McLoughlin

Bree Alisha Medvedev

Jean Elise Michaels

Chessa R. Nyberg

Katherine Marie O’Keeffe

Molly D. Paul

Kari E. Peterson

Marisa Faye Pochter

Christine M. Quintero

Lyndsey Marie Richardson

Pamela Theresa Roesch

Timeah Tranette Rogers

Allison Lauren Rosenthal

Akuzike Chisala Rugunda

Amelia Orielie Ryan

Christina Nicole Sansone

Veronica M. Sek

Michelle Anne Ruiz Tagle

Joanna Elizabeth Tess

Nesha Arif Usmani

Julie Vecchio

Mary Micaelita Verro

Lakeshia Monet Watson

Daniel L. Weiss

Brianne K. Welte

Sarah Wright

Rachel Marie Yanagi

Marjorie R. Yarbrough

Jana Megan Young

Lindsay Kelly Zeman

Environmental and Occupational Health Sciences

Doctor of Philosophy

Degree Conferred August 2014

R. M. A. Priyanthi Shyamalee

Dassanayake

Legacy and Emerging Environmental Organic Pollutants in Human Placenta and Blood

Candidates for Degree May 2015

Stephanie Anne DeFlorin-Barker

Severity and Economic Burden of Recreational Waterborne Illness in the United States

Margaret M. Sietsema

Analysis of Respiratory Program Practices and Simulated Workplace Protection Factor Studies

Master of Public Health

Degrees Conferred August 2014

Rachel Anna Liddle

Michelle Lynn Semotan

Degrees Conferred December 2014

Shaista Fatima Abid

Marie Delivrance Bernadette Fouche

Yamin Narayan

Candidates for Degree May 2015

Sumeet Batra

Meghna Dhawan

Hugh Ford Fritz

Andrew Gordon

Poonam Kotre

Allison Jane Lale

Benjamin Lee

Sonya Meyers

Kelly Ee Lu Ting

Mariissa Regina Townes-Jenkins

Rayyn S. Tyler

Michelle Wueste

Amber N. Yerkes

Master of Science

Degree Conferred August 2014

Ryan D. Cole

Degree Conferred December 2014

Prabha Gothamie Ranasinghe

Candidate for Degree May 2015

Jane Thomason
Epidemiology and Biostatistics

Doctor of Philosophy
Degree Conferred August 2014
Amanda C. Bennett
Racial/Ethnic Disparities in Breastfeeding and Potential Mediation by Hospital Practices

Degree Conferred December 2014
Hong Li
Three-Level Mixed-Effects Location Scale Model with Modeling Random Scale Variance

Candidates for Degree May 2015
Brittany R. Lapin
Relationships among Prenatal Risk Factors, Early Life Events, and Asthma in At-Risk Children

David James Motton
Statistical Methods for Classifying Hospital Quality Using Hierarchical Nonlinear Mixed-Effects Models

Marisa Rogers Young
Scaling-up Male Circumcision for HIV Prevention in Western Kenya: Risk Compensation and Infant Male Circumcision

Master of Public Health
Degree Conferred August 2014
Patricia Ann Huetteman
Miguel Morales

Degree Conferred December 2014
Heather L. Davis
Sonia Guleria

Candidates for Degree May 2015
Anne Catherine Bendelow
John E. Capua
Emily Foisy
Catherine Jett
Janna Leigh Kerins
Amanda Anne Koch
Bruce William Larkin
Linda Rui Liu
Patrick Michael Maloney
Rahul Reddy Marpadaga
Misha Paris McCullogh
Yamile Molina
Ryan James Murphy
Mary Caitlin Neu
Nhan T. Nguyen
Kelly Ann O’Shea
Boluwatiwi Kehinde Oye
Sheewin Pananookoön
Ernestina Francis Perez
Sonal Purohit
Michael Joseph Ray
Kushbu Shah
Xuan Shang
Tanya G. Singh
Pooja A. Solanki
Lorélle Crissa Woodson
Halín Yu

Master of Science
Degree Conferred August 2014
Rachel Katherine Nordgren
Evan James Sorley

Degree Conferred December 2014
Rani I. Gallardo

Candidates for Degree May 2015
Julia N. Anglen
Sweta K. Basnet
Byrn Mai Fanganiban David
Heejin Kim
Drew R. Nannini
Jiadi Xu
Zhi Yang

Health Policy and Administration
Doctor of Philosophy
Degree Conferred August 2014
Gerard Michael Castro
Classification of Health Information Technology-Related Contributing Factors to Patient Safety Events

Degree Conferred December 2014
Kenneth Robert Carson
Evaluation of Racial Disparities in United States Veterans with Diffuse Large B-Cell Lymphoma

Candidate for Degree May 2015
Evi Sukmaningrum
HIV Disclosure Experience Among Women with HIV/AIDS in Jakarta, Indonesia

Master of Healthcare Administration
Degree Conferred August 2014
Blase Anne Pineda Calma
Thomas J. Hove

Degree Conferred December 2014
Alison R. Weston

Candidates for Degree May 2015
Kevin J. Audet
Katrina Elizabeth Keiffer Barone
Jordan Kaveh Batmanghelichi
Mikel Marie Biank
Alyssa N. Burns
Valerie Elizabeth Carrillo
Andrew R. Chavez
Saleha Gul Choudhary
Cassandra L. Eischen
Yinghao Lucy Fu
Jeffrey Jameel
Alexander Johnson
Kyle Patrick Kingston
Alyson E. Lee
Victoria A. Lee
Howard Luo
Vincent J. Moccio
Katie L. Mosby
Jaima Irene Parker
Rafael Enrique Pena

Elizabeth Mae Rogers
Gabriela Sabagun
Eriace Renee Saito
Patrick Sanders
Beria Sipahli
Catherine Teresa Theruviparampil
Jay Tran
Evaristus Osewie Udazi
Charlie Anthony Wade
Andrew Joseph Witt
David A. Wurster
Michael James Zeniecki

Master of Public Health
Degree Conferred August 2014
Maisy Ismail Abdalla
Melissa M. Buenger
Herra Isqal
Bella Natu Patel
Kate E. Varela

Degree Conferred December 2014
Hajira Arshie
Maciej Bieniek
Kara Destasio
Peter O. Edwards
Priya Patel
Sarah Colburn Schmidt
Kya Ann Schnettler
Somya Sinha

Candidates for Degree May 2015
Meredith Megan Anderson
Messha Awan
Matthew William Berkley
Shanel Balwant Bhagwandin
Rene Doreen Dubois
Oscar Ivan Zambrano Franco
Scott Fujino
Abdinasir Issack Gabaha
Alessandra Camil Gibson
Masaya Higuchi
Karen Alicia Mancera-Cuevas
Shambricia S. McBrayer
Michaëlle Moise
Francisco Emanuel Moreno
Jennifer Renee Norworth
Adetola Otseile
Shruti Patel
Lindsay Michelle Pluff
Jamal Marvoo Russell
Brandon Lee Sandine
Joseph E. Vasquez
Gregory John Venvertloh
Bridget Lee Weidner

Master of Science
Degree Conferred August 2014
Kataryna Drozda
Heather M. Prendergast
James M. Stevenson

Degree Conferred December 2014
Kevin McConeghy

Candidates for Degree May 2015
Samson Barasa
Rosie Danyell Lyles

Public Health
Bachelor of Arts
Candidates for Degree May 2015
Jenean I. Abedalrahman
Elise Amanda Acevedo
Dominique Adams
Kubi Bakiat Adefeso
Maheen Ahmed
Darling Bilikii Amoo
Manija Billah
Catherine Rose Bobbitt
Sarah Elizabeth Crawford
Andrew Thomas Jensen
Hulliams Kamlem
Koenia Kopylova
Sienna Patricia Little
Sarah Lomahan
Farhan Mir
Stephanie S. Moore
Katherine Ostrowski
Raven Nichelle Patterson
Katarzyna Joanna Plata
Dubhyant K. Raihun
Maria Alexandra Rodriguez
Ayman Tabani
Kytra Williams
America the Beautiful
by Katharine Lee Bates

O beautiful for spacious skies,
For amber waves of grain,
For purple mountain majesties
Above the fruited plain!
America! America!
God shed his grace on thee
And crown thy good with brotherhood
From sea to shining sea!

The Star-Spangled Banner
by Francis Scott Key

O say can you see, by the dawn’s early light,
What so proudly we hail’d at the twilight’s last gleaming,
Whose broad stripes and bright stars through the perilous fight
O’er the ramparts we watch’d were so gallantly streaming?
And the rockets’ red glare, the bombs bursting in air,
Gave proof through the night that our flag was still there,
O say does that star-spangled banner yet wave
O’er the land of the free and the home of the brave?
Share your celebration at #UICgrad15